When Fixing Your Tub Isn’t Plumbing
ZZZDOO]LPFRPZZZ]LPVDXWRWHFKQLNFRP
%5$.(6
8SJUDGHV
Dual Stage Master Cylinder Kit
219.95
Drum to Disc Brake Conversion Kit
769.95
%UDNH6KRHVDQG3DGV
Brake Shoes, 356 Oversize, rebuilt
ex 117.95
Brake Shoes, 356 all drums, rebuilt ex 107.95
Brake Pads, disc brakes, Frt or Rr
from 22.50
0DVWHU&\OLQGHUVDQG:KHHO&\OLQGHUV
Master Cylinder, w/Drum brakes
159.95
German Wheel Cylinder Kit
11.95
Wheel Cylinder Front Drum Brake
68.95
Wheel Cylinder Rear Drum Brake
68.95
Master Cylinder, w/disc brakes, OE
176.95
Master Cylinder, w/disc brakes, Repro
119.95
&DOLSHUVDQG.LWV
Caliper Kit, 356 C, Front
14.95
Caliper Kit, 356 C, Rear
12.00
Stainless Steel Caliper Pistons
from 34.95
NEW 356 C Calipers, Per Pair, Front
450.00
NEW 356 C Calipers, Per Pair, Rear
239.90
5RWRUV
Front Rotor, 356 C
56.50
Rear Rotor 356 C
95.95
%UDNH+RVH.LWV
356A, Rubber Brake Line Kit
62.78
356A, Braided Stainless, DOT Approved 79.95
356B or C, Rubber Brake Line Kit
57.80
356B or C, Braided Stainless, DOT Approved 72.50
SUSPENSION
6WHHULQJ&RPSRQHQWV
Tie Rod Ends, inner or outer
from 19.95
Tie Rod Assembly
from 69.95
Steering Box, ZF, rebuilt 4 stud version ex 699.95
&6WHHULQJ&RXSOHUNEW DESIGN
59.95
.LQJDQG/LQN3LQV
King Pin Rebuild Kit
30.95
King Pin Rebuild Kit German
46.95
King Pin Kit Front Spindle O-Rings
1.90
Link Pin Rebuild Kit
54.95
Link Pin Rebuild Kit German
77.50
Link Pin Kit Seal and Cap Kit
46.40
Zims now offers king & link pin refurbishing service

6KRFNV
Shock, 356 56-65, KYB gas (set of 4)
Shock, 356 56-65, Boge (set of 4)

129.00
199.80

&/87&+.,76
.LWVLQFOXGH'LVF3UHVVXUH3ODWHDQG72%HDULQJ
356 A, Solid Hub
130.00
356 A, Spring Hub
170.00
356 B, 180 mm
398.00
356 B or C 200 mm Aftermarket
from 357.00
356 B or C 200 mm Sachs
from 468.00

+LJK3HUIRUPDQFH
,JQLWLRQ6\VWHPV

CALL US TOLL FREE

1-800-356-2964

DUE TO CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS PRICES MAY CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

12

VOLT

,W·V+HUH)LQDOO\
$OWHUQDWRU.LW

6

VOLT

Complete kit comes with everything you
need to convert your car to a modern
12V alternator. Starting at $539.95!
12 VOLT CONVERSION PARTS
2(&RQYHUVLRQ6WDUWHUYIRUYIO\ZKHHOIURP 
1(:/LWH:HLJKW+LJK7RUTXH6WDUWHU 
 
7UDQVLVWRUL]HG9ROWDJH5HGXFHUYWRY ZLSHUV  
7UDQVLVWRUL]HG9ROWDJH5HGXFHUYWRY JDXJHV  
5HVLVWRUVIRU5HOD\V



YROW+HOOD+RUQVGXDOKRUQVRULJLQDOVW\OH SDLU 
YROW2SWLPD%DWWHU\1HZHVW6SLUDO&HOO'HVLJQ 
9ROW&RQYHUVLRQ*HQHUDWRU
H[FKDQJH 

&+520(:+((/6

UNBELIEVABLE DEALS!
&KURPH:KHHOV³:LGH)LYH´HD
6+XEFDSV . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 77.95
&KURPH/XJ1XW6HW. . . . . . . . . . 79.00
6WHHO/XJ1XW6HW . . . . . . . . . . . . 45.00
&DG3ODWHG/XJ1XW6HW . . . . . . . 35.00

:LWK]LQFGLDON\OGLWKLRSKRVSKDWHDND=''3

ZIMS EXCLUSIVEZ

CARBURETOR ROD KITS
26.35
WIRE MESH HEADLIGHT GRILLES 132.95
356A NEW SHORT SHIFT KIT
44.95
356A/B FUEL TANK SENDER
99.95
6v FUEL PUMP
69.95
FUEL PUMP BLOCK OFF PLATE KIT 29.95
FUEL GAUGE DAMPER
20.95
CHROME MIRRORS “TALBOT STYLE” 29.95
SPEEDSTER REAR VIEW MIRROR
79.95
SPEEDSTER MIRROR TENSION ROD 60.95
0 .0XIÀHUV
Made from 321 Stainless Steel
LIGHTWEIGHT
HIGH PERFORMANCE

63(&,$/385&+$6(

7LUH3UHVVXUH*XDJH&KURPH0HVVNR 
(OHFWURQLFY7XUQ6LJQDO)ODVKHU
%HHKLYH/LJKWV)URQWRU5HDU

$[OH%RRW.LWV*RRG2QHV







6$0( '$< 6+,33,1*

ENGINE PARTS
)LOWHUV
Air, 356, w/ Zenith 32 NDIX carbs
12.95
Air, K&N assembly 356, w/ Zenith 32 NDIX 59.50
Air, K&N assembly 356, w/ Solex 40 PII 107.50
Oil, 356, 912 all, w/ good gasket Bosch
7.95
Fuel, 356, 912 all, 5 & 7mm universal
3.05
Fuel, 356, 912 all, 5 & 7mm universal METAL 5.95
ZIMS Premium Remote Fuel Filter
29.50
ENGINE ELECTRICAL
,JQLWLRQ3DUWV
Bosch Spark Plug WR6BC or WR7BC
2.75
Bosch Spark Plug WR7BP Platinum
5.95
Cast Iron Distributor, Reman
exch. 383.75
Tune Up Kit, 031 Dist. cap,rtr, pts, cond 32.75
Tune Up Kit Cast Iron- Premium
45.00
Tune Up Kit Cast Iron- Economy
38.00
6v Coil
55.00
6v “Blue” Coil
71.95
6v Black Coil
72.95
Spark Plug Wire Set, 356, 912 all
35.95
8mm High Performance Wire Set
55.00
6WDUWHUDQG*HQHUDWRU
6 volt Starter, remanufactured
from 129.95
12 volt Starter for 12V Conversions
from 229.95
6 volt Generator, remanufactured
ex 369.95
Generator Pulley Halves (356/912)
18.95
Generator Belt, 356, 912 all 10x825
5.75
Generator Belt, 356, 912 all “Porsche”
12.95
MISCELLANEOUS ENGINE PARTS
)XHO6\VWHP
Fuel Pump Rebuild Kit, 356 to 912
from 44.50
Carb Rebuild Kit, 356, 912 all
from 29.95
/XEULFDWLRQ
Oil Line, 356, 912 all, inlet or outlet from 20.50
Oil Cooler 356/912 VW Type
149.95
Oil Cooler, 356/912 all, Alum. Radiator Type 499.95
Brad Penn Break-In Oil, per quart
8.25
&DVW,URQ3LVWRQ5LQJV
356 A/B/C 4 ring, Cast Iron
69.95
356 SC/912 all 3 ring, Cast Iron
72.95
86mm Big Bore, Cast Iron
59.95
+DUGZDUH
Rod Nut OE, 356, 912 all
3.50
Flywheel Gland Nut, 356, 912 all
39.95
Flywheel Gland Nut, HEAVY DUTY
45.00
Engine Sheet Metal Screw Kit
10.55
356/912 Engine to Trans Hardware Kit
19.95
9DOYH7UDLQ
Pushrods, 356, 912 4140 Chromoly Set/8 169.95
Stainless Pushrod Tubes, 356, 912, each 17.25
Camshaft, New German
499.95

PERTRONIX IGNITOR
“NEVER CHANGE POINTS AGAIN!”

12&5(',7&$5'685&+$5*(

FAX# 817-545-2002

5(/,$1&(3$5.:$<%(')25'7(;$6
=LPV$XWRWHFKQLNLVQRWDI¿OLDWHGZLWK3RUVFKH$*RU3&1$5HJLVWHUHG7UDGHPDUNRI'U,QJKF)3RUVFKH$*7KHWHUP³=LPPLQ´LVD5HJLVWHUHG7UDGHPDUNRI'U=LP
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Regional 356 Clubs - Americas
U.S. WEST

356 Club, Southern California 356club.org
Gary Dunavan, 4865 Via del Corral
Yorba Linda, CA. 92887
714-326-5526 Ruby356sc@gmail.com
356 CAR Club 356car.org
Barney Speckman
101 2nd Street, 10th Flr, SF, CA 94105
W 415 369 1017 Mobile 925 367 3940
Fax 415 369 9700 bspeckman@nexant.com

Central Coast www.cc356c.com
Eric Meyer
P.O. Box 16160, San Luis Obispo CA. 93406
805- 886-0914 frenchbicycles@gmail.com

356 Group Northwest 356groupnw.org
Rick Danielson
PO Box 184, Graham WA 98338
253-279-4922 sami2go@msn.com
Sierra 356 Club
Barry Fleischer
25 DeAnza Drive, Reno, NV 89511
775-853-0826 bfleisch@nvbell.net

Rocky Mountain 356 Club
www.rockymountain356club.org
Al Gordon, 12773 Grizzly Littleton, CO 80127
303-979-1072
Mountainland 356 Club
Edward Radford, 1568 Connecticut Dr.
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
801-521-7330 eerad11@gmail.com

Hawaii 356 Owners Group
Rick Woltz, 719 N. Kainalu Drive, Kailua, HI 96734
808-262-5417 rick356@hawaiiantel.net

U.S. SOUTH

Southern Owners Group www.356sog.com
John Knight 1190 Hancock Drive, Atlanta, GA 30306
404-931-8700 signalred356@gmail.com
Tennessee Tubs (on facebook)
Nate J. Greene 1018 Chancery Lane
Nashville, TN 37215 natejgreene@comcast.net
Thunder Road Tubs
Jim Johnston
Knoxville, TN jjohnston356@mac.com

Florida Owners Group 356fog.com
Alan Winer
8311 C.R. 208, St. Augustine, FL 32092
904-436-5085 alanwiner1@gmail.com

U.S. EAST

Potomac 356 Owner’s Group (DC area)
Sandy Kemper, 517 Dartmouth Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 20910 www.pog356.org
301-585-0897 kempgav@verizon.net
356 Mid Atlantic www.356midatlantic.org
Dan Haden, 715 St. Andrews Road
Philadelphia, PA 19118
dhaden3@gmail.com
356BURGH www.356burgh.com
Lenny Santora, 1345 Falla Drive
Bethel Park, PA 15102, ph 412-835-6594
lennyg356@santora.us

356 Southern Connecticut Register, Ltd.
Ed Hyman, Box 35, Riverside, CT 06878
edhyman@charter.net

Typ 356 Northeast www.typ356ne.org
Ralph Hadley, president. Massachusetts
RHadley@typ356ne.org
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These independent groups each offer
activities, information and fellowship
for 356 enthusiasts in their area.

U.S. MIDWEST

Group 356 St. Louis Region
Mark Todorovich 314-444-1962
Suite 500 10001 Highland Plaza Dr. W.
St. Louis, Mo. 63110 Todorovich@danielandhenry.com

Midwest 356 Club www.midwest356.org
Bill Van Nortwick
1501 Kaneville Rd., Geneva Illinois 60134
H-630-232-2029 C-630-639-6879
W-312-364-8473 president@midwest356.org

Wisconsin 356 Club
Tom Spiegel tspiegelt5@aol.com 414-425-5584
10110 W. Bunny Ct., Hales Corners, WI 53130

Fahr North
Phil Saari, 649 Arbogast St, Shoreview, MN 55126
651-484-0303 ps356er@yahoo.com
356 Motor Cities Gruppe www.356mcg.com
Barbara Skirmants, 3359 Kings Mill Road
North Branch, MI 48461 810-688-2059

Drei Staaten Gruppe www.dreistaatengruppe.com
Carl Iseman 3530 Holly Ave, Cincinnati, OH 45208
513-702-0624 cell iseman@fuse.net

Ohio Tub Fanatics
Richard King 1500 Fairchild Avenue, Kent, OH 44240
330-678-6259 ohiotubfan@neo.rr.com

U.S. SOUTHWEST

Arizona Outlaws 356 Club
Mike Wroughton 19870 N. 86th Ave., Peoria, AZ 85382
623-362-8356 mwroughton@aol.com
Tub Club 356tubclub.org
Jim Usher, Cel 817-891-2989
8916 Crest Wood Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76179.

Lone Star 356 Club
Mark Roth, 4915 S. Main, #114 Stafford, TX 77477
281-277-9595 mroth356@earthlink.net

Zia 356
David Gensler
25 Davis Loop, Placitas, NM 87043
505-247-0234 dgensler@mrgcd.com

CANADA

Maple Leaf 356 Club of Canada Mike Kieley
P.O. Box 220 - 10 River Bluff Path
Rockwood, ON Canada N0B 2K0
519-856-1232 mike@smartseniors.ca

MEXICO

Porsche Club Mexico A.C.
porscheclubmx@yahoo.com
www.porscheclubmexico.com.mx

European 356 Clubs

Porsche 356 Club Deutschland e.V.
Ralf Dobro II. Rote-Haag-Weg 7, 52076 Aachen
+49 241 911 052
info@porsche-356-club-deutschland.de
www.Porsche-356-Club-Deutschland.de

356 Register of Porsche Club Great Britain
Fred Hampton, 356@porscheclubgb.com

Registro Italiano Porsche 356
Roberto Bertaccini
www.registroitalianoporsche356.it

356 Porsche Club de France
356porscheclubdefrance@wanadoo.fr
Porsche Classic Club Austria
office@porsche-classic-club.at

Porsche 356 Klubb, Sverige
Lars Larsson, Ragnarroksgatan 46, S-723 55
Vasteras, Sweden www.porsche356klubb.se
Porsche Classic Club Luxembourg
paul.decker@education.lu
Porsche 356 Club, Schweiz
Porsche 356 Club Schweiz
Frank Baumann
www.porsche-356-club.ch

356 Stammtisch in South Germany
kontakt@356-stammtisch-mannheim.de

Porsche 356 Klubb Norge
Postboks 20 NO-3521 JEVNAKER torf@mamut.com

Porsche 356 Club Nederland
Ton Vos, Chair. Henk Schotanus, Member registration.
Postbus 356, 2660 AB Bergschenhoek, Netherlands
clubblad@porsche356club.nl
Porsche Club Classic Belgium
info@porsche-classic-club.be

Porsche 356 Club Danmark
Vestergade 83, DK-8000 Arhus C
Freddie Eriksen mogens.lumbye@porsche356.dk
Club Porsche 356 Espana
acasas@porsche-club356spain.com

Asia-Pacific Clubs

Australian Porsche 356 Register
P.O. Box 7356, St. Kilda Rd.
Melbourne, Victoria 3004, Australia
www.356.com.au

356 Down Under
7 Cudby St,Woburn, Lower Hutt, 5011, New Zealand
nz356downunder@xtra.co.nz
www.356downunder.co.nz
Porsche 356 Club of Japan
356club@neko.co.jp

Africa

Porsche 356 Register of South Africa
peterd@carreramotors.co.za

O FFICERS

George Dunn, President
(GeorgeDunn@porsche356registry.org)
––––––––––––––––––––––
Bob Garretson, Vice President
(BobGarretson@porsche356registry.org)
––––––––––––––––––––––
Fred Nielsen, Treasurer
(FredNielsen@porsche356registry.org)
2690 NW Nightfall Circle, Bend, OR 97701
––––––––––––––––––––––
Jeannie Macaluso, Secretary
(JeannieMacaluso@porsche356registry.org)
––––––––––––––––––––––
Gordon Maltby, Editor
Mary Skamser, Membership Chair

T R U ST E E S

Bob Campbell
Event Insurance
(BobCampbell@porsche356registry.org)
20964 Canterwood Dr., Santa Clarita, CA 91350
661-251-3500 (W)
George Dunn
(GeorgeDunn@porsche356registry.org)
1112 38th Ave. NE, St. Petersburg, FL 33704
727-260-0760
Bob Garretson
(BobGarretson@porsche356registry.org)
18300 Jacobs Rd., Sonora, CA 95370
209-533-3566 (H)

Joe Johnson
(JoeJohnson@porsche356registry.org)
3802 Briarwood Ave., High Point, NC 27265
336-886-5287 (H)

Felix Macaluso
(FelixMacaluso@porsche356registry.org)
10177 Swallow Ave, Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714 962-2875 (H)
Jim Liberty
(JimLiberty@porsche356registry.org)
1638 Babcock St, "F", Costa Mesa, CA 92627
949-375-1888 (fax) 949-640-9280
Vic Skirmants
(VicSkirmants@porsche356registry.org)
3359 Kings Mill Rd, North Branch, MI 48461
810-688-2059 (W)
W E B S IT E STA F F
Greg Bryan, Talk List Moderator
(GregBryan@porsche356registrry.org)

Eric Cherneff, VIN Database Manager
(EricCherneff@porsche356registry.org)
Curt Dansby, Classifeds Moderator
(CurtDansby@porsche356registry.org)
GOODIE STORE
Diane Morrill, 831-375-4442
356goodiestore@sbcglobal.net

356 Registry
Website updates
continue. Check
it out today.

Membership Questions?

Note this contact information for all member requests:
View and update your profile at

www.Porsche356Registry.org

email: Membership@Porsche356Registry.org
phone: Membership hotline: 651-342-1524
mail: PO Box 356, Stillwater, MN 55082 USA

MAGAZINE
E D IT O R IA L STA F F

E-letter news

To get all the latest
info about your club
and the 356 world,
be sure we have
your correct email
address.

Gordon Maltby, Editor
(GMaltby@RPMAutoBooks.com)

Mary Skamser, Membership Chair
(membership@porsche356registry.org)
1826 Tower Drive, Stillwater, MN 55082
651-439-0204, fax 651-342-1524
Paul Christensen, Tech-Nique
(Renntek@gmail.com)

Sebastian Gaeta, Net Worth
(spg356@sbcglobal.net) 734-662-4288
4070 Brookview Ct., AnnArbor, MI 48108

Prescott Kelly, Market Watch
(Vintage911racer@gmail.com) 203-227-7770
16 Silver Ridge, Weston, CT 06883
Joris Koning, Four-Cam Forum
(j.koning356@gmail.com)

Roy Lock, West Coast Correspondent
(rplock53@yahoo.com)
Jim Perrin, Years Ago
(carreragts@aol.com) 614-882-9046
Box 1828, Westerville, OH 43086

Edwin Schweitzer, Resto-Strips
(EdwinSchweitzer@porsche356registry.org)
Everett Anton Singer, Porsche Posters
(Tony@Singer356.com)

John Hearn, Contributing photographer
(john356@tiscali.co.uk)

Bruce Sweetman Contributing photographer
(sweetmanb@juno.com) www.brucesweetman.com
Adam Wright, Mr. Barn Finder
adam@unobtainium-inc.com

Ted Zombek, Contributing photographer
(TZombek@aol.com)
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I N TH E MAIL

John Calamos of Virginia
is a regular correspondent and contributor of
great photos from Sebring in the 1960s along
with more recent events
with the Potomac
Owner’s Group.
John let me know that in
May he and the “Mistress”, his C coupe,
reached a milestone of
50 years together since
he bought her new.
Congratulations, John!

Half a century together

Junior Regalia
The Rocky Mountain 356
Club took a tour to
South Dakota and the
Black Hills in May. They
visited the South Dakota
Air and Space Museum
adjacent to Ellsworth Air
Force Base where they
were able to tour the
cockpits of B-52 and B-1
bombers and take a
group shot with a static
display B-1. Four 356s
and three other cars
were on the trip that
lasted an extra two days
when heavy snow closed
some of the local highways.
Intrepid cross-country
356 driver John Harvey
of Maryland was along
on one of his many excursions; that’s his white
coupe in the blizzard.
Photo by Valerie Conway.

Blake Chase, grandson of Bob and
Sharon Chase, has been coming to the North
South event since he was a baby. He loves the
356s and had his picture taken in several. This
year he got a 356 hat, pin and necklace at the
Goodie Store, which he wears proudly with his
“Grey Eagles 356 Overriders” shirt from Bob’s
business.

End of an era
Former Registry president Bill Durland
wrote to me in February about a milestone. I
recalled seeing his beautiful car at one of
Dennis Frick’s “Plaid party” open houses in
the 1990s. GM
My 41-year (January 1973, 1957 Speedster) streak of consecutive 356 ownership
ended yesterday when I delivered the title for my
'59 Carrera to Dennis Frick. He brokered the
sale to an enthusiast in Germany who shows
6
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promise of driving the car as it was meant to be
driven. I'm glad it's going to Germany because
here at auction it would be just a non-numbers
matching car with a 25 year old paint job and
lots of options not listed on the C of A which
might have appealed to some investor looking
to make a killing down the road. If I sound
somewhat bitter, it’s probably because I am. The
prices of all older Porsches have resulted in
them being viewed as investments rather than
vehicles to be enjoyed for their driving pleasure.
What a shame!

The Carrera is the one you saw at Denny's
shop some years ago with the most interesting
channels to get the heat from the gas heater into
the passenger compartment. Unfortunately, the
gas heater had stopped working and the gentleman who did the rebuild and safety modifications for us has apparently passed away, or at
least can no longer be found. Denny's guys were
unable to get it to work, so it was the only part
of the car that was not 100% working as it
should. Bill Durland

Upcoming Events
July 20 ................................................................Dana Point, California
The 28th Annual Dana Point Concours. Lantern Bay Park, Dana Point. The best annual 356 Concours event – at the best 356 site. More info at www.356club.org.
July 17-20........................................................Elkhart Lake, Wisconsin
The Hawk with Brian Redman featuring the Ford Mustang. Roadamerica.com.
July 27 ................................................................Norwalk, Connecticut
41st Annual PCA CVR Region will feature a special display of all Porsche Speedsters.
More info at www.cvrpca.org.
August 12-17 ........................................................Monterey, California
12. Concours on the Avenue. www.motorclubevents.com.
12-13. Automobilia Monterey at the Embassy Suites, Seaside. For info visit Automobiliamonterey.com.
14-17. Rolex Monterey Motorsports Reunion featuring Maserati. More info at mazdaraceway.com.
15. Legends of the Autobahn German car show at Nicklaus Club-Monterey (formerly
Pasadera Country Club) featuring BMW, Mercedes and Audi. An “open” class in
the concours welcomes Porsche. www.legendsoftheautobahn.org.
15. Werkes Reunion: Porsche car celebration at Rancho Cañada Golf Course,
Carmel.
August 17..................................................................Carmel, California
Pebble Beach Concours d’ Elegance. www.pebblebeachconcours.net. This year the
Maserati centennial and Tatra are some of the featured marques.
August 27- 30 ..................................................Stevenson, Washington
The 2014 356 Registry West Coast Holiday, presented by the 356 Group NW. Latest
news at www.westcoastholiday.org.
September 5-7 ..................................................Watkins Glen New York
Glenora Wine Cellars U.S. Vintage Grand Prix at Watkins Glen. www.theglen.com

Check the Registry website calendar
for up-to-date listings

September 20 ................................................Lewisberry, Pennsylvania
Ski Roundtop Swap Meet. Buyers free, sellers $30 per space. Contact Mike Moody
at 717-502-8820 before 9:00 p.m. ET. Sign up before August 1st and get two spaces
for the price of one. www.vintagegermanswapmeet.com.
September 21 ......................................................................Everywhere
Drive your 356 Day. Get ready, get out there!
September 25-28 ....................................Fontana Lake, North Carolina
The 2014 356 Registry East Coast Holiday, presented by the Southern Owners’
Group. All spots currently filled, see wwwEastcoastholiday.org for info.
Be sure to check the Registry website for more events. Have an event? Send your
info to membership@porsche356registry.org.

A Monterey Week Event
That’s Just For
Porsches!

T

he Porsche Club of America is set to begin a new tradition
in 2014 with the inaugural Werks Reunion on Friday, August 15, at the Rancho Cañada Golf Club in Carmel. This new Monterey event open to all Porsche owners. Membership in PCA is not
required.
Enter your car in the judged concours or the “display only”
Porsche corral where cars are parked by model. Expect rare classics to customs, race cars, current models, and everything in between. Breakfast and lunch are available with registration.
PCA will host the event with participation from Porsche Cars
North America. Stroll the field, enjoy lunch, partake in the Bier
Garten, access vendors, and enjoy the camaraderie of fellow car
enthusiasts. The 2014 show will feature the latest Porsches, special
vehicle presentations, celebrity guests, and more than a few surprises. Free admission for spectators. See you there.
Register today at www.motorsportreg.com
$60 judged concours, $40 Porsche Corral
Contact: Tom Provasi, Event Chair, werksreunion@pca.org
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Late
News

Porsche tops 2014
J.D. Power
Initial Quality Study
Results
For a second consecutive
year, Porsche ranks highest in
initial quality among all
nameplates.
Problems per 100 vehicles
Porsche 74
Jaguar
87
Lexus
92
Hyundai 94
Toyota
105
Chevrolet 106
Kia
106
BMW
108
Honda
108
Lincoln
109

Porsche vows to return in
2015 in both GT classes and
as a contender for overall
victory.

8

Christophorus is now online

Porsche’s new motor oil

The Porsche House magazine Christophorus now
online. Effective immediately, Porsche AG is publishing the
articles from its exclusive company magazine on the
Porsche website. Under the heading “Company and Brand”
all the articles will be available free of charge for the first
time. Reports from the print edition will be released at twoweek intervals in German, Chinese, English, French, Italian,
Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish.
The first online articles from the current edition – no.
366 “Le Mans – The Race Goes On” is all about the legendary 24-hour race.
The Porsche magazine Christophorus, named after
the patron saint of travelers, has appeared in successively
numbered issues since 1952, and is thus one of the oldest
customer publications in the world. The magazine provides
readers with interesting information on its cars and engineering, and also offers exclusive related views behind the
scenes at the company.
The printed edition of Christophorus currently appears five times a year in ten languages with a total circulation of around 470,000.
To access the latest edition, navigate to:
- www.Porsche.com
- North America - USA
- Menu - Company and Brand
- Christophorus the Porsche Magazine

Car and Driver’s website has a news flash about the
new Porsche Classic oil. “An automaker offering such a
product for its own classic rides is pretty cool, if you ask
us,” they wrote. And one reader comment there was insightful: “Porsche is selling quarts of oil? Something doesn't sound quite right. How the hell can you option up a can
of oil?”
I had to laugh. As the owner of an old Boxster with
$27,000 worth of options I am keenly aware of Porsche’s
Harley-Davidson-like propensity to sell “extras” of all
kinds. From ceramic brakes to leather-covered dash vents,
the offerings range from “gee-whiz” to “huh?”. I was afraid
Porsche’s new oil might fall into that last category; it’s not
like there is a shortage of lube choices out there.
In April George Dunn and I saw the prototype can and
were given a promo pitch about the new oils before we
toured the Porsche Classic Center near Ludwigsburg in
Germany. My reservations about this boutique lubricant
were many, since several questions about its zinc content
and base stock could not be answered at the time.
Fast forward a couple of months and the oil is now
available at Porsche dealers, and the company’s website
has extensive information about the what and why of these
two products. The first is a 20W-50 mineral-based oil designed for 356, 914 and early 911 engines. The second is
a 10W-60 synthetic for 911s of 3.0 liters (1979 911SC)
and later. Each is available in a 1 or 5 liter can, a throwback to the old days and a very attractive item in its own
right. Prices are just under $12 for the 20W-50 liter and
about $61 for the five liter can.
Porsche’s website makes a compelling case for the
creation of these oils, based on some key points: penetration of the oil to all internal engine parts quickly on startup;
good lubrication and high shear stability rate at higher
temps and revs; good prevention of deposits, yet not as aggressive as the cleaning agents in modern oils, and chemical affinity for the old-style seals used. Another important
point is that because 356s and other old Porsches are
sometimes rarely used, condensation and acids can build
up. Classic oil is designed with a high alkaline reserve to
neutralize acids, and corrosion inhibitors. 20 is probably
the lowest viscosity needed both to prevent leaks, and as a
recognition that few of these cars are being started in really
cold weather. And yes, there is ZZDP (zinc dialkyldithiophosphate) in the oil.
OK, so they talk a good game. I’m not a petroleum
engineer but it all seems to make sense. Modern oils (current API rating is “SN”) designed for high-compression,
tight tolerance, water-cooled engines have sort of left the
356 behind, focusing on fuel economy, turbocharger life,
and emission control and ethanol compatability, none of
which are concerns to bathtub drivers. There are some
specialty oils that cater to old car owners, and of course,
additives abound. But for a ready-made compatible oil, can
you really beat one designed in Weissach by the people
who made the car?
And there’s even a Porsche classic oil change sticker.
Maybe you can option up a can of oil after all! GM

Disappointment at LeMans

Porsche’s enthusiastic return to LeMans lasted 22
hours into the race, and 27 laps short of an overall win
with their 919 Hybrid. Taking the first two positions were
a Audi E-tron R-18s. Both Porsche hybrids had problems,
the #14 car finished the race but it was not classified due
to a timing issue on the last lap. The #20 car led the race
three times for 7, 16 and 38 lap periods, and was at the
head of the pack as late as the 21st hour. At the end, however, it was not classified as a finisher.
In the GTE Pro and Amateur classes, Porsche hardly
fared better with a single podium in each. Results were:
GTE PRO class
3. Holzer / Makowiecki / Lietz (D/F/A) 911 GT3 RSR
5. Bleekemolen / MacNeil (NL/USA) 911 GT3 RSR
GTE AM class
2. Ried / Bachler / Al Qubaisi (D/A/UAE) 911 RSR
5. Dempsey / Foster / Long (USA/USA/USA) 911 RSR
Porsche promises to be back and competitive in 2015.
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Contact us at 1-800-PORSCHE or porscheusa.com. © 2014 Porsche Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times.

Please visit www.porsche.com/classic for further information.

Appellation: Weissach.
Varietal: Porsche.
For all vintages from 1948.
Porsche Classic.
Developed in Weissach. Made in Germany. The elixir of life for all aircooled Porsche boxer engines – for optimum protection against wear
and corrosion. Available in two different grades: 20W-50 and 10W-60.
Now at your authorized Porsche dealer.

Part numbers: 00004320928 (20W-50, 1 litre), 00004320929 (20W-50, 5 litres), 00004320930 (10W-60, 1 litre), 00004320931 (10W-60, 5 litres)

M I S C E L LA NY

Gordon Maltby
have always loved magazines. Comic
books too, but that’s another cautionary
tale... er, I mean story. A favorite pastime
as a kid for me was standing at the rotating magazine rack down at the corner drug store (when
there was a drug store on almost every corner).
Look and Life and Time were there but you
could always peruse those at the dentist’s office.
What I was there to read was the latest Mad magazine. I would spend as long as it took to go
through an issue, or until they kicked me out.
Since a copy was about 25 cents (Cheap! As each
issue noted below the price), I wasn’t going to
blow a good portion of my weekly walkingaround money on something I could read for
free. And judging by the condition of the top two
or three copies in the rack, I wasn’t alone. Some
of the other adolescent “customers” didn’t even
bother to put the magazine back with the cover
showing. And later, when the Mad “fold-in’ was
a back cover staple, the local kids had no compunction about making origami of the store
copies to get the clever message that appeared.
Snyder’s Drug Store became a default reading room to a legion of young men who couldn’t
find Mad magazine at the public library and even
if they could afford to buy it, wouldn’t test the
wrath of parents who would defintiely not approve if they brought a copy home. You have to
wonder why the stores continued to handle
something that was so obviously delinquent bait.
Maybe there was a quota from the distributor:
For every ten Seventeen magazines you had to
take three Mads.
Time goes by, of course, and Spy vs. Spy,
Dave Berg, Don Martin and all the other crazies
became less of an attraction for me. I went on
to work with “real” books and magazines and
pretty much forgot all about old Alfred E. and
the gang. Since then I’ve watched the fortunes
of print media empires wax (and mostly) wane.
Recently, a couple of things have happened that
are sad and heavy with portent but at the same
time, deliciously ironic.

I
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Me Worry?
In the latest—but certainly not the last—
move in the shifting sands of the car magazine
business, the Editor-in-Chief of Automobile
magazine, Jean Jennings, was let go, along with
several other people in a shakeup of not only
names on the office doors, but titles on the
newsstand. At Source Interlink (now known as
The Enthusiast’s Network), offices were closed,
staffers shown the door in several locations and
entire magazine lines dropped. At TEN as with
other large publishers, the niche books are the
first to go under and it’s happening with alarming frequency.
So what’s going on? When Road & Track
closed their offices in Newport Beach last year,
the handwriting, for me, was on the wall. In
every car magazine, it was clear that the recession had put a dent in ad sales to the point
where, no, that won’t just buff out. Add to that a
mass migration from the printed page to “devices” and it’s easy to see that publishers are
faced with a head-on, rollover, T-bone mess that
might just require a whole new vehicle. And you
can bet they’re shopping for one.
The next set of publishing wheels will be a
hybrid for most, a cross between print, websites,
social media and who knows what else? It will
be exciting, it will be impressive, but it won’t
necessarily be on paper.
The scenario above would lead one to believe that the days are numbered for our club
magazine - and surely they are. But is that in
years or decades? Should I be worried?
While we have a solid base of members
who appreciate and look forward to their bimonthly magazine in the mail, most in this group
have spent their lives reading newspapers and
magazines. It’s no secret the demographic
makeup of our club trends toward an ink-onpaper crowd, but the next generation of owners
will not. So, what to do?
We can continue to improve the content
and presentation of the magazine. Porsche
Panorama has become a shining example of
new excitement in what many thought was a
moribund niche publication - thanks in part to
ex-Road & Track creative talent (take that,
Hearst magazines!)
We can also focus more of our energies to
the digital side; our website, our email communications, our social media and whatever else is
on the electronic horizon. And that’s where you,
the member comes in. We need your input, your
suggestions and most of all, we need your involvement. Help from web and social media experts would be great, and to really influence the
course of the club, please consider running for
trustee in our late fall election.

A well-deserved kudos
his is an appropriate time to mention an
T
honor that has been given to one of our
own, Prescott Kelly. The Porsche Club of
America’s Bill Sholar Award (named after the
club’s founder and first president) was presented to Prescott at the Monterey Parade in
June.
From PCA’s website: “Prescott Kelly of the
Connecticut Valley Region becomes only the
13th recipient of the Bill Sholar award, the
most prestigious award in PCA; our version of
the hall of fame.
“Prescott joined PCA in 1971, has served
on over eight Parade committees to include
organizing the legendary historic display at
the 2005 Porsche Parade in Hershey where
over 130 historically significant Porsche
graced the field. He was also the PCA Film
Archivist, then in charge of Public Relations,
three times on the nominating committee,
serving as chairman twice. He was appointed
to the position of Executive Vice President
where he completed a thorough study on the
feasibility of forming a foundation. More importantly, he led the charge to hire the Finance
Manager, Denise Hovington and our Executive Director, Vu Nguyen. He later served as
PCA President for 2007-2008.
“As an internationally respected Porsche
historian, Kelly is a noted contributor in several Porsche-themed books as well as a regular contributor to Panorama, 356 Registry
magazine and Sports Car Market. In addition,
he has been the ‘voice’ of Rennsport Reunion
twice.”
PCA members have good reason to be
grateful for all the work Prescott has put into
their club for many years, and Registry members
should feel the same way. Prescott has made regular contributions to our magazine for over a
decade, during much of that time writing both
the Collectibles column and the Marketwatch
column, plus reporting on big Porsche events
like Rennsport and the Monterey Weekends. The
sheer volume of his output is astounding, but
even more impressive is the quality of his writing, reflecting both a depth of knowledge and
well-honed skill at the keyboard. As an editor,
it’s a pleasure to work with someone who is
punctual, responsible and really good at what
they do. And his reporting style never fails to
make me laugh from time to time. In addition, I
can count on learning a new word or phrase
with each submission. Prescott is one of those
rare individuals about whom you can say,
“working with him is fun.”
I know all our members will join me in
congratulating Prescott on this well-deserved
honor from PCA.

©2010 Porsche Cars North America, Inc. Porsche recommends seat belt usage and observance of all traffic laws at all times. Certain restrictions apply. Shipping available for customers in the United
States and Canada only. Offer dependent on availability and completeness of historic records for requested vehicle.

Your Porsche. Revealed.
An important part of your Porsche is waiting for you at the Porsche Historical Archive in
Stuttgart-Zuffenhausen. Order your Certificate of Authenticity, and you’ll learn the original
assembly specifications of your Porsche vehicle. It’s invaluable for restoration or resale
and when showing your car at concours events.
To place your order, have your VIN ready, then call 1-800-PORSCHE and select option 5.
Mention “356 Registry” and you’ll receive a $10 discount.

Porsche Certificate of Authenticity.
3

Since 1972
Santa Clarita,
California

BUY!

1973 911 RS Tribute
All upgrades – Very fresh
Offered at $65,000 USD

Purchase an Investment Caliber 356 Porsche.
Many More Available.
Visit www.356Services.com

LOCATE!

VISIT OUR
NEW WEBSITE AT

www.356services.com

Still don’t see the right 356 for you?
Call for the most current inventory.

Lovely Conv. “D” – Mild Outlaw. Very fresh restoration
Offered at $165,000 USD

SELL!
Convenient, private, secure sale of Your 356.
You remain anonymous until sold.
No calls, just me.
No Lookie Lous.
1963 Coupe Barn Find! California car – Never restored
Offered at $55,000 USD

BUYER’S AND SELLER’S REMORSE COUNSELING AVAILABLE

PHONE/FAX 661-251-3500 :: Bob@356services.com :: www.356services.com
www.Porsche356Registry.org • July / August 2014
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P R E S I D E NT ’ S
L ETT E R

With guest trustee Bob Garretson
s I celebrated Memorial day, honoring those who have served and are
currently serving us and our country,
I reflected on those lost to us - family and friends
alike. My old brain suddenly sparked into gear
remembering all the good guys from the Registry
who are long gone from us. Among them we
salute those who designed, produced, maintained and lovingly repaired these cars we de-

A

light in today. As time goes by more of us will
take our knowledge and stories with us until
there is no one left of that generation. Much has
been documented but maybe those anecdotes,
—those tidbits of information, little snippets of
enlightenment that only the passing generation
experienced first-hand—could be collected or
recorded to become part of 356 history. This
would provide the next generation of owners a
retrospective insight on their car. Of course
many have already accomplished much in this
direction, I think of Brett Johnson and Neil Goldberg who are shining examples of owners sharing the knowledge acquired from their own
dedication to the cars. There must be many
more stories and restoration points to share,
maybe with a little time and effort much more
can be kept from being lost.
Staying on the subject of years passing, it
behooves us to check regularly on the value of
our cars. Prices are changing so rapidly, the declared value for insurance purposes seems to
become obsolete in just a few months.
This year we are fortunate to be back to enjoying both East and West Coast Holidays. Although both are fully booked there are waiting
lists for those who still live in hope. If you have
never been to a holiday, consider 2015 for sure.
It truly is a “Gathering of the Faithful”! Just imagine the ingredients - anywhere from 200-300

Hoods ‘R Us, Baby!
Pre-A • A • T5 B • T6B • T6C
along with all the other sheet
metal we offer.

• One piece stamped frames
• Rust protected inside frames
• Rust protected underside of skin in frame area
• Laminated stamped reinforcements at hinge points

Trevor’s Hammerworks, Inc.
440•953•0501 440•602•9885 Fax

www.356panels.com
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356s converging to an amazing venue, with
mostly two passengers, both (usually) 356 fans,
tech sessions, car-oriented events, great dining,
wonderful fun people and you have the recipe
for a Truly Tasty Treat! Of course a Holiday also
provides access to the club's trustees and officers. We are always available to answer questions and listen to suggestions.
I recently received an SOS call from members who needed help on the road, they were
travelling and wanted a 356 friendly
garage/shop. I knew one in the area, guided
them to it over the phone and as I didn’t hear
from them again, assumed all was good. This
episode prompted me to remind all members
about the Travel Assistance Network. This is a
list of club members who are willing to help with
356 problems on the road. The list is huge and
has volunteers all through Canada and the US.
There is also help available in England, Scotland,
France, Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Holland,
Switzerland, Sweden, Mexico, New Zealand,
China and Australia! You can find it on the club's
website where you will read “It is suggested you
don't leave home without the list and your cell
phone”. I suggest you keep it with your tool kit.
If we have our list and the tools, chances are we
won't have any problems!
Enjoy your car and keep the faith.
Bob Garretson, Vice President

www.Porsche356Registry.org • July / August 2014
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By Diane Morrill
Photos by
John Hearn

Portugal ‘14
here was a time when Estoril was a place where
Kings and Queens from different European countries lived together in perfect harmony.
From 29th May to 1st June, 2014 it was the place
where over 200 beautiful 356s gathered for four days of
perfect harmony. Traveling from as far away as Australia
and South Africa, cars and people mingled with others from
the USA and all over Europe for the 39th year of this event.
Arrival on the first day was punctuated by the serving
of local sparkling wine by Murganheica and a buffet of
“pastel de nata” (traditional Portuguese custard pastry)
and sardines in various sauces (snack of choice and mainstay in Portugal). It took two bags to hold all the goodies
generously given to each Registrant. Hats, shirts, jackets,
port wine, olive oil, sparkling wine and a grille badge were
some of the things that accompanied the program and an
extensive Road Book. Following registration an optional
speed test was held at the Grand Prix track in Estoril.
Buses were provided for the first dinner. This is always a good idea for the safety of the cars in narrow parking lots and for the drivers to be able to “enjoy” the
evening. However, our bus driver stopped at a different

T

On the tours and excursions,
participants were provided
with special parking spots
like this secluded lot in Sintra, which also made a great
photo op through an old wall.

Right from top left: Brits John
Devereux and Amanda Hall
prepare for one of the tours,
road book close at hand. A
356 Police escort was on
hand all during the weekend.
Sardine snacks and sparkling
wine greeted 356 owners as
they registered. An increasing
number of participants opted
to ship their cars this year.
Hot weather, distance, traffic,
tollroads and security have
all become concerns.
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building at the Penha Longa Resort in Sintra. This raised a
few eyebrows as we thought this might set the mood for the
event. We were completely wrong; the meeting went very
well, was relaxed and stress free.
The evening meal that night started with a beautiful
lobster salad and continued on to be spectacular. In fact
the food for the entire event was more than outstanding
and even served on hot plates to over 400 people! Also during the weekend we were served a correct amount of food
and beverage at all times.
Friday was a gorgeous 24-mile rally to Sintra with a
12.44 mile regularity section to be driven at 20 mph, over
a twisty narrow and undulating course mixing with tourist
buses and trucks. This regularity challenge was conquered
by Hendrik Moulds of England in his 1953 Cabriolet!
Sintra is a town within the municipality of Sintra in
the Grande Lisboa subregion of Portugal. Owing to its 19thcentury Romantic architecture and landscapes, it has become a major tourist center. Excellent parking was
arranged in this very small tourist town, which almost became a tourist attraction in itself. Sintra is definitely worth
a second visit.

Lunch this day was served at Adega de Colares, a winery (above) established in 1931 producing wine from the
Colares DOP, Sintra, one of the oldest demarcated regions
in Portugal. Again, we were served a three-course meal fit
for a king (white glove service) with candlelight among the
casks.
The afternoon found us enjoying the Camara Municipal de Cascais (a coastal town 30 kilometers west of Lisbon, a cosmopolitan suburb of the Portuguese capital and
one of the richest municipalities in Portugal).
After beautiful roads, beautiful weather, beautiful food
it was time to stage and park at the Casino Estoril Gardens,
only steps from the Hotel where the evening meal was
served in elegant style.
Our hotel, Palacio Estoril Hotel, was 5 star in every
way and very obliging during our stay. They were happy to
accommodate the Registry Goodie Store in a lovely private
room for all to enjoy.

While driving the wonderful roads of Lisboa, Sintra,
Cascais and surrounding areas, we were given “Police Freedom” - meaning no tickets were given, traffic control was
provided and a 356 Police vehicle was on duty at all times.
Saturday found a couple of hundred 356s lined up
and parked in front of Jeronimos Monastery in the Berlem
region of Lisboa. We arrived here via the Chopard shop
where a “goodie bag” was presented to each driver.
Established in 1501, the magnificent Jeronimos
Monastery (above) is a great monument to the Age of Discovery and an outstanding example of the Manueline style
of architecture. Located by the sea, the monastery was
founded by King Manuel I in celebration of and funded by
successful Portuguese voyages around the world.
There was free admission to many interesting museums at the monastery for the registrants while the vision of
the parking lot with the monastery as a backdrop was enjoyed by every passerby.

The organizers created a different “stage” for each day,
with trips to historic and interesting locations, all well
orchestrated and overseen by
local police. The weather, the
venue and enthusiastic onlookers made the weekend
memorable for all.

A creative way to display
your grille badge collection.

US members attending included eight couples: the
Richters (shown above in
their Speedster), Libertys,
Spears, Vanns, Rivkins, Oldhams, Tarbells and Murchs.
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Dinner at Sintra on Thursday featured lutes, guitars and singers.

Buses again drove us to Pestana Palace Hotel & National Monument while security watched over the cars on
display. This charming, historical building (left) has 800
years of cultural influences, reflecting 19th century French
and modern trends in spectacular contrast. A lavish buffet
lunch was enjoyed before the departure back to Casino Estoril Gardens for final staging.
Because we now parked the cars for the final evening,
Schweppes (one of the generous sponsors of the event)
served refreshing gin and tonic at the cocktail party preceding the Black and White Gala Dinner. Held in the
sparkling room of the Casino at smaller, intimate tables the
dinner included shrimp, duck thighs and profiteroles.
Because of the location of the event and somewhat difficult journey, several registrants had their cars transported
and they flew. Transporters filled with 356’s became a point
of interest as they loaded for their return journey.
It is the opinion of many attendees that this was, without a doubt, one of the very best 356 Int’l meetings ever
put together. Hardy congratulations and thanks go out to
the organizers and all the hard workers. It was truly a
pleasure. Thank you.
Next year will be the 40th Int’l Porsche 356 Meeting
in Brussels Belgium, 14-17 May, 2015. You can find information posted in 2015 at www.porsche356meeting2015.be.
Keep the 356 Faith! Diane

The gala dinner, an International Meeting tradition including an awards ceremony,
was held at the famous
Casino Estoril, long reputed to
be a place of international intrigue and the inspiration for
Ian Fleming’s James Bond
novel “Casino Royale”.
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Left: Representing Porsche
AG Clubs, Benjamin Marjanac addresses the Saturday evening dinner group.
Right: Registry trustee Jim
Liberty presents a gift of
appreciation to the president of the 356 Club of
Portugal, Jose Guedes.

 Parts
 Components
 Assemblies
 Accessories
 Restoration Services
 Special Cars

OVER 17,000
NOS/ORIGINAL
356 & 911PARTS!

Pre-A, A, B & C model restorations at all levels... specializing in enthusiasm!






NOS Front Hood Seal 1950-65 $40.00
NOS Turn Signal Gasket Set B or C $18
NOS Accelerator Pedal Pad 1950-65 $18
NOS Vent Window Seal A, B, C $64 - $75
NOS Front Windshield Seal A, B, C $124







NOS Rear Windshield Seal Pre-A, A $84
NOS Rear Windshield Seal B, C $124
Front or Rear Bumper Deco B, C $85 each
New and Used Bumper Guards A, B, C $60 - $300
Chassis ID Plates Pre-A, A, B, C $45 - $100

I AXLES/STEERING I BADGES/CRESTS I BODY/INTERIOR
I BRAKES/WHEELS I EMBLEMS/DECALS I ELECTRICAL
I ENGINE/TRANSMISSION I FUEL/EXHAUST
I LIGHTS/LENSES/TRIM I PEDAL SYSTEM/LEVERS
I RUBBER/SEALS I TOOLS/MANUALS/BOOKS

10% parts discounts for 356 Registry members

S

A

L

E

S

TM

...new owner...same enthusiasm!

Columbus, Ohio / 8am - 8pm EST

740-503-3651

aasesales.com

sales@aasesales.com

© 2014 aase sales
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Young

Gentleman
Racer
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Alex Dearborn writes about two Porsches, three Peters and all
the characters he met as a twenty-something SCCA competitor.

y 1960 I was well hooked on sports cars
and racing, and had a 1960 356B Cabriolet. This
60 hp mild variant of the breed was probably
not going to be much of a race car, but I had won a Harvard
Motorsports Club autocross with it, edging out Peter Sachs,
the HMC president and event organizer. Both of us were
undergraduates; Sachs at Harvard, and me at Boston University. We still exchange Christmas cards, and Peter has
remained a life-long car guy. For me, the surprise win encouraged a racing career.
Classmate Fred Work and I commuted together from
Harvard Square to classes at B.U. in his Citroen 2CV. I tried
this with my King Midget a few times, but people kept putting the little car up on the sidewalk. (Yes, you could buy
an alloy-bodied roadster for $900 brand new.) The 2CV
was the right tool for the job, though, because parking
along Commonwealth Avenue was hard to find, and the 2CV
was small. Better yet, it had the “Parktronic” of the day:
Fred would see a half space in the lineup, and nuzzle the
2CV up to the rear bumper of some beast of a car. The 2CV
would be in gear with the motor running. Then he'd reach
in the window of the hapless beast in front, release the
handbrake, and it would roll until it came to rest on the
next one. Not enough room yet? Repeat the process.
We met another Harvard undergraduate car enthusiast, Peter Gregg. Peter talked Fred into letting him drive
Fred’s newly-acquired Jaguar Mk2 sedan at the Belknap
Hillclimb in New Hampshire. Peter was good at persuasion
and his self-confidence was convincing. In spite of having
no visible talent this guy was chosen over me (for which I
never forgave Fred). It turned out that Gregg had indeed
never driven a race car. Fred had ordered the Jag built
with the 3.8 liter XKE Golden Head engine and a limitedslip differential, so it was quick. We all drove up to NH in
it, where Peter and Fred took turns contesting the hill. Peter
beat Fred’s time; maybe Fred was easier on the car because
it was HIS. Fred never raced the Jag again, but his road
driving was a bit frisky and sometimes past his passengers’
comfort level. Once, when I was a back-seat passenger,
Fred’s girlfriend pulled out a safety pin and threatened to
carve her initials in the polished burled wood dashboard
if he didn’t slow down.
I didn't have my SCCA license yet. My mother asked
me not to race; she had known Miles Collier, Sr. from winters in Palm Beach, and the only race car driver she knew
was Miles’ brother Sam, who was killed racing. In February 1961, however, I had a roll bar made for my Porsche
356B Cabrio so I could do SCCA drivers’ schools in the
spring, after my 21st birthday. Fred and I drove up to Franconia NH for the SCCA ice races. These were held on a
flooded field adjoining the Franconia Inn, and as we approached the site I remember thinking... oh oh, every-
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body’s here, we'll never win this one. Most of the field was
trailered cars, and the drivers were some of SCCA’s first
rank. Fred won the event overall however, besting favorite
John Caley in a Corvette, and a few prepared Saabs. My 356
had the right combo for Fred to prevail - not much power,
good grip, and weight over the driving wheels. All these ice
events were “rubber-to-ice” meaning no studded tires.
During that winter Fred ordered a Cooper Formula
Junior direct from John Cooper in England. The car was to
be built with a 109E Ford engine instead of the BMC-A unit
normally fitted. Briggs Cunningham had taken delivery of
a similar Cooper for Walt Hansgen. Fred’s car arrived
untested in Boston just in time to load it up for the trip to
Sebring in March 1961.
Peter Gregg and I were Fred’s pit crew for the trip
down to Florida and for the Formula Junior support race
before the 1961 12-hour enduro. The Cooper was on an
open trailer behind Fred’s 1961 Chevrolet Biscayne station
wagon, a special-order sleeper fitted with the new 348 V8,
4-speed with floor shifter, PosiTraction, and HD everything.
We drove straight through to Sebring, taking turns sleeping
in the back seat. When your head is below cowl level, you
only have hearing and smell left with which to judge the
passing of events. Events passed rapidly that trip; I awoke
once sensing a new pitch in the growl and whine of mechanicals, and popped up to see the speedo coming down
from 100. That young Cooper back there was getting used
to going fast on its training wheels!
During that trip, we all discussed what we would do
after college. Peter was in his senior year at Harvard, and
told us that his father would give him a sum on graduation—I think $10,000—to invest in a career. The implication was, take the money and don't ask for anything after
that.

Arriving at Sebring Airport, aka the track, we went to
the hangar that Briggs Cunningham had rented for the
week, passing through his minimal security courtesy of
Fred’s connection through Cooper Cars. This was the first
time I had seen a professionally-managed racing team, and
it was an eye-opener. My ambitions to become a successful
driver were dampened somewhat by the realization that this
kind of money and support was going to be what was
needed to win anything in the future. Back at Thompson
and Lime Rock, winners of SCCA Nationals were still driving
their family station wagons with open trailers behind, and
their wives/girlfriends were doing the timing with wind-up
Heuer stopwatches. Here, uniformed mechanics (they
weren’t called “techs” in those days) worked on race cars
elevated on tall jackstands, and every part and even every
tool was sanitary. No greasy fingerprints = better lap times,
it seems.
The bustle of car preparation activity paused when the
hangar door opened to let a Pontiac sedan through. Everyone in the place gathered around the car as it came to a
stop with a grinning Briggs Cunningham and a few attractive
women on board. Briggs’ shop in West Palm Beach had
just finished prepping this new Bonneville four-door hardtop. Eight-lug wheels, 400 big-block, 4-speed Posi, and the
unmistakable whine of a supercharger. Briggs hopped out
and was obviously delighted to show off its features to one
and all - then back to work. At 54, Briggs was an owner,
driver, manager, and innovator but not too old to express
joy over his toys. He had given up his quest to become a
winning USA-based racing car manufacturer and was to
drive a Momo Corporation-entered birdcage Maserati in
the 12-hour enduro.
I don't recall the results of the Sebring races, but I do
know that Fred Work didn’t win - that one. Peter Gregg and

Opposite: The boy racer, Alex
Dearborn in the pits at Lime
Rock, probably 1961. Dunlop
made cotton driver’s suits,
only in light blue, and they
were supposed to be dipped
in some chemical after each
washing to fireproof them.
Tech inspectors carried
matches. The bulge in his
pocket is a stop watch. If a
girlfriend or buddy couldn’t
attend the races, he would
time himself.
In the pits at Lime Rock, 1961.
Alex is at center in the sports
jacket, crewing for Fred Work
and his Cooper Formula J.
Fred is standing on the tailgate of his Chevy station
wagon tow car. The 1960 B
Cabriolet is at right, still in
street trim
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Fred and I loaded up the Cooper and headed down to Hobe
Sound to visit a girlfriend of Fred’s, Jennifer Johnson. We
boys were invited to bunk in the family yacht lying at Johnson’s pier, and we changed for the evening to party with
Jennifer in Palm Beach.
Mr. Johnson suggested that we might enjoy the trip to
Palm Beach in his car instead of our rig. He mentioned that
it wasn't running well, and needed a good “blowing out”
We squeezed into that Ferrari 250GTE and headed south.
I was pretty sure this was a bad idea from the start, because
the V12 was barely running on 5 or 6 cylinders. Fred was
driving and I was watching out the back. In the darkness
we could see sparks from the tailpipes and chunks of burning carbon lying in the road. It was hard to get the car up
to cruising speed at first, but slowly it smoothed out and
by the time we pulled in at Palm Beach the lovely harmonious V12 sound had been restored. I don't recall the trip
back, but Jennifer and Peter were married soon after. It
wouldn't be too mischievous to suggest that Dr. Gregg's

Later in 1961 the 356 Cabriolet has been lightened by removing bumpers and is
showing some of the effects
of racing in the F Production
class. Parked next to the cab
is Bill Weir’s Turner Sports
Mk II, a British homologated
“production” car.
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$10k was well invested! Jennifer and Peter bought Brumos
Porsche from its founders the Brundage family, and Peter
began racing 911 Porsches.
Fred Work was a talented driver, and had the capital
to buy good cars. I was envious that he was short and slim
and could fit into some very desirable racing cars. He had
contested SCCA H Production in his Fiat-Abarth before
switching to the Cooper Formula Jr. (which preceded Formula Vee and Formula Ford as the training class for upcoming professional drivers). I always assumed that Fred
was headed there, but he left racing in the early sixties.
We were avid skiers and shared a rental ski house at
Sugarbush Vermont. One morning we were headed up the
Sugarbush access road and pulled up behind a Lusso Ferrari with a ski rack on it. Energized by the sight of such a
car on the road, Fred called down to the engine room of
his Chevy wagon and did a daring pass. In the Sugarbush
parking lot, Peter Knoll pulled the Lusso in behind us to
ask what the hell we had under the hood of that plain-wrapper Chevy.
Before I knew it, Fred and Peter had traded cars. The
Lusso went to Cambridge, but I don't think it ever went skiing again. Fred later swapped it for a Porsche 904 road
car, and the Lusso (#5683) came to be owned by legendary
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Bugatti mechanic Peter Sefarian.
I suppose with the appearance of sports cars in the
ski area parking lot being a rare thing it was inevitable that
I would meet Denise McCluggage. Although a Vermont resident, she was still a motorsports correspondent for the
New York Herald Tribune, and was active racing Ferraris.
She lived up a steep driveway off the access road, and after
inviting me to visit, warned that I wouldn't make it up the
driveway in “that car”, referring to my 356 Porsche. Of
course, that was the dare I needed to make the try. After a
few runs, I parked it at the bottom and walked up, passing
her Land Rover which bore the Vermont license tag, “DOG”.
Knocking on her door I asked if the dog was the biting kind.
Well, no, Denise replied, “Some people have a dog named
Rover, but I have a Rover named Dog”. Because of this introduction Denise would come into my life again a few years
later.
An SCCA drivers' school was conducted at Thompson
Raceway in the northeast corner of Connecticut in the
spring of 1961. George Weaver had turned a 5/8ths mile
oval track at Thompson into a road-racing track in the midfifties, and developed it in to one of the first permanent
sports car circuits in the country. I was ready with the trusty
B Cabriolet, Bell helmet and blue cotton overalls dunked
in some homemade glop to fireproof them. The fact that
this car was a Normal meant only 60 hp, but the good news
was that it was competing in the slower F Production class.
My drill instructor—oops, I mean driving instructor—was
Floyd Stone, the SCCA New England director and an experienced driver. After the inevitable chalk talk and finally a
session on the track Floyd’s critique was: “Dearborn, OK,
but too slow in turn 2.” I argued that I was flat out in second gear. His rejoinder: “Try flat out in 3rd.” Hmmm... I
thought the guys with the uniforms were always trying to
make you go slower!
With a masking-tape number on the door of the 356
I drove to the Cumberland Motor Club / SCCA race at Norridgewok Airport in Maine that spring. I won my class, attracting the attention of a local French-Canadian man who
sought me out to chat about cars. His pretty daughter
Michelle D’Aoust was along, a delightful distraction.
Our first date was for my first SCCA Regional race, at
Thompson. I had booked separate rooms for us, of course,
at the ancient but handsome Vernon Styles Inn on the green
in the village of Thompson, Connecticut. As was the norm
in amateur racing those days, a girlfriend or wife would be
the pit crew, so I had Michelle briefed by the time we arrived for dinner at the Vernon Styles. Later that night I had
the first accident of my racing career. Tip-toeing in the dark
down the creaky narrow hall towards the bathroom a loose
board rose up under my foot and gave me a resounding
whack in the face. Doors opened and guests appeared, including, to my delight, Michelle... looking awfully cute in
her nightie. Sometimes a little suffering goes a long way.
So far the red B Cab had never been on a trailer, and
on reflection I have to call this the most reliable car I ever
raced. I don't recall any mechanical failures, I never
worked on the car at the track, and when it was time for
service work, I just drove it to Foreign Motors in Boston,
whence it came, for John Schuberton to do routine maintenance. By this time I had removed the bumpers and hub-

caps, and installed a rollbar, but the car was stock. Its durability was about to be tested, though, as was mine.
Marlboro, Maryland was an SCCA Nationals venue,
and also hosted an annual 6-hour endurance race “Les Six
Heures de Marlboreaux” I think they called it. Fred Work
agreed to co-drive and share expenses. We knew that Bruce
Jennings was entered in his Carrera, just one reason we
understood that an overall win was out of the question. But
I thought we could play a “tortoise & hare” strategy with
my 356, and depend on great fuel economy and reliability
to let us at least have a shot at a class win. Al Alden's Carrera wasn’t entered, so we stopped in Upton, MA on the
way to Maryland where Al generously agreed to swap out
our gas tank in favor his larger one, which filled the trunk
space. Bill Weir, another Harvard undergrad and sportscar
racer pal, brought along some improvised dump cans and
served as pit crew. We planned only one pit stop, and this
turned out to be the magic trick of the race. (These days,
its hard to find a car or driver who can do 3 hours nonstop, even on Route 95.) Fred and I each circulated for
three hours, and BIll paced and fueled. We finished fourth
overall behind the winning Porsche RS60 and a couple of
production cars. We were thrilled beyond belief and inundated with trophies for class win, Index of Performance,
best this & that. We had to choose between driving the trophies home in the car and our clothes, so we took the trophies!
Before the Marlboro event, Fred and I had planned
to spend most of the summer of 1961 in Europe, and I calculated that it would be cheaper—well, and more fun—
to take the Porsche.
I discovered that if we sailed on the Cunard Line we
could take the car in the hold for only $200. We booked
our trip over on the (original) Queen Elizabeth, and the
return on the Queen Mary. (The Queen Mary is now a museum lying off Long Beach, California.) Not long after the
Marlboro race, we drove the 356 to New York and right up
to the hold ourselves. Ticket prices on the Queen Elizabeth
were scaled in four classes, with the cheapest accommodations being below the water line. I think it was knicknamed “steerage”. Some wise traveller tipped us that we
should pack our tuxedos so we could slip up the stairs
from steerage to First Class and enjoy some free champagne and caviar. We did, and we did. The first evening we
met two English girls, who were traveling with their parents.
The parents were as interesting as the daughters, and very
welcoming, so we never had dinner below decks after that.
These Brits had a house on the island of Elba, and inquired
if our itinerary would permit us to pay them a visit in about
a month. As we had no itinerary, we let them twist our arms.
They had a nice Riva for waterskiing, I recall.
Unloading the car in Southampton, England, we went
to watch a F1 race at Goodwood, where the main attraction
was Stirling Moss driving the experimental Ferguson fourwheel-drive Grand Prix car. Graham Hill won a support
race in the factory Abarth Carrera. I think we went to a race
at Aintree as well, and signed on as pit crew for an American who was doing the European season in a Corvette.
Of course, for a sports car enthusiast, no trip to Europe would be complete without a visit to the Porsche factory. Arriving in Stuttgart, we had the nice tour they do for

prospective buyers and other tourists, and then I asked if
we could visit the Competition Department and were told,
“Well, no, this is not possible.”
“But, we are Porsche race car drivers!”, I found myself
saying. Maybe I learned this from Peter Gregg. We did get
in, and saw what you would expect: An Abarth Carrera being
prepared for FI ace Graham Hill, numerous RS and RSKs,
and so on. Our competition department host seemed to
know about us somehow; they had learned that we had
done them some honor at Marlboro, and in a Damen, no
less! (Damen, the ladies’ car, was the rather disparaging
German nickname for the lowest-powered version of the
356B.) They insisted we spend the night in town while they
gave our car a thorough service, we had not had time to do
so after Marlboro.
Of course breathing all this Castrol and being entertained by Porsche was most intoxicating. Fred and I both
succumbed to the entreaties of Porsche to order new cars.
The obvious choice for me was a Super 90 GT Coupe, which
was to be built in July (1961) and shipped to me in Boston.
It was a S90 Coupe with aluminum doors and decklids,
Speedster bucket seats, plexiglas windows, rollbar, my
choice of gears, and velocity stacks on the Solexs. It would
compete in SCCA D Production. Mine was Bali Blue with tan
leather. It was not delivered until much later, it turned out.

The academic part of college life was not going well
for me, and I made the decision to take some time off.
Everyone my age was being drafted unless enrolled in college full time, so I went to meet the bear in his den and
stepped into an Army recruiting office. Assured that I would
get the duty station and Army department of my choice if I
passed all the tests, I signed for three years in counter-intelligence. Seemed fitting to me as I had already spent two
years in Boston countering intelligence.
I feared the red 356 Cabrio wouldn't make the right
impression in the enlisted men’s parking lot at Fort Dix, so
I sold the trusty Porsche. I ordered a '62 Chevy Impala
Coupe from Jim Marks, the Chevrolet dealer in Cambridge,
MA. With options 327/300hp, 4-speed PosiTraction and
delete-this and add-that, Jim later told me it was the most
difficult order he ever wrote because I ordered gizmos that
weren’t even on his option list. GM made the car anyway. I
was able to make a few New England ice races in this car
on leave weekends from Basic Training.
With almost 50/50 weight distribution, lots of power,
and superb heater/defrosters, the Impala was well suited to
a long-course ice race. Just right, I thought, for the annual
6-hour ice race in Brunswick, Maine. A girlfriend, Sally,
agreed to drive up there with me, although I am not sure if

Alex special-ordered this
Chevy Impala when he went
into the army in 1962. It had
a 327ci/300 hp V8 with a
four-speed and PosiTraction.
He ran it in the Brunswick,
Maine 6-hour ice racing enduro with a large Lincoln fuel
tank in the trunk. Leading his
class, he handed the car over
to co-driver Will Dougherty
after a fuel stop, who put it
into a snow bank on the next
lap.
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she took into account that she would no longer be in a nice
warm Chevrolet once the race started. I chose Will Daugherty, an SCCA Porsche racer, as my co-driver. For race prep,
I had John Sharrigan’s shop in Allston (MA) mount a spare
Chrysler gas tank in the trunk. (The rules said no ballasting,
but large tanks were legal.) I started, and got the car up
to first in class and a decent spot overall at 3 hours. The
conditions were just right for this car, having more power
than the factory-entered Saab team had, and the ice that
day was so grippy I could keep it floored in 3rd gear on
the long back straight. Besides, its hard to pass 18 feet of
sideways Chevrolet. These same (really cold) conditions
weren’t ideal for Sally and Will though, standing on the ice
at the pits - or at least I didn't think so. Will took over, but
after only two laps he stuffed it into a snowbank at the far
end of the circuit.
I returned to the Army, this time assigned to CounterIntelligence School at Fort Holabird, Maryland. As for Sally
with the cold feet? She became Mrs. Will Daugherty shortly
afterwards. Is this deja-vu?

The garage at Hollow Hill Farm
which Alex’s grandmother allowed him to use as a base of
operations for his racing. At left
is the S-90 GT back in street
trim after the 1963 season. The
specially-ordered hotrod Pontiac
tow car is behind it.
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For my Army duty station I was assigned to the
Newark, New Jersey field office of the Counter-Intelligence
Corps; hardly the southern California location in my application. We agents were issued plain-wrapper ‘57 Chevrolets
with 6 cylinders, three on the tree, no AC, dog-dish hubcaps. I could squint hard and almost imagine the Bel Air
Convertible. I learned that the motor pool guys kept track
of every maintenance item, and when the service and repair
costs added up to the same as a the acquisition cost, the
car would be sold. I was impressed that Uncle Sam would
keep his cars that long ! We agents were also issued a civilian clothing allowance and our pay was further increased
for civilian room and board expenses. My grandmother
lived on a beautiful 80-acre farm in Convent Station, New
Jersey, a reasonable commute from Newark. Living here allowed me to pocket all of my pay, at least until my Porsche
S90 GT arrived. I also had the use of a handsome 6-car
garage with only three cars in it. My grandmother still had
a chauffeur in those days, a position rendered obsolete in
the 1960s by the superior reliability of post-war cars. I
would work on my cars and the guy would occupy himself
by washing the family cars and drinking. I learned a few
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tricks from this man, though, such as how to wash cars
using a bucket of plain water with a teaspoon of kerosene
in it for washing and a leather chamois for drying. I used
that combo pretty much up until the creation of my own
restoration shop in the 1970s.
In the summer of 1961 the Porsche factory wrote me
that production of my ordered S90GT was delayed until
fall. They had switched over to making the new T6 body
style which had twin engine grilles, a different front decklid, and an outside gas filler. They would not be able to
make all the aluminum panels for this car for a while, so
I accepted the car with aluminum doors and the other GT
items, but without the lightweight T6 decklids, which the
factory shipped later.
I was able to do a few races in late 1962. It was becoming obvious that the level of competition was so high
that I couldn’t contest the SCCA National Championship in
1963 without substantial modifications to the S90GT.
“Prodification” was the rule of the day. Essentially anything
done inside the engine, as long as the displacement remained stock, was legal. I took the car to Hans Ziereis’
shop in NJ for the work. Hans did the engine work, and
added open Bursch exhaust, ventilated brakes, and various
suspension modifications. As with the cars of my D Production competitors, my Porsche was now undriveable on
the road. I bought a used open trailer and started using
my grandmother’s 1957 Oldsmobile 98 as a tow car.
Northern New Jersey was about as central to the
major race tracks as anyone could hope for, but still, it
was a challenge to make the tow from there to Lime Rock
Connecticut, Bridgehampton New York, Marlboro and
Cumberland Maryland, VIR in western Virginia, and the
midwestern tracks on two-day weekends. Without racing
at most of these tracks, I couldn’t accumulate enough
points to be National Champion.
My commanding officer, it turned out, was a 1/4 mile track racer before the Army, and became interested
in stories of my racing weekends. About half-way through
the 1963 season he let me have three-day weekends if I
had a race coming up, as long as my case load was up to
snuff. Still, it was a long tow to Virginia International Raceway in Alton VA. On the way, I stopped in Allentown, Pennsylvania to pick up my pit crew, a girl friend who was at
Cedar Crest College.
The return trip to Allentown on Sunday night was a
race, too, as Cedar Crest’s curfew was midnight. We pulled
up to the dormitory at about 11:50, and jumped out. The
steps of the building were crowded with couples having a
good-night kiss.
In a few minutes I got a tap on the shoulder... “Is that
your Oldsmobile down there? It’s on fire!" I wouldn’t let
the campus cops open the hood, because around the edges
of the engine compartment there was a bright orange glow,
so I knew that more air would make it worse. I did eventually get the fire out with the help of the fire extinguisher
from the Porsche, and eventually from the campus fire
truck, but the Olds was a total. If this wasn't drama enough
for all the co-eds hanging out of their dorm windows, firing
up the S90GT race car and getting it off the trailer for the
drive home added some entertainment.
I really enjoyed ordering my next tow car. Maxon

Pontiac in Union, NJ had a salesman who “got it”. I ordered
a 1963 Catalina 2 door “post” with the Bonneville engine,
sintered-metallic brakes shoes, PosiTraction, and tow
package which included a cross-braced frame from the
Catalina Convertible. When it arrived, I added Koni shocks
and tossed the 2-ply rayon bias-ply tires in favor of thenunheard-of Michelin “Stop-Tread” radials. It turned out
to be a great ski car, too, packed with four guys every weekend for the run from Convent Station, NJ to Sugarbush, Vermont.
The S90GT suffered two traumatic events during the
year and a half that I raced it. The first was at a Lime Rock
race. At the end of the back straight there’s an uphill righthander. I could just do it flat out as long as no one was beside me, because the car would shift over a lane when
cresting the hill. One time this didn’t work, and I rolled the
car over. I was upside-down but fine until the corner workers ran over and yelled “undo your seatbelt”. I did, and fell
on my head, hurting my neck. We pushed the car back up
on its tires, and I drove back to the pits. The rollover had
not even tested the factory rollbar, and the doors worked
perfectly. I was ready for the next session.
Near the end of the 1963 season, I was trailing Bob
Tullius in national points, and not really competitive with
his factory-sponsored Triumph TR4 on longer courses like
Watkins Glen. We were very close on lap times at Vineland,
however, and I ducked under him at the end of the back
straight. So far, so good, but too many laps of hard braking
boiled the brake fluid, so I had no brakes for that corner.
The Porsche ramped up and over a sand berm at about 80
mph (serious air, the kids call it). I managed to keep the
wheel straight for the landing, though, found a gear, and
resumed to finish behind Bob. I was runner-up to National
Champ Tullius for the season.

The experience of racing with the talented and very
professional Bob Tullius, and others in SCCA racing that year
let me know that I was going to need a much higher level of
race tuning and modifications to stay up with the class. I
had been assuming that my S90 engine was pretty much at
the limit of development until I briefly drove Peter Hutchinson's E-Production Speedster. Hutch asked me to move the
car on to the grid for him after he changed from warm-up
plugs to racing plugs (huh?) He cautioned that I couldn't
let it idle, and that it wouldn't move unless I got it over 3,000
rpm. The clutch was really hard to push down, and the en-

At Marlboro, Maryland in
1963, Heinz Bade pitches Alex
on switching to his “team”.

The GT launches at 80 mph
after its brakes faded, but
Alex returned to the track to
take a second place in the
1963 championship race.
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During the 1963 season the
GT took its lumps including a
rollover, but kept going. Alex
received metal dash plaques
but never mounted them:
“Too heavy.”

gagement point was like an on/off switch. When I got it
hooked up the car took off so fast I thought I'd been rearended by a speeding truck. Hutch shot me a knowing smile
and took over for the race.
Like Peter Gregg and Peter Sachs, Peter Hutchinson
started racing cars while an engineering undergraduate at
Harvard. He went from a Sprite to the Porsche Speedster,
then to Formula B. His career included a stint as Car &
Driver's Technical Editor, and, later, full-time employment
at Chrysler, in charge of factory support for Ray Caldwell's
1970 Autodynamics Dodge Challenger and Dan Gurney's
All-American Racers Plymouth Barracuda Trans-Am efforts.

As the 1963 SCCA season drew down, I knew I
couldn’t afford to race cars in this league without a sponsor. I sold the 1962 S90GT. (I wish I had it back; I've tried
to trace it, but don’t have the chassis number.)
Lew Shultz was a sportscar dealer in New Jersey, and
approached me to drive for him for the 1964 season. The
car was one of two lightweight TVRs which TVR founder
Trevor Wilkinson had prepared for Sebring, and was for
sale. Mark Donahoe drove the car there, but did not finish.
If I bought the car, Lew would prepare it, maintain it, and
go to all the SCCA Nationals to support me. This was a very
early TVR, with an MGA 1600 engine and a Derrington
cross-flow head. It was light and small. To fit, I had to remove the driver's seat. We modified a cardboard box to fill
the space between the transmission tunnel and the frame
rails, put my butt in a garbage bag, and I sat down on the
floor. Self-hardening styrofoam was poured into the box
around me, and a “seat” was made! This TVR was righthand-drive, with the shifter to the left. The gear selector
pattern was upside-down and backwards with first gear
where 4th usually is. It was a bit of a handful to drive, but
it was pretty quick. Unfortunately, the car was so unreliable
that I quit before the season was over. Lew and Jack Griffith
were spending a lot of time figuring out how to put a Ford
V8 into another TVR; probably a better use of shop time,
as it turned out. I bought an Autodynamics Formula Vee for
the 1965 season.

About
the
author
Alex Dearborn started racing 356s in
college. He had his first real job at Autodynamics Corporation in Marblehead, where
he also raced the company product. He developed the Deserter dune buggy line with
engineering help from Autodynamics’ Ray
Caldwell, and was there at the right time to
buy Sam Posey's obsolete race car - a 904.
Later, his track time was in vintage sportscars, with the VSCCA.
In 1973 he founded the first marquespecific restoration shop, specializing in
300SL Mercedes. This morphed into a vintage car showroom and garages in Topsfield,
MA. Now retired, he does appraisals, some
writing, and some marketing in vintage
sportscars. He and Danna live in Kittery
Point, Maine, but can be found on almost any
blue highway, adding miles to their 1962 S90
Roadster. Toys in the garage also include a
1969 Deserter GT/356 and a 1956 VW sedan
stealthily upgraded for life in the left lane.
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Bonjour, Santa Fe!
5,500 miles
in a 356 A
through
America,
Quebec to
Santa Fe to
Quebec.

By
Cedric Chirat

he Registry organizes every year in late summer
two national Holidays, in the east and west. With
our small group of Registry members from Quebec, we have participated at East Coast Holidays for several
years on the East Coast, which is easily accessible: Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Vermont, Maine, Ohio, Indiana.
As the East Coast Holiday 2013 had been canceled,
the crazy idea came to us to participate in the West Coast
Holiday in Santa Fe, New Mexico in October. Santa Fe is
about 2,750 miles from Quebec, a long trip but for two
Porsche enthusiasts 5,500 miles is almost nothing! I
needed a partner who was available, reliable and motivated: that would be my friend Pierre Doyle, who enthusiastically agreed to join me on the trip.
Going many miles, our plan was to do some sightseeing. We would try to avoid freeways as much as possible
using the “scenic roads”. Our main objective was to travel
through the Blue Ridge Parkway, that is to say, crossing the
Appalachian highlands in their entire length. We would stop
in Nashville to take a country back road and visit some
“Route 66” sections, the “Mother Road” to California.
Arriving in Santa Fe, we would participate at the meeting for four days, then return to Quebec by another route
instead of agricultural Midwestern states. A total of 18 states
and provinces would be crossed as we closed our looping
route.

T

The preparation
Without any assistance—except for the phone list of
the members of the Registry’s Travel Assistance Network—
it is obvious that we would focus our efforts on the preparation of the car and on the selection of tools and spare
parts to carry.

The car is an “A” Super 1600, delivered new in
British Columbia in July 1958, remaining in Canada since
then. The original engine was removed early in the year to
be rebuilt and replaced by a spare engine 1600 Super rebuilt by Pierre. Zenith carburetors are original and the car
runs on 6 volts. Generator, distributor, fuel pump, carburetors, ignition harness and brakes were checked and rebuilt if necessary.
The tires were changed just before our departure;
four Michelin 165x15 XZX were bought and parallelism
was checked. 6 volt iodine bulbs had replaced the conventional bulbs, but the result was very disappointing. So we
decided to stop early at night for safety, before nightfall
(7:30 p.m. maximum).
The heat boxes were adjusted, defrosting is rather
correct, and Rain-X was applied to all glass surfaces mainly
on the windscreen to compensate for the relative inefficiency of small wipers.
The only concession to modernity is a dual braking
system, electric tachometer instead of mechanical, and a
Garmin Nüvi GPS Canada / USA working fine on cigarette
lighter socket 6 volt, which made possible monitoring the
actual speed in miles, to check distance and help to find
accommodations for the journey.

Tools and spare parts
The challenge was to bring everything we would need
for repairs without overloading the car. We decided to limit
tools to the front compartment.
Gas tank, spare wheel, jack and battery need space
that we completed with spare Optima, 4 liters of engine
oil, two part bags (small and large) and a bag of tools in
addition to the original spare tool pouch.

Cedric (right) and Pierre about to board the already-packed 356 as the journey begins on October 3rd. The trunk was filled with ultimately unneeded parts and tools
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Left: Bright lights, little city: A
steakhouse in Roanoke was a
welcome evening stop and
the proprietor turned out to
be a Porsche enthusiast.

With a full front trunk, the glove box received a box
of bulbs and spare fuses, a flashlight, a tire pressure tester
and a small screwdriver to adjust carburetors. One extinguisher was under the passenger seat, the rear seats received our personal bags, helmet for the autocross and
covers with our clothes for the Saturday Gala. These covers
gave us the most trouble, as we had to take them out every
night (15 times), and back each morning. That was our
biggest mistake, as most of our hosts were wearing shirts
for that Gala evening.

The itinerary
Having decided to do some sightseeing, at least on
our way to Santa Fe, we had taken the freeway only to reach
small beautiful roads. On Thursday, October 3rd we left
Quebec City and crossed the U.S. border at Champlain, New
York. We spent the first night in Scranton, Pennsylvania
after 600 miles. Our main goal for the next afternoon was
to reach the Shenandoah National Park in Front Royal, West
Virginia. Front Royal is the beginning of the Blue Ridge
Parkway, crossing the Appalachians for 460 miles. Unfortunately, this very day the park was closed due to the budgetary deadlock.
On the advice of friendly staff, we took a small side
road in the countryside of Virginia and drove near the
mountain road, the “Skyline drive” a hundred miles away.
This is where the fun was at its best. Landscapes are breathtaking, a very nice mountain road going through forests,
plateaus, meadows. Nobody but us on the road, the flat four
screaming with pleasure on the hill climbs, and backfiring
a bit downhill.
Saturday the 5th was our best day. The same beautiful
mountain road with its wide turns, fabulous scenery, magical forests, splendid weather and deer everywhere; some
happiness for 280 miles on a road tailored for the 356. In
Tennessee, we took the famous “Tail of the Dragon” which
we could not really enjoy because of heavy traffic, a speed
limit of 35 mph and four radar traps !
In Nashville on Sunday night, we were in a hurry to
tour Country and Rock City on Broadway, special shops and
cowboy jackets and boots stores, record stores and record-

ing studios, to finish at “Merchant” a trendy brasserie and
bistro where we twice ordered the shrimp chowder.
On Monday we took Interstate 40 in Tennessee until
Arkansas (there is a Stuttgart south of Little Rock!) to join
Henryetta in Oklahoma. On Tuesday we tracked the remnants of Route 66 from Oklahoma City. Clinton is one of
the most important museums devoted to the “Mother
Road”, where we did a photo shoot at abandoned motels
and gas stations in Mclean, Texas. We enjoyed our best
steak of the trip at the “Red River Steakhouse”. We met on
these sections of the road a lot of Harley Tourers.
Before entering New Mexico, we stopped at “Cadillac
Ranch” in Amarillo, the famous Cadillac alignment 1954
to 1963, nose first in the ground. From Tucumcari, New
Mexico on Route 9, we arrived at Santa Fe at 11 am, with
the same great weather that accompanied us since our departure from Quebec City. We had done 2,933 miles.

Santa Fe: the 356 Meeting
Capital of New Mexico, Santa Fe is a charming little
town of human scale, backed by the Rockies on a plateau

Small bag contents:
1 set front and rear wheel
bearings, 1 rear wheel repair
kit, 1 crankshaft oil seal and
trans. seal, 1 distributor cap,
1 gen/reg harness, 1 crankshaft pulley, 2 generator pulleys, 1 generator bolt, 1
clutch cable, 10 wheel nuts,
2.20 meters of gas hose, 1
electric fuel pump, 4 exhaust
seals, 1 rocker cover gasket
set, 1 rotor, 1 condensor, 2
sets of switches, 1 wire coil, 8
spark plugs,
The big bag (larger) parts
and tools: 1 coil 6V, 1 BR 18
distributor, 1 generator 6V, 1
mechanical fuel pump, 1
pump repair kit, 1 jack, 1
large wrench, nitrile gloves.
The tool bag :
1 set of ratchet wrenches,
spanners, wrenches and extensions, 1 Electrical Tester,
2 dynamo belts, 2 bungees,
2 tubes of glue (epoxy and
contact), 1 funnel for all
uses, 1 assortment of holders, 1 roll of wire, 1 knife, 1
set of shims, 1 assortment of
adhesive, tapes and Teflon,
1 roll of wire and trash bags.

Ghost buildings abound on the Mother Road, providing many photo ops.
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over 2,100 meters. We were quickly reaching out of air,
and loosened the air screws a little to help 356 carburetion.
The place is great - ski resorts are within a few kilometers.
You can have 25 Celsius degrees during the day and freezing some in the morning. The architecture of the city is very
Mexican, houses with yellow ocher mud tones often have
only one floor.
Thursday we experienced itineraries offered by the
356 organization and we visited the oldest U.S. church, the
Chapel San Miguel (1610) up in the mountains.
On Friday the autocross was held but just before the
start we found an oil leak under the car. On one of the back
roads in the mountains the day before some debris hit one
of the transmission boots. Pierre then turned the boot in
order to stop the leak. I was able to do the gymkhana in
extremis but with a correct time.
The boot was the
only part we did not
carry, but a boot was
immediately offered to
us by a local participant. We changed it before leaving, after
checking the oil level.
The city revolves
around the Plaza,
which on Saturday exposed 250 Porsche 356
for the Concours. In the
crowd, under a wonderful sun, we found

Top: A curbside temporary repair allowed Cedric to compete in the gymkhana.
Above: The A coupe among
its brethren on the square in
Santa Fe

there our friends from Quebec City, Jacques Bouchard,
Keaven Melanson and Guy Mercier who flew to Santa Fe to
join us, as well as some other American friends and one
French, our friend Pascal Giai. The meeting traditionally
ends with the banquet on Saturday evening, in which we finally got our formal clothes for the awards and the various
speeches; the most interesting one was the story of Stanley
Gold’s raid on his Beijing - Paris journey in a 1965 911.

The return journey
We left Sunday morning after the swap-meet, where
we made some interesting buys. We decided to short cut
diagonally to Quebec City via highways.
28
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It rained cats and dogs during the two days of crossing the great plains of Kansas and Missouri. I did not see
a lot in front and I tried to follow those who drove well before me. Thus I followed County Sheriff's car for more
than 100 kilometers. Having joined Highway 70 east to
cross the Missouri and Illinois, we bifurcated at Indianapolis on 69 north to avoid large cities like Chicago and Detroit
with a lot of traffic. After the great plains of the Midwest,
we enjoyed Indiana and Michigan, a more pleasant scenery
with its countryside, and the sun.
We crossed the Canadian border at Port Huron, a
passage between Lake Huron to the north and Lake Erie
to the south. We stopped in Guelph, near Toronto, to pay
a visit to Restoration Design, where they manufacture body
parts to restore the Classic 356 and 911.
On Thursday, October 16th, we arrived in Quebec
with 8,791 km recorded on the speedometer (ie 5,462
miles) with a car at its best form, suffering not a single mechanical failure. The carburetors performed at their best
ranging from 0C degrees to 40C, rain or sun, ethanol in the
gasoline, without adding any product whatsoever, just
checking oil at the gas station. We never had to open any
of our parts bags.

Driving conditions
Traffic conditions on U.S. roads were excellent, interstates were very nice, wide and separated, so we seemed
to run on large one-way roads. Tolls were non-existent, all
highways we took were free, well maintained, potholes
non-existent, and road signs easily legible.
Trucks were everywhere on these roads, but they
were never a nuisance to other users. The drivers were
very professional; changes of pace and direction were reported, and made with care and authority. We always
moved to the permitted speed limit. Sometimes a little
faster in dry weather, and a little less during the two days
of intense rain. Even in those difficult conditions, we managed to keep pace with the trucks.
During that the 5,500 miles of our trip, we hardly met
police cars in the US but we met a lot in Ontario. Speed
limits ranged from 60 to 75 mph. This is real pleasure for
a 356, the ratio of the long BBBC box gives a fourth engine
speed of 2,800 rev/min to 100 km/h and 3,500 rev/min to
120 km/h. The engine is not noisy at these rpms, the exhaust (the 1958 original) is still discrete and our luggage
in the back seat forms a partition to reduce noise.
There are gas stations everywhere, and with a 52 liter
tank of which 6 liters are reserve and an average consumption of 33,6 mpg, we did not have to use the reserve. The
price of gasoline is less than half the French price, and a
third less than the Canadian price. Where possible, we preferred gasoline without ethanol, 91 or 93 octane and we
never saw any knocking or pinking.

Lodging and food
The lodging was very easy; we always stopped at chain
motels, preferably where we could park the car in front of
the room. It is usually not necessary to book in advance.
We were only trapped once, in Roanoke, Virginia where
there was a symposium of 2,500 women, with whom nevertheless the car had a great success. The Days Inn man-

sisted by AMCO deflectors, a period accessory for the 356
A. Life on board is nice, and soundproofing enough for easy
conversation.

Left: Parts of the return trip
did not match the pleasant
weather the pair experienced
heading west.

Conclusion

ager explained that all the hotels in town were booked by
members of the “Extraordinary Women Ministries”. While
the manager was telling us where to go next, two strange
looking (not extraordinary) women decided to quit their
room. We took it right away.
A few minutes after, I went to the vending machines
to get a coke. The police were arresting a man, face down
on the floor and handcuffed. Later, we were told that this
guy was heading to our now room. Drug dealer, pimp, or
plain guy? We will never know the complete story.

Comfort on board
The comfort of the 356 is not an empty word. The
seats are comfortable, the shock absorbers effective, and
ample space for long legs. We have never suffered from
back pain or cramping, even after 650 miles of riding. The
heater worked well, the ventilation was excellent, well as-

We enjoy this long trip into a 356, as certainly did a
lot of people in the late ‘50s. Now in 2014, you can enjoy
with outstanding comfort and pleasure, and all this in a car
that is 55 years old : There is no need for driving assistance,
no management PASM suspension, which is smooth and
precise for braking, which is effective despite the relative
small brake drums. The car is light and the weight evenly
distributed between the front and rear. No need of PDK, the
644 transmission is smooth and practicing double-clutching is also much more fun. No need to disconnect the ESP,
the PDCC, PASM, or press the Sport button, everything is
already there.
There is no need for blue-tooth, no air conditioning,
but a good Blaupunkt radio with tubes and especially the
music of the Flat four in the back.
Finally, we had enormous capital of sympathy from
other users. Countless friendly gestures, horn beeps,
smiles and thumbs raised from other users, countless pictures were taken while driving. Many stories were told to
us, spontaneously on a 356 by 356 lovers or by someone
having possessed one, still regretting having sold it.
For our next long journey, I will add a transmission
boot in the bag of parts. I will make an engine oil change,
and we will return in 2014 for new adventures and even
more fun.

Pierre Doyle is Canadian
from Quebec, a 356 Registry
member, who owns three 356
(B coupe, B cab and C sunroof) and a 911 SC.
Cedric Chirat is French, with
two 356 (Convertible D in
Paris and this A coupe) and
five classic 911s. He is a 356
Registry, 356 Club de France,
PCA and early 911s member.

Think of
it as a health
assurance
card for
your Porsche.
w w w. r e n n w e r k e p o r s c h e t e c h n i c i a n s . c o m

e-mail:rennwerkeporsche@hotmail.com
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Down Under

18,430 Kilometers
to Stuttgart

•

Auckland

Story: Graham Lister
Photos: Philip Adamson

•
•

30

Bluff

•

Mount Cook

•

Christchurch

he recent Carrera Downunder Classic Porsche 356 tour was the fourth
such tour held in New Zealand and this time it was of a two-week duration
featuring many southern roads of the country's South Island.
Nineteen 356s from both New Zealand and Australia commenced the tour from
Christchurch on March 23 and the route took in both Mount Cook and Dunedin before
turning at the most distant point from Stuttgart on a State Highway in the world.
This was Stirling Point at the port of Bluff, near New Zealand's southernmost city of Invercargill. To mark the arrival of the tour, liberty was taken to attach a “STUTTGART” panel to the
famous landmark signpost for photo opportunities including all the Porsches and the participants.
Although difficult to parade all the cars in a single line abreast formation due to the limited space
at the beach parking area, it was nice of other tourists visiting the site at the same time to remove their
vehicles so all the Porsches could be clustered together.
Another opportunity was availed when the tour visited Dunedin a couple of days earlier and on that
occasion a more orderly line up was achieved at Larnach Castle, above.

Dunedin
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The Stirling Point landmark sign sports
a new "STUTTGART" addition. ￼
At the world's most southern Porsche
356 muster, the happy group is shown
with their backs to Antarctica.

he Annual Drei Staaten Gruppe 356 Bull Session
T
and Family Picnic was held in Sharon Woods Park
on the traditional date of the Sunday after Mother’s Day.
Once again a beautiful day brought out almost twenty 356s
and a few other 911 variants. Even a few interesting non Pcars showed up, including an original Mini Cooper, a mid‘60s Corvette, and a late ‘60s Camaro.
After a great lunch the crowd filtered among the cars
to catch up on the long winter of discontent, and to share
plans for the summer driving and show season. New this
year was a People’s Choice balloting for some killer
Porsche AG club trophies. Scott McCuskey took home the
award for the “Car I’d like to Drive” for his beautiful blue
1955 Speedster. For a complete rundown of the winners
see the write-up on the DSG website, www.dreistaatengruppe. com. Also on the website you can see a full gallery
of photos from the event.
A repeat of the ever popular Porsche Trivia and
Knowledge Quiz was also part of the festivities. A tough 15
question multiple choice quiz did not produce a single perfect score, so prizes were awarded in decreasing order of
the correct number of answers. Some great shirts and other
apparel from Stoddard’s and Porsche of the Village were
the prizes everyone was competing for.
We also ran a mini swap meet for anyone who had
Porsche parts needing a good home. There were only a few
offerings this year. Perhaps everyone is keeping their parts
for their next Porsche project?
Join us next year. All Porsche car owners and interested parties are welcome to join in the picnic and fun!
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Ultimate Tour

hat could be a better three-day trip in your
356 than an Ultimate Driving Tour in the
Smokey and Blue Ridge Mountains? The “Ultimate Tour Master”, Fred Uhlmann, put together another
one of his legendary tours, and again he did not disappoint!
Eight 356s from seven different states gathered in Sweetwater, Tennessee in mid-May for a de-briefing and some
last minute preparations over a great Italian meal. The next
morning we were off to the Cherohala Skyway, 40+ miles
of scenic two-lane highway ranging from 900-5,400 foot
elevation. We enjoyed beautiful top-down conditions, leading to our first stop in Robbinsville, North Carolina.
After a brief stop, Fred led the tour over a section of
the “Moonshiner 28” on our way to the famous “Tail of
the Dragon” and the motorcycle parts Tree of Shame in
Deals Gap, NC. We all stopped at the Tail for lunch, and
then we all enjoyed driving its 318 curves in 11 miles! Early
in the afternoon it was sunny, so the professional photographers positioned along the road captured our cars at
speed with the tops and windows down. Those of us who
ran it twice also got some photos in the rain with the lights
and wipers on. After our Tail experience, Fred led us on
to Gatlinburg, TN for some comfortable lodging and great
conversation over a terrific dinner.
The next morning our caravan headed to Cherokee,
NC where we jumped on the beautiful Blue Ridge Parkway.
The overlooks and scenery along the way were amazing as
we worked our way up to 6,047 feet. Photos were taken at
the highest point sign, then off to a wonderful lunch at the
historic Pisgah Inn, surrounded by blooming rhododendrons, azaleas, mountain laurel and mountain vistas. Between the altitude and a front coming in, everyone pulled
out their jackets for the short ride into Asheville.
In Asheville we encountered our first 356 glitch, with
a fan belt problem on one car. Of course, Tour Master Fred
had the parts, the tools and the mechanical experience to
get it back on the road in no time. Another fine meal with
some good friendship and mountain driving stories completed our evening. We headed off to bed with some concern about threatening weather in the forecast. Next
morning we were greeted by cooler weather and some
pretty heavy rain, which caused only a few modifications
in plans and a one hour delay in departure.
Day three was an opportunity to prove that these 356s
pass muster in all conditions. Local showers and some
heavy rains were part of the drive toward Boone, NC. But
we had fun even in the rain, with great cars and great people all running together. Lunch at the Little Switzerland Inn
was delicious, and the final run to Boone was memorable.
All in all, we could not have had a better trip. Through
warm, cold, dry and wet times the cars and people and
scenic views were always the best. Fred plans another “Ultimate” in 2015. I encourage all 356 enthusiasts to sign
up. I know many from this year’s group are already looking
forward to coming back for another run next year.

W

By Rich Becherer
Blue Ridge Mountain tunnels
opened to bright sunshine on
Saturday. At the Deals Gap
Motorcycle Resort, a biker
“Tree of Shame” features
pieces from bikes that didn’t
survive the 11 miles. Says a
sign there, “Passing cars is a
bad idea. Sliding past cars is
a worse idea.”

Good roads, great scenery
and no rush to enjoy it all.
The group made several
stops to take in the views.
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A Seashore Alternative
his year’s International Meeting was held at the seaside in Portugal.
A small group from the Netherlands and Belgium would like to
T
apologize to the Portuguese organization committee for not attending. Dis-

tance and available time kept us from joining what looked like a marvelous
meeting.
As an alternative, we organized a tour through the Swiss Alps with 11
of us divided over 6 cars. For one A T2 sunroof coupe it was its international
maiden voyage after a very thorough restoration. A T1 coupe, BT6 Coupe,
BT6 Cabriolet and T1 Speedster completed the 356 line up. A Fisker served
as emergency car (why settle for less?). I am happy to say we did not encounter any major technical challenges as we climbed through passes like
the Furka, Susten, Grimsel, Simplon and Gotthard. During day three of our
tour, we passed the Italian border to enjoy a leisurely drive through some
of its very picturesque small villages north of Lago Maggiore. Beautiful
scenery, the best food and great company, what more could we wish for?
The weather was great most of the time. Occasional showers and fog
kept us on our toes, especially when driving at altitudes above 2500 meters
or 7500 feet. Going through hairpins without any guardrails gave us the
occasional additional adrenaline shot.
Our last evening together was spent touring the Vierwaldstättersee
near Luzern by boat. Great food again, and a few drinks. The cars were
parked in the basement of the hotel, only accessible with an elevator!
On Sunday, after a nice breakfast, we commenced our journey home.
Our friend from The Hague had the longest stretch with almost 900 kms
(560 miles). He reported to have made it home safely after 10 hours.
Next year’s International Meeting is in Belgium… count on us!

By Edwin Schweitzer
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Chasing Cones
Story and photos by

Sean Cridland

utocrossers in New Mexico know the silhouette
as soon as it draws near to the vast seas of cones
they frequent throughout the year to challenge
themselves and their machinery. The little red car has been
showing up to events for two decades. As it comes up to
the starting line, it sounds just a little beefier than expected,
but definitely not 911ish. With its wide, sticky tires and
steep angles of negative camber, it looks like it means business. Once you watch it take off and rip through the first
slalom and the following set of off-sets, you know its driver
has done this before. Ask anyone who attends those events
and they’ll tell you in an instant: that’s Zia 356er Joe Almers
and his 1965 356SC.
Originally from Charleston, South Carolina, Joe came
to Albuquerque in 1971 to take classes in architecture at
the University of New Mexico. He landed a job while still in
school and replaced his interest in hot-rods – he owned a
‘57 Chevy 283 V-8 with three two-barrel carburetors – with
a love of early Porsches when one of his colleagues introduced him to the joys of the German air-cooled marque.
Soon after, Almers had his first 356, a 1959 coupe. It was

A

Joe Almers has been
autocrossing his C
coupe for years,
improving its
performance
- and his own in the process.
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a bit of a fixer-upper, but he enjoyed the challenge and
loved the car for its simplicity and ease to work on. Eventually he sold the car, graduating to a 911, but he never really got over the 356 allure.
In 1989, he bought this car, his second 356, as a daily
driver. The car had originally been purchased by legendary
New Mexico Porsche enthusiast Don Janssen. It was in excellent condition and became his daily driver for many
years to and from the office.
Over the course of the next few decades, Almers took
on his hobby with quiet determination and an enthusiast’s
zeal. Long before this writer met him, I was regaled by a
story from a friend who had rented an apartment from him
in college. He remembers: “I went over to his house to sign
the lease and there was a 356 case on his kitchen table. I
knew he would be a great landlord!” That basic curiosity
and passion has translated into Almers owning 12 different
Porsches in his lifetime, all of them beautifully restored and
maintained by himself.
As an architect, he was taught to always try to fix
something yourself before you hand it off to someone else

and that’s always been true of his experiences with his automotive hobby. He taught himself to do bodywork, engine
building, diagnostics and repair, even attending one of
Bruce Anderson’s seminars. He’s also proficient with his
industrial grade Consew sewing machine with walking
pedal—which he says will sew through half-inch thick
leather—to repair and restore upholstery. Almers usually
does all the work on his cars - except for paint, which he
reserves for the experts who have the proper tools and
space to lay down restoration-quality finishes. Though, if
you ask him, it’s a topic he researched thoroughly enough
to tell his painters exactly what he’s looking for.
Being a Porsche enthusiast is much more than taking
an interest in torque-values and upholstery stitching. Like
many Porsche owners, Almers would occasionally attend
a PCA or SCCA autocross, just to see what the buzz was
about. After watching a few times, he took the leap, had his
first run through the cones and the fever took hold. So begins the story of the “slippery slope” so many of us go down
when we get the feeling of a well-designed car being driven
in the way intended by the engineers. The first couple of
times are fun just for doing it. Then, the competitive urge
kicks in. With a curious mind and a capacity for solving
problems, we eventually want to make the car perform
more to our own tastes and experiences - and to see our
times get lower.
For Almers, the first changes to the suspension were
a set of Koni adjustable shocks. Then came the 19mm front
sway bar. Not too long after came the Vic Skirmants camber-compensating front spindles. Then the Z-bar rear stabilizer. Though toe-in is still at stock settings, he’s adjusted
both the front and rear to 3.5 degrees of negative camber.
These changes contributed to a firmer center of gravity, less
body roll, increased traction in the corners, and sharper
steering.
Getting the handling sorted, he also thought about incar safety, control and comfort. The big spindly steering
wheel was replaced with a Momo 15” wheel with a little
more girth for a firmer grip and easier control. The original
seats were replaced with Design 2000 racing seats and a
Simpson 4-point racing harness to better hold both driver
and sometime student rider in place as the car twists and

turns rapidly through the cones. Whether it’s the latest Formula 1 high g-force handling or simply a “spirited” drive
through the countryside in a low-tech car like the 356,
driver positioning, seat support, and comfort play a big role
in car control. Throwing a car around at 30 mph in the
cones requires enough concentration that you don’t want
to think about how you’re going to brace yourself or what
you’re going to hold onto. A good set of seats with sidebolsters and a good harness system to hold you in place
can do wonders for car control, maybe even the best money
spent for increased performance.
Would any of us be completely honest if we didn’t acknowledge our lust for more power in any car we drive?
Almers fulfilled that need for speed by storing the original
SC motor and replacing it with a 912 motor he built at his
own bench. The crank and case and most of the exterior
bits are stock 912 parts, but he added a Skirmants cam
and a NPR big-bore kit bringing total displacement to
1750cc. Exhaust gasses flow through Bursch headers and
a Supertrapp racing muffler to make an undeniably flat-4
sound, but with an authoritative growl. He figures it’s putting out about 112 hp. Combined with the car’s light weight
and up about 17 hp over stock, this car has enough power
to be a strong contender through the cones... the tighter
the better for this little monster.

Opposite from top:
At Albuquerque’s Motiva
Speedway, portions of the
course allow higher speeds
for a good workout. The 912
motor Joe built is massaged
for performance and clearly
not meant for concours presentation. The suspension has
been tweaked to work with
fat, sticky tires but like everything else on the car, could
be returned to stock if desired.

Above: Big bolsters on the
sport seats help Joe stay in
one place while he’s sawing
at the wheel - in this case a
smaller diameter, fatter
Momo for better control
through the tight turns.
How tight? Responding to
driver input, the 356 will hike
an inside front wheel even at
moderate speeds.

Continued
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If you’re thinking about competitiveness, the best
money spent after keeping the driver stable and comfortable are tires. To keep the car glued to the road, for autocrossing he runs the biggest tires he can fit under the
still-original fenders; 205-55/15, sometimes running on
911 Fuchs and others on ATS Cookie-Cutter wheels. Over
the years he’s run Falken Azenis and Yokohama 008 sticky
tires, but right now he favors the Nitto NT-01, which he
claims provide both great grip and decent longevity. Says
Almers: with a car as light as the 356, the tires usually
harden way before they wear out.
Even with all this, he’s quick to emphasize that he’s
done nothing to his car which couldn’t be reversed with a

Long time Registry member
Joe Almers and his 356.
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day or so of work. Put the SC engine back in, de-tune the
suspension and re-install the stock seats and steering wheel
and it’s right back to being a bone-stock, all-original car.
While some might balk at the thought of taking their
investment-quality 356 through the cones, Almers demurs.
After all, these cars are Porsches, designed and built for
performance and fun. Plus, he says, there’s a great deal to
be learned from autocrossing these cars. With their great
power-to-weight ratio and nimble, short wheelbase, 356s
are great autocross cars. Especially once you set them up
to handle well. Once you get used to driving a Porsche with
the rear-end hanging out a bit, it becomes more and more
fun.
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Though he’s never attended a professional drivers
school, he’s learned a great deal about driving from autocrossing. Sure, there are many books and videos on racing technique – and he’s read and viewed many of them,
but seat-time is the best thing to do for increasing driving
skill. Going through the cones, even at a relatively low
speed like 30 mph, requires mental preparation, course
inspection, memorization, analysis, forethought, and strategy, even for a 30 second run. That’s not even taking into
consideration reflex development and personal fitness
training. On the pairing of driver and car, Almers credits
his experience as a regular autocrosser – as many as ten a
year – for his intimate knowledge of the car’s capabilities
for turning and braking. Because he drives and works on
it so much, he knows exactly its strengths and weaknesses.
You might think this is all a bit of overkill for just taking your car out for a drive, but with today’s crowded
streets and all the potential distractions that so-called
“modern” drivers have, the more driving skill and mental
acuity a 356 owner has, the better it is for preserving both
self and car. He credits autocrossing for the skills he uses
every day in driving the streets of ever-growing Albuquerque
and in the varying weather conditions on the mountain
roads of northern New Mexico.
In addition to his own mental acuity and driving skill,
autocrossing has contributed to his technical knowledge
of the cars. In any older car there are always things to
maintain, replace, or upgrade. Looking at oil during
changes or inspecting tires for wear patterns or changing
brake-pads or tuning suspension bits or building his own
engine in search of power has led to lots of reading, research, and conversations with other enthusiasts about how
to fix or improve this or that aspect of the car.
Unlike more serious-minded wheel-to-wheel track
competition, which requires lots of spares and sometimes
results in body damage, flinging a car through the cones
in an open parking lot lets its participants play at whatever
level they like without the risk of fender-to-fender contact.
Whether it’s just the occasional run through the cones with
a daily driver or show car as a social experience, or all the
way up to a fully dedicated cone-killer like Almers has created, autocrossing raises a driver to a different level of
awareness.
Does Almers ever see the “red haze” so many competitive drivers talk about? Not really. He is competitive, but
more in the sense of looking to get the best out of himself
and his car. He doesn’t think about beating his fellow competitors or even about personal bests. Instead, he looks to
how well he’s prepared the car for the course surface, then
at how well he’s concentrated on the task at hand and
whether or not he’s responded well to the demands of any
particular course.
A good result for Almers is one with which he’s happy
at the clarity of his thinking, his physical response to a certain set of corners, and his symbiosis with the car he’s been
working on for 25 years. Of course, it turns out that when
all those things line up just right, he usually finds himself
in the top group of most autocross events, mostly among
cars (and drivers) which are 40 years younger and have
considerably more power and technology driving them.
And, yes, that brings a smile.
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Simpler Times
Transporting a
priceless car
leaves priceless
memories.

By Roy Lock

Somewhere West of
Laramie... Porsche Number 1
takes an incognito trip
through the Sierra Nevada
mountains and Ron Ramage
documents the scene for posterity. Below: In Ron’s garage,
the 356 shows a resemblance
to at least one other member
of the family.
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he recent announcement by the Porsche Museum of the discovery of Dr. Ferdinand Porsche’s
first vehicle project has brought back many
memories of what we have traditionally called “the first
Porsche”. The 1948 Type 356 Roadster is recognized as
the first car with the Porsche name and we affectionately
call it “Number 1”. It passed through several hands before
reuniting with the Porsche factory in the 1960s. Both the
very first Porsche design (Lohner Chaise) and 356-001 are
now displayed at the Porsche Museum. Number 1 has been
to many events throughout the world and there are many
stories about it, but one of those tales stands out in my
mind because I have a personal attachment to the people
involved. The car also has had a profound effect on four of
my friends. In 1982 two events on the West Coast occurred
to unite Number 1 with these four friends.

T

Long time PCA member Ron Ramage’s story is of an
incredible week - one that any Porsche enthusiast would
dream to have. I heard about it soon afterwards while at a
PCA Grand Prix Region meeting, where Ron recounted his
adventures with Number 1 on its trip to the 1982 Reno
Porsche Parade. I never forgot the story. The best part of
the adventure is the trove of pictures Ron took.
The story stayed filed away in the back of my mind
along with others in the Porsche folklore file, but several
months ago DeWayne Ichirui said something that caused
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me pull that file out of dead storage and bring it back to
life. I immediately called Ron and he retold the tale. Along
the way, I spoke to several others who had similar stories
and impressions. Those are also included.

In the summer of 1982, the West Coast Porsche world
was abuzz with excitement. Steve Earle had announced
Porsche as the honored marque for the Monterey Historics.
Porsche AG decided to bring Number 1 to the event. (Unlike today, Porsche did not then have a department dedicated to housing, maintaining, preparing and transporting
historic four-wheeled artifacts around the globe.) Number
1 was shipped to the Porsche+Audi headquarters in Culver
City. As an afterthought P+A decided to have it displayed at
the Reno PCA Parade. Kurt Meir—who was P+A’s liaison
with the EPA—contacted Pete Smith, GM of Bob Smith
Porsche in Hollywood to see if this could be done. Pete
then called Ron and they concocted a plan to transport
Number 1 on an open trailer pulled by Pete’s Ford Bronco.
On Friday prior to the Parade, Ron and Dennis Jackson, Pete’s Service Manager, met Kurt in the basement EPA
testing area where Number 1 was stored. They loaded it
onto the trailer. The plan was to wrap the car with a car
cover, heavy packing blankets, and water proof cover. This
was to be the only protection for the trip to Reno.
Before covering the car, Ron had a few friends over
his house to marvel at Number 1. They took panels off,
thoroughly examining and photographing her before tucking her away for the night. It slept with Ron’s 550 Spyder
and 914-6. The uneventful trip to Reno up the 395 started
Saturday morning. No one suspected or cared what was
under the car cover. Ron and friend Glenda Trechter spent
the night along the way at a non-descript motel north of
Bridgeport with Number 1 parked in motel parking lot.
Since Ron had not registered for the Parade, he took
Number 1 directly to the Reno Convention Center where
the Concours was held. John Ceseareo helped prep Number 1 for the concours with a simple dusting. At the conclusion of the concours, Number 1 was transported to the
Parade headquarters, the MGM Grand Hotel. It stayed at
the hotel for the remainder of the week, and Ron flew
home. The following Saturday, he flew back to Reno to pick
the car up. It was brought to the roof of the MGM Grand
parking ramp where Pete’s Bronco and trailer were stored.
Ron, Ralph and Geri Boothe, Glenda Trechter, and Greg
Gustafson feted Number 1 before loading her on the trailer,
enjoying one last private moment before the journey home.
That trip was uneventful, but arriving Sunday afternoon into the Los Angeles area meant Porsche+Audi headquarters was closed. Ron and Glenda decided to stop at
Dennis and Louise Jackson’s home in Burbank. A quick
call to a friend yielded a safe storage spot in a warehouse
in Glendale. Before going to the warehouse Number 1 was
unloaded and uncovered. A series of pictures were taken

Ironically, the first Porsche suffered not at all on its impromptu trailer trip, as opposed to an airplane trip several years later when a forklift caused some serious
harm.

at the Jackson home. Years later, one of those pictures became the cover
of Porsche Panorama. The cover shot was taken on the Jackson front lawn,
where Ron climbed on top of the roof to take the picture. Years later, Dennis was still telling this story. It took several days for Ron to contact Kurt
Meir to arrange the return of Number 1, and thus ended Ron’s very personal adventures with the car.
I had repeated this story several times to close friends. Each time I
told the story, I heard others. It seems Number 1 had an alluring effect on
people. Longtime friend Ed Schneiderhan was in attendance at the Reno
Parade when he encountered Number 1. Ed, along with Jim Rinker and
Roger Wing were participants showing Roger’s ‘69 912 Targa at the concours. Roger won his class and that night all the winning cars were displayed with Number 1 in the banquet room. Since the three were to leave
early the next morning for the trip to Los Alamitos, Roger made arrangements to retrieve his Targa after the banquet. Returning after midnight, the
banquet room was empty. At that moment, Ed turned to Roger and quipped;
“We could load Number 1 onto the trailer and no one would know.” Roger
replied “Yeah, but what would we do with it?” Both broke into laughter.
Before loading the Targa and leaving, Ed did have an opportunity to sit behind the wheel of Number 1 fantasizing a drive through the Alps.
Number 1 had an equally hypnotic effect on Scott Hendry. This was
Scott’s first Parade as a participant. Seeing the first Porsche at the Convention Center was mesmerizing. After his initial encounter, Scott returned several times throughout the day to admire the first Porsche. She has had a
profound effect on how Scott approaches maintenance and restoration of
all Porsches.
Fast forward from June to August of 1982, The Monterey Historic Automobile Race weekend held at Laguna Seca. The 356 Registry West Coast
Holiday, the Historic Automobile Races, and Pebble Beach Concours all
dovetailed together for a perfect Porsche weekend. 356 Registry members
and Holiday organizers Ned McDaniel, Marc Pettibone and Michael Hudick
were entrusted with displaying Number 1 at the Monterey Double Tree Inn.
Again, the casual approach by Porsche+Audi allowed organizers of the
event to take possession of Number 1 for display. Michael had the opportunity to position Number 1 in the hotel lobby. Unfortunately, there was no
ignition key present or Michael would have taken it for a drive.
Four individual lives intertwined with a common link to a car. Each
experience is different but yet, had the same reaffirming effect for their
love for the marque. All four are current Porsche owners.
Harry Pellow said “Keep The Faith.” It is this experience that has continued to fuel the flames of passion for the marque of these four friends.
Happy trails and storytelling along the journey.
www.Porsche356Registry.org • July / August 2014
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Original Owner
Louis Lee

celebrates
a golden
anniversary
with his 356C

The Lees did a lot of 356
sightseeing in Yosemite National Park. This is one of the
glacial valleys where 216931
got to rest a bit.

ifty years ago seems like a really long time. Bodies
age, hair turns gray, technology rules, but the
Porsche 356 is still the great car it was back then.
It’s the Golden Anniversary of Porsche 216931.
It was 50 years ago I walked into Stewart’s Imported
Motors in Odessa Texas. They were the VW - Porsche dealer
for west Texas and there she was, a beautiful light ivory 356
C coupe smiling at me, giving me the “come on”. It was
Thursday May 7, 1964. She would be mine, and I was one
proud new Porsche driver in just a few minutes.

F

I had bought a used 1960 Super 90 about six months
before and had tasted the thrill of driving a Porsche. It was
“love at first shift” in a 356. But alas, the Super 90 developed a terrible sound in the transmission and after pondering the situation a while it was obvious the money to be
spent on a transmission overhaul could be much better
spent on a new Porsche. After all, the new 4 wheel disc
brakes could only be found on a few makes of cars in those
days and never on any American car I knew of. So along
with the brakes and the new Porsche smell winning me
over, the Super 90 disappeared to the used car lot.
My wife, Betty and I, lived in Midland. We were members of the West Texas Sports Car Club, and for four years
had driven a VW Karmann Ghia in their monthly rallies and
gymkhana events. We had learned early on that rear engine
cars are a “hoot” to drive. With this new Porsche we could
really compete for those trophies, and we did. The next
year, 1965, the Porsche won us a trophy as the “1965 All
Event Champions”.

A Long Trip
In the summer of 1966, it was time for a vacation trip
to California in the Porsche. Betty had an aunt in Los Angeles and it had been a long time since her last visit. Prepa40
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rations for the Porsche included a fresh oil change, valve
adjustment and a luggage rack on the back to carry our
tent and other camping gear. Stops at the national parks
on the way were mapped out. These included the Petrified
Forest and Grand Canyon on the way out and Zion and
Bryce Canyon on the way back. In California we planned to
drive to Yosemite and Sequoia National Parks. So Betty and
I and our daughter, Virginia, fired up the Porsche and
headed west.
Of course, there was also a mandatory stop in Las
Vegas. Driving up and down the “Strip” was a particularly
pleasing event with lots of looks at the Porsche. It might
have been the old army footlocker strapped to the luggage
rack that caught their attention, but I like to believe it was
that beautiful Porsche they were admiring.
After a few days visiting in Los Angeles it was time to
drive north through California. We drove up the Coast Highway to San Francisco, stayed a couple of days there and
then headed east to Yosemite National Park. There was
more beautiful scenery there than we could imagine, but
the high point of the park for us was driving the Porsche
through the giant sequoia they named Wawona. They had
cut a car-size hole through it way back in 1881. As fate
would have it, the tree fell in early 1969 after a severe storm
loaded the crown with more snow than it could support.
From Yosemite it was back south to Sequoia National Park
and more beautiful scenery.
Time was running short on our vacation, so we had
to head back to Texas. Driving through Death Valley on the
way was an experience. In July with no air conditioning it
was, to say the least, not comfortable. But the Porsche with
that sweet air-cooled engine passed more than one Detroit
monster on the side of the road with hood up and radiator
steaming. Las Vegas to Bryce Canyon and Zion was a breeze
after Death Valley.

A Big Move – North
After assignments in Denver and Oklahoma City I was
transferred by my employer to Calgary, Alberta. Betty drove
our Detroit iron and I drove the Porsche. It was a long haul
and after crossing the border we became “Landed Immigrants”. And likewise, the Porsche had to become a Canadian with new plates and title. The day we moved into our
house, September 15, it snowed. We didn’t see the ground
again until the next April and the Porsche stayed in the
garage the whole time. I was not about to drive her with
all that salt on the streets, but with spring and some good
hard rains to clear the salt, it was off to the mountains every
chance we got. The drive from Banff north to Lake Louise,
the Athabasca Glacier, and Jasper, B.C. was our favorite
weekend trip.
All too soon though, summer was gone, the snow
blew, and the streets were salted again. Time to put the
Porsche away. This was the routine for three winters and
just two summers. It was time to move back to Texas.

The Wawona Sequoia was cut
for a drive-through in 1881
and lasted that way for 88
years, falling in early 1969.
Our Porsche drive through the
tree was a high point of visiting Yosemite National Park.

“Houston, Here We Come”
The drive from Calgary was an adventure in oil. The
move came in mid-January, 1974. We were happy to be
heading back to Texas, but the Porsche was not happy
about the trip. That last winter in the garage was all the
push rod seals could take. Every stop for gas required topping off the oil. I carried three extra quarts between stops,
just in case.
Back in Houston she went up on blocks. My job gave
me precious little time to pull the engine, replace those
leaky seals and clean up all that leaked oil. Time passed
fast and old 216931 just sat there. I admit that neglect set
in as other activities became more important than working
on the Porsche.

Far left: Overlook at the
Athabasca Glacier. This glacier is on one of our favorite
356 drives from Banff to
Jasper, British Columbia in
the Canadian Rocky Mountains. Great roads gave the
Porsche a chance to really
stretch its legs.
Below: Loading the 356 on a
trailer for the trip to Hamilton
Classics in Martindale, Texas.
Old 216931 was about to get a
long overdue restoration before tasting the highways
again under its own power.
Bottom: Betty and Louis with
216931, June 2014.

Restoration and Renewal
Retirement came in 1989 and it was time to leave
Houston for a new home in Austin. The Porsche was
hauled to Austin and put back in the garage – for another
22 years. The problems mounted. No more leaded gas so
the valves and seats needed to be replaced for the unleaded
gas. The brake cylinders no longer held fluid, and dust became her crown. A long-time friend from the pre-Porsche
days, himself a Porsche driver, tried to shame me into
bringing her back to life. He said it broke his heart to see
such a beautiful car used as a shelf. Then one day Betty
came with an ultimatum: fix it or sell it.
No way was I going to sell it, so the search began for
a reliable restoration shop. I found Bill Hamilton and
Hamilton Classics in Martindale, a sleepy little town only
50 miles from home. It was an easy trip to keep up with
the car’s progress. There was a waiting list for his work,
but finally our name came up. Bill warned me it would be
many months before she was like new again. It was instant
impatience for me though, thinking about driving her
again. Finally the rebirth of 216931 came in June, 2012.
Since the rebirth we have had a ball with her. High
points of the last couple of years have been drives in the
Texas hill country with a group of other Porsche drivers,
showing her at the monthly Austin Cars ‘N Coffee, and being
asked to be one of the show cars at the 2013 Carrera of
the Americas PCA races at Austin’s new Circuit of the Americas F-1 track.
The 356 truly is an awesome car designed by a genius
and built by skilled craftsmen to exacting standards. That
old saying “The only thing it shares with other cars is the
road” still applies.
www.Porsche356Registry.org • July / August 2014
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North
South

28th Annual event, at SLO

orth meets South is an annual event on the Central California coast for NorCal and SoCal 356
Porsche owners that started almost 30 years ago
as a informal gathering in a locale “equally inconvenient
for everyone”. Over the years it has evolved from a parking
lot gathering into a “mini” West Coast Holiday and is hosted
by Northern and Southern California clubs on an alternating basis. The 2014 event was hosted by 356CAR in San
Luis Obispo with Kim and Rachel Nelson and Jim and
Martha Roten as chairs. On a wonderful weekend in early
May, we threw a three- day party for 137 cars and 265 attendees, some of whom came from as far away as Washington, Oregon, Nevada, Arizona and Germany.

N

Dana McDaniel

Duane P. Maracin
and Bob Cannon

Dana McDaniel enjoys a great drive down the California coast.

The format of the event now includes a little bit for
everyone, including social hours, vendors, tech sessions,
driving tours, more social hours, dinners, a concours,
more social hours, awards dinner and swap meet. We have
hosted it at the Embassy Suites in SLO for the last few years
and have gotten to know the beautiful central coast in detail
42
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Dana McDaniel

Meets

as the result. The 2014 schedule included a Thursday
evening pizza Welcome Party, Friday and Saturday evening
happy hour cocktails hosted by Embassy Suites, goodie and
vendor stores and self-guided driving tours. Paul Christensen presented a great tech session on steering boxes
and Joe Leoni presented another session on 12-volt conversions.
Though SLO’s weather is typically mild during the
month of May, Thursday’s temperature reached 91 degrees,
and Friday’s temperature climbed to 98 degrees! We chose
to hit the beach route on Friday afternoon and never regretted it. Fortunately, Saturday—although somewhat
chilly for the early morning concours line-up—treated us
to clear skies and a balmy 78 degrees.
The highlight of these gatherings is, for many (the
great drives to and from notwithstanding), the Saturday
People’s Choice Concours and the evening awards banquet
that follows. This year, entrants were provided with special
photos of their cars under a rally-type “starting line arch”
designed and built by SVR member Rocky Raymond.
Banquet attendees were treated to very special video
“And We Will Drive”, written and narrated by SVR member
BJ Shook and produced by Rocky Raymond. In addition,
we enjoyed a special guest speaker, film director and
Porsche driver Jeff Zwart. Jeff brought along a couple of
exciting video shorts. The first showed him driving his 1953
356 in deep snow (and having a ball doing so!). The second depicted Jeff on his 2010 nail biting, record-setting
Pike’s Peak International Hill Climb in a Porsche GT3!
This year’s winners were honored with coveted trophies designed and prepared by Rachel Nelson of “Reflections in Glass” and presented by Master of Ceremonies,
Harry Servidio.
After an early morning swap meet, we crammed our
little cars with way too much luggage and “stuff” and said
our goodbyes to old friends. We headed home up Highway
1 from SLO to Carmel; the weather, scenery, and camaraderie were all epic and made you feel happy to be alive
and enjoying life in a Porsche 356 (or any Porsche, for that
matter). Another great event had ended but we await next
year’s North meets South with great anticipation!

Bob Cannon

Dana McDaniel
Bob Cannon

Bob Cannon

Concours results
PRE A
Award winner ..........Robert Heintz
1st Place..................Tom/Kathy Sansone
UNRESTORED
Award winner .......... John Laettner
1st Place..................Heiner Fees
A OPEN
Award winner ..........Tim Frates
1st Place..................Eric Holzaphel
A CLOSED
Award Winner..........Larry Markham
Award winner ........Jim Roten
1st Place..................Mike Ross
B OPEN
Award winner ..........Scott Hendry
1st Place.................. Bill King
B CLOSED
Award winner ..........Steve Hoskins
Award winner .......... Art Hardie
1st Place..................Michael Gabbard
C OPEN
1st Place..................Susan Burnett
C CLOSED
Award winner ..........Duane Maracin
1st Place..................Bob/Elaine Cannon
SPEEDSTER
Award winner ..........Dana/Irmela McDaniel
1st Place..................Del Sessions
CONVERTIBLE D & ROADSTER
Award winner ..........Stephen Childs
1st Place ................Scott Scheiderhan
SPECIAL INTEREST
Award winner ..........Herb Wysart
1st Place..................Neil McSwain
OUTLAW
Award Winner..........Bruce Ungari
1st Place..................Robert Patch
MOTUL AWARD......Herb Wysart
BEST OF SHOW ....Robert Hintz
Below: The Motul Rally Arch with Ricky Raymond.
Awards by Rachel Nelson of Reflections in Glass.

Bob Cannon

Dana McDaniel

From top left: An impromptu roadside repair session on highway 25. Paul Christensen’s tech session on steering
boxes. Jeff Zwart speaks at the awards dinner. Early morning view from the Embassy Suites in San Luis Obispo.
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Duxford
•
London •

UK 356 DAY
s longtime owners will remember there were two
356 Day events at the National Motor Museum
Beaulieu in 2004/5, and the momentum of enthusiasm at that time led to the first of the “Classics at the
Castle” event with over one hundred 356s present.
The gathering of 356s on Sunday, May 18th was a revival of the original 356 Day and proved to be a most enjoyable get-together for the forty-one owners who brought
their cars to the Air Museum at Duxford on a day blessed
with brilliant sunshine. A major attraction there is the Norman Foster-designed hangar (1997) which houses the
American Air Force collection. Norman Foster himself owns
a 1950 356 Coupe.
On arrival the cars were lined up in a vague chronological sequence fronting the towering green doors of the
Battle of Britain Hangar, which provided an appropriately
muted backdrop for photographers and a contrast to the
colours of the cars.
Most noticeable
356 of the day was
early arrival Kirk Wilson’s Signal Yellow
Speedster but the cars
which attracted plenty
of attention from both
the curious and the
knowledgeable
throughout the day
were the three A model
Carreras, with most
wanting to view the
unique engine.
Classics at the Castle co-organiser Simon Bowrey’s
perfect restoration of his 1957 steel-bodied Carrera was on
view for the first time since winning “Car of the Show”
award at the prestigious Warren Concours on the previous
weekend. However, unbeknown to most observers, a long
awaited RHD “Carrera moment” was happening in the adjacent space ,where for the first time since leaving Stuttgart
in late 1955 the only two RHD A model Carreras built in
that year(55161 & 55290) were to be seen parked side by
side. Thanks to Aziz Abouseda for the presence of 55161.
The exceptional weather brought out many of the
usual suspects and their cars (too many for a roll call here
but thanks to all for helping re establish the 356 only event)
and a number of top down convertibles including Roger
Woodroffe’s recently restored Roadster in subtle Fjord
Green, David Foster’s Portugal bound roadster, Richard
Maddocks’ C cabriolet and organiser, many years ago, of
the Birmingham 356 International, David Edelstein in his
long-time-owned Ruby red Roadster. Phil Sewell came up
from Wales and Brian Paton down from Berwick.
The afternoon came to an appropriate end with the
late arrival of Fergus MacLeod in his 2005 Carrera GT
which was parked with the ‘57 GT to enable a photo op-

Photos:
Kristina Cilia

Fred Hampton
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Fred Hampton

A

portunity for both owners. Though few of the onlookers
were aware, the current market scenario would enable the
acquisition of two 2005 GTs for the price of one 1957 GT!
Fred Hampton 356 Registrar and owner of 55290
Old hanger doors make a marvelous backdrop for the reunion of
the two RHD cars from 1955 (top). Cars on hand ranged from
Simon Bowrey’s pristine Carrera (left) to well-worn Speedsters
and coupes, with almost every color of the rainbow on display in
the bright Cambridgeshire sunshine.

The Original Auto Mat.
Coco Mats.
First introduced by Porsche for their newly developed 356,
Coco mats were used as the original floor mat with the great
benefit that the dirt and sand would filter thru and not sit on top
of the mat. This benefit still holds true today.

www.CocoMats.com
1.800.461.3533

356
Grafik: www.swissclassics.com

BRACK
AUTOGARAGE
Service & Restorations

CH-8902 Urdorf, 0041 44 734 17 07, www.356.ch
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Everett Anton Singer

Commemorative Posters
n the world of collectible posters, the smallest group must be images commemorating a racing collaboration between the supplier and race team. In
particular, with Porsche, there are very few from the 356 era.
My all-time favorite is the Labo Oil celebrating Porsche racing successes, featuring the speeding 550 Spyder. The headline reads “The Quality Comes Through,”
and “Labo oils are also the right thing for the highly stressed engine in your car,” proclaims the tag line. The use of the hand, suggesting their hand-in-hand relationship
with the Factory, as well as the over-all design make this one a winner!
Castrol Oil used a “master” of the green colored background image and headline “Victorious again”, and imprinted the specific race information. In this case,
they’re highlighting the 1500cc class victory of Carroll Shelby and Maston Gregory
with their 550 Spyder in the 1955 Tourist Trophy. The slogan on the bottom proclaims
“the motor oil proven by record breaking performances”.
Lastly, is the Dunlop poster, which covers many of their victories in 1950. These
events include class wins in Le Mans, Liege-Rome-Liege, as well as the German Driving
Championship of Glöckler in the 1500 cc class. Their tag line is: “Dunlop for tires
for winners,” and “Also the safest tires for you.”
In each example shown, it is the only one I've ever seen!
Any comments, suggestions, etc., please let me know: tony@singer356.com.

I
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Stoddard Swap Meet 2014

Following the Friday night Literature meet, Saturday saw a
record crowd of 60 car show
entrants, a total of around
200 cars and about 90 vendors, including namesake
Chuck Stoddard. Show winner
was Jerry and Christie Payto’s
gray Roadster.

Adam Wright

summer, falling this year on June 7th. The
weather can make or break a swap and this year
it was just wonderful, with sunshine and 70s.
The day started out well with very brisk
buying and selling. I can always
tell it is a good swap when I can't
remember the first couple of
hours. This year involved a lot of
buying and running back to the
booth with my finds. One thing
that is cool about the Stoddard
meet is that it is very intimate, you
actually know or quickly get to
know most of the guys there. Like
Dick Sjolund who drives his red C coupe (right)
600 miles and brings really well done posters of
Factory scenes. I bought one last year and
proudly hung it in the shop.
The Stoddard team was in full attendance
and put on a well-coordinated swap, with a lively
concours. Not to mention they opened up their
scratch and dent stuff and had some killer deals.
The $50 Speedster windshields were flying off
the rack. It was a great swap and I can’t wait for
next year! Adam Wright

Per Schroeder (4)

iming is everything in life and it's no difT
ferent for a swap meet. The Stoddard
Swap is perfectly timed in the late spring/early
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Barn Finding

Adam Wright

Adam recounts
how, after a
harrowing
winter journey
to the Pine
Tree State, he
triumphantly
returns as a
summer
tourist.
Sort of.
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recently took a trip to the great state of Maine, or
the “I lead” state according to its state seal motto,
“Dirigo”. This trip was to pick up a 912 from a
Registry brother and it went without even the hint of a problem. I mentioned to my wife a few days before that I had
another trip coming up. She groaned—it has been a busy
few months—but I had a trick up my sleeve. I booked a
beach cottage and arranged to bring everyone: me, her, two
kids and the two chihuahuas. All we had to do is work in
picking up a Porsche. I planned the trip out flawlessly, and
picked up the car a whole hour ahead of schedule. What
makes this current Maine journey stick out in my mind is
being reminded of the last time I was in Maine to pick up
a car (in fact, a car and a half) several years ago. In contrast, on that trip everything that could have gone wrong
did, mostly due to poor planning. Everything fell apart, from
almost running out of gas to sleeping in a hotel that had
closed down in the late 1980s, (we actually slept in the
parking lot). It was a rough trip that I will recall here. I title
it simply,

I

“Postcard From The Edge, 2010”
There is a moral to the three-day
trip I just took and it is: never get too
complacent or laid back when traveling. The other thing I learned on this
trip—or re-learned—is when you
make a deal for a car, figure out where
it is first.
I found a guy who had a ‘64 C
Coupe that he stripped in the late
1980s to do a restoration. As happens
with these cars, life got hectic and the
resto never got beyond the “take apart”
phase. So what we had in 2010 was a
very solid C car that was taken apart. I
made a deal with the guy, he told me
the town he was in, which was in the
great state of Maine. I had been across
the Maine border a few weeks before
and it is not too far away from New York, so it would be an
easy trip (I thought). This was the part where me not doing
my homework bit me in the arse. When I finally looked at
the place on the map it turned out to be the easternmost
city in the whole US of A, on the Canadian border!
So Big John and I were in for a long long haul. There
was another car I had looked at a few years before in Maine;
a 1956 Coupe with the front end taken off. I figured make
it a double trip and grab that too. The guy mentioned that
he had taken a few more things off the car since I last saw
it. OK, I thought. As it happened he had taken the rear end
off, among other things, but the price was right so we
grabbed it. So far so good. First stop down, now on to the
Canadian border. I was passing through Bangor talking to
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my brother on the phone, he was looking at hotels for me
and mentions that we should really stop in Bangor, because
there is not much beyond there. But I was wanting to make
it as close as I could to the guy’s house so I pushed on,
confident we could find a hotel. This was mistake #2.
Anyone who has been to the Northeastern tip of Maine
is probably laughing because in March there is NOTHING
open up there, no hotels, no gas stations, no NOTHING! To
make a long story short we almost ran out of gas and slept
in the truck, freezing our butts off, in the parking lot of a
motel that closed down sometime in the 1980s. The poor
Chihuahuas were really not having a good time at this point,
nor was I. Only Big John seemed to be snoring away. We
woke up in the morning cold and stiff, like dead people
but still needing gas - since we drove for over an hour with
the gas light on the night before. The GPS says the closest
gas station is 3 miles away. Great! But being in island country the gas station would be 3 miles away only if we could
fly. Via roads it is 25 miles away, on the tip of an island, and
when we got there it was closed. We waited there until the
owner showed up, giving the funny New Yorkers a funny
look, turned on the pump, and filled our tank - full service,

you see. So we were finally on our way for stop #2. The car
was great, and the guy’s place was even better, with a fabulous view. He is an architect who built his dream house
on Leach Point. He even had the late Stephen Leach buried
on the property, how cool is that? We scooped up the car
and started south when my brother called and said a guy
in Connecticut had a stash of parts, so stop #3 is added.
Our already loaded-up truck was loaded up some more
with a pickup truck load of 356 parts. After three days we
are home and tired. So the moral of the story is don’t rely
on the GPS and when someone looking at a map is telling
you to stop in Bangor, take their advice.
Never a dull moment in the land of Unobtanium, plus
I got to use a Maine outhouse.

Carburetors
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Speedster at 60,
The Porsche

The Speedster Name At 100

Below: The Kissel Motor
Car Company of Hartford
Wisconsin promised “Individuality and exclusiveness” in their early 1920s
print ad for a Speedster,
mentioning “sport fenders and a semi-racing
body”.

Concurrent with the Porsche Speedster in the mid1950s was the Studebaker President Speedster, a topof-the-line hard top with a 185 hp V-8. Designed by
Raymond Loewy and introduced in 1953 as the Starliner coupe, some chrome and glitz were added for
1955 and the new name was given to the car just a
year after Porsche introduced their spartan model. At
the time, Porsche was engaged with Studebaker for
small car designs, and Max Hoffman was connected
to both companies. Some branding cross-pollination
was inevitable, we can assume.
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Courtesy RM Auctions

The Speedster name has
been given to a wide variety of automobile
makes and models since
the beginning of the
twentieth century. In the
1930s some decidedly upscale autos shared the
name, including, from
top, a 1930 Packard
Speedster Runabout;
1935 Auburn Speedster;
1931 Stutz Dv32 Phaeton.

Courtesy Bonhams

By Don Bartlett

e are not alone when it comes to
admiring, coveting or owning a 356
Speedster. As 356 model fans we
dote on them as if we have exclusive rights to
laud them and the name. No surprise! But in
fact, our Speedsters are really late-comers. Many
others were on the automotive scene before ours
- and a remarkably diverse group they were.

W

Courtesy Goodings

As Porsche’s lowprice leader turns
sixty years old, a
look back on the
name’s origins.

What is a Speedster?
Webster’s New World Dictionary labels
the word speedster as American. So too does
The Illustrated Dictionary of Automobile Body
Styles. Many other auto body types had their origins in horse-drawn vehicles such as sedans,
landaus, cabriolets, limousines, berlines,
broughams, coupes and cabriolets. But not the
Speedster.
I am a fan of auto coachbuilding and a
Speedster owner. I searched many print sources
for an answer. In these books and magazines
are common characteristics but in varying degrees - which most authors, editors, researchers, enthusiasts, advertising types, etc.
attribute to Speedsters of all manufacture.
In no special order they are:
1. Sporting performance.
2. Light weight.
3. Appearance of speed and streamlining.
4. Spartan or few creature comforts.
5. Open body work.
6. Two seats.
7. A name conveying youthful exuberance.
8. Exclusiveness.
9. Low cost.
Of course, when anything is categorized
there are exceptions and this is certainly true of
Speedsters. Stutz offered Speedsters in 2, 4, 5
and 7 passenger capacity! Several Speedsters
were offered with rumble seats. 1915-17 Fageols
were offered in 2 and 4 passenger versions. The
1927 Auburn Cabin Speedster was a coupe. So
too was the 1955 Studebaker President Speedster - a top of the line, loaded model. In contrast,
racy, sporting performance was not evident in
the 1939 Bantam model 60 or in the 1914-15
Lu Lu cycle car! “Very few creature comforts”
certainly didn’t apply to the oh-so-rare Packard,
Duesenberg, Rolls-Royce, Isotta-Fraschini and
Minerva Speedsters.
And, one man’s Speedster is another man’s
roadster raceabout, speedabout, runabout,
semi-racer, etc. Thus, is it a Speedster or a ...?

Speedsters over a century
The earliest examples I found were a l905
Maxwell Gentleman’s Speedster and a l905
Christie; the latest are the 2009 Mercedes Benz
SLR “Sterling Moss” (75 manufactured) not
badged Speedster and the 2011 Porsche. In the
106 intervening years, plus or minus 80 builders
have offered Speedsters, many for only one or
two years, as one-offs, or had a Speedster body
applied to their chassis - usually as a very expensive model. Exception (again): Speedster
kits offered by accessory manufacturers for the
Ford Model T.
The period of greatest Speedster production was 1912-1931. From then on utility styles
for the masses or luxury sedans and limousines
for the wealthy predominated. These auto manufacturers, coachbuilders and kit-car companies offering Speedsters to the public were 71%
American. The remaining 11% were European,
Brazilian and Canadian. Leading is Porsche
which offered more Speedsters over a longer period, i.e. 1954-59, 1989 and 2011, totaling
6300+ examples. Other “volume” producers
were 1955 Studebaker, 2215; Auburn, 500+,
Packard 113-118; Kissel, an unknown quantity
from 1918-1931; and Stutz, an unknown quantity from 1923-34. Not surprisingly, there were
no steam or electric Speedsters!
Only the Porsche and Studebaker were
badge identified. Badging a specific model is
mostly a post-WWII practice. Very few pre-war
cars of any manufacturer were identified beyond
a radiator mascot, crest or script.
Replicas need to be mentioned. “Auburn”
and “Porsche” Speedsters are made today in
small quantities. A tribute, if you like, to the
longevity of the Speedster appeal.
Who named the Porsche Typ 540 Speedster? “No one knows - and we’ll probably never
know,” according to Donald Zingg, co-author of
Porsche Speedster Typ 540. I’m guessing Max
Hoffman?
After sixty years I think we can look at our
Speedsters with great pride as they reflect a long
tradition of the name (in general) embodying
many of the characteristics which define the Typ
540 and continue the appeal they have for generations of car lovers. And we must not forget
Porsche number one was by definition a Speedster!
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YEARS AGO

Jim Perrin
10 Years Ago
Volume 28-1 had a feature story written by
racer Davey Jordan, with many of his photos.
One of these was on the outer wrap and another
was the color cover image.
Jim Schrager’s “Market Watch” column
discussed cars sold at a 2004 Barrett Jackson
Scottsdale auction. The column was written by
Tom Scott. Needless to say, the prices realized at
that 2004 auction were far lower than they are
now. One of the cars was a 1956 356 Speedster.
The color was reported as being “Speedster
blue”. In various factory publications I have
seen this color described as “blue”, “Speedster
blue”, and “Sky blue”. Regardless of what it is
called, it is an attractive non-metallic medium
blue. The car looks quite nice in the photos, but
Tom points out that it is a classic example of
photos not being able to accurately portray the
true condition. It had numerous details that
needed to be corrected.
Bill Block’s “Reviews” column reviewed
the Porsche Speedster Typ 540: Quintessential
Sports Car book. This was a joint effort by six
knowledgeable individuals, and Bill’s review
called it fantastic. One part of the book I particularly like is Chuck Stoddard’s personal insight
into Max Hoffman’s role in the development of
Porsche in the U.S.
Gordon Maltby wrote an excellent article
about North Hollywood Speedometer & Clock
Company. This company was started in 1955,
and is owned by Hartmut Behrens. Hartmut
started out working for VDO in Germany as an
apprentice. He then spent two more years in
Germany before transferring to the U.S. branch
of VDO. He later went to work for North Hollywood, and subsequently became the owner.
They sell new instruments, and also have a very
large business restoring gauges.
This issue of the Registry had the great article by Davey Jordon, one of California’s famous
52
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Speedster racers. In 1958 Davey and his wife
traded in their two American cars on a new red
1600 Normal Speedster. One of the first modifications was to install a removable roll bar. This
was necessary because the Speedster was now
their only car, and his wife was about to deliver
a baby. His first race with the car was at Santa
Barbara, where he finished second in class. It
didn’t take long until he started winning races.
He continued to race, and by 1961 he had done
so well that he received the Cal Club Driver of
the Year award.

25 Years Ago
Jerry Keyser reported on the loss of Gene
Babow, a long-time contributor to the Registry
and editor of a column that Gene called “Odds
and Ends”. Gene was a great car enthusiast, with
many friends from all over. Gene was the one
who visited Otto Mathe in Austria. Gene did not

President Bill Durland reported on the
just-ended East Coast Holiday at Jiminy Peak in
Massachusetts, hosted by Tom and Kathy Sottile.
He noted that the SC/GT pushrod coupe he and
his wife drove there got a lot of attention, and
that at the swap meet he found a set of 4.5x15
steel alloy wheels for his 1500 GS sunroof
coupe. (Ed note: see In the Mail, page 6.)
Brett Johnson wrote about his adventures
in towing two 1951 coupes for many miles to the
recently-held Jiminy Peak Registry Holiday. He
and Julie were using a borrowed van for the tow
vehicle, which had various fluid leaks and which
eventually lost its alternator. Brett had started
out with just one car on the trailer, but when he
got to Bruce Baker’s shop he picked up the second one. One slight problem was that the trailer
had to be extended by Bruce in order to be able
to get both 51 cars on the trailer. Once the two
car were loaded, they had negative tongue
weight. The two cars successfully made it to the
Holiday, and I’m sure Brett clearly remembers
the various problems he had on that trip and
how he solved them. At least his trip went better
than that of some one I knew, who didn’t realize
he no longer had his race car in tow behind his
large RV until he got home and his wife asked
him where the car was.

Next issue is our

40th Anniversary
Special Edition
1974-2014

speak German and Mathe did not speak English,
but the visit went well. Gene subsequently invited Gene to attend a Registry Holiday held in
Monterey. Mathe and his famous Berlin-Rome
race car (Type 60K10) both attended the Holiday. The car was the hit of the Registry show.
Late in the afternoon the event was breaking up,
and Mathe delighted the onlookers by firing up
the 60K10 and spinning a couple of “donuts” on
the concours field.
Jerry also published photos from his collection of 356-related license plates. One of
them was an Ohio plate that read “A1961B”,
which was probably used by Jerry on his 1961
roadster.

If you are a member
from the first few
years of the club,
please share your
stories and photos.
Contact the publishing office:
membership@
Porsche356registry.org
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Market
watch

In the end this attractive piece brought €224,000 including buyer’s
premium or about $310,000, strong money for the States for an all mismatched pre-A, but about right for the European side of the Atlantic.

Prescott Kelly

e have a couple of European auctions and one in Texas with
Wwhich
to catch up, and there were seven 356s of interest sold.
First up was RM Monaco, an auction conducted on May 10, 2014 in
Monte Carlo. RM had three 356s, and two of them, happily, were four-cam
Carreras. But we’ll start with Lot 186, a pushrod 1954 pre-A Speedster,
serial number 80058 and thus one of the so-called “first 200.” These
Speedsters sometimes attract slightly more attention than later pre-As as
representative of the original Speedster concept. The car was originally a
US-delivery, with the Kardex showing Hoffman in New York City as the selling distributor.

This Speedster departed substantially from its original specification,
however, with an engine swap and an updated color combination. As the
car sat in Monte Carlo, it wore Slate Gray paint over a dark brown interior,
versus the original of Signal Red over black. Additionally, the original
1500cc engine was lost early in the car’s life and a replacement Normal
1600cc unit, serial number 604760, from a 1961 356B was installed.
The car appeared pretty crisp. It was reported to have been restored
in the 1990s in the US, sold to Europe in 2011, and then freshened in 2013.
The paint looked fine and panel fit was good enough. Side spears, headlight
baskets, and twin Aero mirrors trimmed out the Speedster. Most of the
trim, however, was new, and therefore reproduction. The interior was
sharp with black seat piping on the dark brown vinyl. Of interest, a widespace dual exhaust was fitted – not a sport muffler. Along the way, the Apillar Reutter tag was mangled and was now attached with a mismatched
variety of screws. That only causes one to wonder what additional details
were sloppily executed.
54
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The Carrera coupe was Lot 174, a 1957 356A, serial number 58368
that shows as a T1 unit with beehives originally delivered with a Type 547/1
with engine number 90758. That engine was replaced at the factory in
1958 with a new Type 692/0 number 91036, a 1498 cc roller-bearing engine also fitted to GTs, sporting 110-horsepower, up from 100-horsepower
for the standard issue Type 547/1. The engine was recently rebuilt by one
of Europe’s best 4-cam experts, Armin Hammer, now semi-retired in Italy.
The car was set up in pseudo-GT style, with Speedster seats, no hubcaps, no side or bumper decos (real GTs have flat aluminum bumper
decos), leather lid straps front and rear, six louvers cut into the engine lid
(correct only for 1959 GT Speedsters), and a lot of tour and rally stickers
all over the rear windows. Our favorite sticker was a Pegasus horse on the
front left fender with the right hoof of the horse hanging over the edge of
the wheel arch, just blowing in the wind. Oh well, that meaningless Pegasus
decal was a bad idea only partially compensated for by bad execution. Otherwise the exterior was fairly attractive in its original paint color, Sahara
Beige, but with an ill-fitting hood.
The interior was nicely turned out in red vinyl with oatmeal rugs (not
GT vinyl) and a deluxe horn ring, and a big yellow warning light (fan belt,
oil pressure?) on the glove box door. The engine compartment was likewise neat, with four bright-red coils hung on the firewall, not your everyday
setup.
Despite the up-rated engine and all the boy-racer GT modifications,
this Carrera coupe sold for €420,000 or about $590,000. Woo-wee, big
payday for somebody.

Becker Europa radio with the noise suppressor kit for the wipers, coco
mats, twin shoulder belts, and a chrome luggage rack. The car looked to
have been outfitted for some fun European touring.
This cabriolet presented pretty well with only an ill-fitting hood to detract from the exterior. Door fit and gaps seemed fine on the driver’s side
– passenger side was not shown. The black top and boot were correct and
fit well. The all red, including rugs, interior was tidy and the engine compartment was sharp with correct accouterments. The car sold for
€132,250 or $182,250 including the buyer’s premium, at the very high
end of the US scale for a T5 cabriolet.

The last 356 we’ll cover from RM was Lot 165, a 1956 356A Carrera
GS Speedster, serial number 82189 with Type 547/1 number 90638, its
matching numbered unit but with an asterisk. As delivered, the car was
Speedster white over a black interior. Although the car spent a lot of its
life painted red, it was recently returned to its correct exterior color, although with a wrong interior in red, not black.
The restoration took a lot of liberties to enhance the car’s appearance
and its performance. Aside from the really red interior, the owner added
Rudge knock-off wheels (without the eared spinners) and eliminated the
bumper uprights. New reproduction trim abounded. On the mechanical
side, additions included 12-volt electrics, a Super-90 rear camber compensator, and a Sebring-style peashooter exhaust.
Now to the essence of the deal. The stamped engine number appeared
to some observers suspicious in appearance. First, it was missing its sixpointed stars fore and aft. Second, the font was close but not a perfect
match for what we expected to see, with the capital P missing its foot and
the punches perhaps heavier than usual. We certainly would have wanted
an expert in four-cam numbers to vouchsafe for this case. Regardless, the
bidders seemed not concerned and the car sold for €840,000 or about
$1,175,000 – market correct for an original GS with a matching number
engine. But was it market correct for this example? You be the judge.

Back Stateside, Worldwide Auctions had their annual Houston Classic on May 3 at La Torretta Lake Resort and Spa, site of the concurrent Concours d’Elegance of Texas. Worldwide had three 356s at auction, and set
a world record price for one of them.
Lot 55 was another Pre-A Speedster, this one a 1955 1500 Super, serial number 80895. Versus only 200 examples in the initial 1954 run,
Porsche produced 1,134 the following year (with Speedster total production at 4,145 including 356As). The car was presented with a Certificate
of Authenticity and a Kardex, which confirmed matching numbers engine
and gearbox, all body panels, and original color combination of red paint
over a tan interior. The bottom was also original. Happily, dated coded
wheels and hubcaps remained.
The original owner sold the car in 1959 and the next owner kept it
until just recently, storing it for almost 50 years in Oklahoma, a sympathetic
climate for old 356s. During 2012-2013, the Speedster was completely restored by Tulsa’s Jeff Huber, who reported the only body damage to be a
light tap on the front end. Al Zim did the engine, which required only a

Moving on, we will visit Spa Francorchamps where Bonhams conducts an auction in connection with the vintage race held there, this year
on May 16-18. The sole 356 was Lot 51, a 1961 356B cabriolet, serial number 155409 carrying a Super engine 85105. The Kardex accompanied the
sale and showed that the car was matching numbers and in original colors
of silver paint over a red interior. Of interest the car was delivered new to
an American, Luther T. Adams of Jacksonville FL, by Raffay & Company, the
Hamburg dealer; the car was probably tourist delivery through Brumos.
Originally it was also very nicely optioned: tonneau cover, dual headrests,
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top-end refreshening.
This strong appearing, largely original, fully restored Pre-A Speedster
sold for a handsome $385,000, including buyer’s premium. That’s full
money for a Pre-A, but it looked like one fine car.

Lot 63 was a 1962 356B Karmann coupe, serial number 210509, in
attractive Bali Blue over a tan interior. The car was presented with its CoA
and its Kardex, which confirmed its matching numbers mechanics. Apparently, the car had color-changed paint and interior – but at least they
picked a combination that almost everyone loves. The interior was well
turned out but with a later and smaller-diameter Nardi wood wheel. While
the Kardex showed delivery through Porsche of Burlingame, the car had
Euro front blinkers and US rear taillights. It also had a Bursch style exhaust.
There must have been flaws that did not register in the catalog photos.
Against an estimate of $80,000-$100,000, the car sold for $74,250 including buyer’s premium.
The big-dog 356 at Worldwide’s auction was a 1964 356C cabriolet,
serial number 159720, a car reported to have only 3,800 miles in the hands
of just two owners. As such it was the center of much buzz pre-auction,
and two friends of ours made the trek to Houston from Carmel and Portland
just to see it and perhaps to bid on it. How did that go? More later.
The engine was reported as being swapped out in 1964, when the car
was upgraded from an 88-horsepower C to 107-horsepower SC, number
810007, reportedly well documented by a dealer invoice. Let’s move to
the catalog copy: “Never restored and highly original throughout, this 1964
Porsche 356C cabriolet is a two-owner car with approximately 3,800 actual
miles from new. It was ordered new from a small Porsche dealer in Pensacola, Florida by two brothers from Alabama who worked in the aviation
industry....The brothers carefully and lovingly preserved their Porsche and
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provided it with excellent climate-controlled storage. When one of the
brothers passed away during 1998, the surviving brother retained the
car....On March 1, 2000 the cabriolet was acquired by the current owner,
a highly knowledgeable Porsche collector, at just 2,971 actual miles....Importantly the Porsche retains its original sheet metal and floor pans. The
original....convertible top remains in place....as does the original paint, red
leather upholstery, and brightwork.”
Well, maybe - but probably not. Were all that correct, this would be
one great 356 collectible. A cursory look, however, reveals several questions. Why would a two-owner 3,800-mile car have a wrong year/model
reproduction tool kit, an early 1970s smaller diameter Nardi wood wheel,
a reproduction leather spare tire strap, Weber carbs, incorrect engine insulation and a readily apparent, poorly executed, body restoration?

Back to our two visiting Porsche experts from Carmel and Portland:
In a phone call from the site, they said that the car before them bore scant
relationship to the one they expected. It was bondo-laden, obviously repainted, and otherwise not well restored. The trim was mostly quite worn.
The interior looked original except for new rugs. The bottom looked good.
All that notwithstanding, the car sold for what Worldwide calls a “World
Record” on their website, $341,000 after buyer’s premium. That’s a huge
OUCH. What happened here?
One interesting aspect was that the last two bidders were both bidding
on the telephone. Were they bidding without a representative having seen
the car? Incredibly, one might conclude that they must have been. Somewhere in the history of the car, a lot of work was done on it. That given,
was the reported mileage original? Both of our observers thought that surely
the odometer had been around once. We’ll conclude simply that the car
and the price paid for it were hugely divergent.
Our last column referenced a prior sale of RM Lot 169, the 1959 Convertible D, as being at Coys Essen when it was really at the RM Davis Collection sale. Thanks to Registry member Bill Romano who realized that
my database had slipped a cog.
As always if you have a sale to report, or questions/comments, please
email to vintage911racer@gmail.com.
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Net Worth
S E BA ST IA N
GA ETA

1950-53

1954

1956-58

1958 - ?

You Can’t
Always Do
This Alone
field several emails each week regarding this column and most of
them are “How much is my _____ worth, I want to sell it.” I get
so many of those I cannot always reply. I am going to disappoint
some people here, but I must admit that I do not know the current market
value of every 356 part. You can understand, then, why I get excited when
I receive notes about other aspects, including corrections. The goal here
is to be accurate and when someone has better information, I want to hear
it.
Last time I discussed the sale of a set of 356A fresh air vent pulls and
commented that, “I hope he (the buyer) was careful with this one, there
are two styles of these.” That quote resonated with Rick Albro who sent
the terrific information below:
“I think there are four version of the fresh air cones as shown in
the attached images. I have examples of all four of these styles and I
have shown them to quite a few people. The early style (1950-53) is
unique, as is the 1956-58 and 1958 and newer styles. The 1954-55
style has the earlier mechanism but the Porsche-style knob. Could the
knob have been changed or updated? Maybe, but that still leaves three
unique versions and not two. I have #50199, a ‘53 coupe, that has the
original early-style vents and I have #61864, a ‘57 cab, which also has
original 1956-58 style vents. I have seen many cars with the ‘58 and
newer style vents and these are the vast majority of vents that end up
for sale. Edwin Schweitzer did a Resto-strip on these a while back and
I also corrected him on the number of styles, whereupon he took a
closer look and concurred that there are more than two styles, as he
also had three of the four styles.
“The years I give are general and can certainly be improved upon
by finding chassis numbers where the changes occur. The pre-A style is
an image that I got from Edwin and I now have a set of my own. The
cones for my pre-A were incomplete and with Edwin’s help I was able
to complete my assemblies. I think that it is very rare to find a complete
working set of these today as almost all sets are missing some or part
of the mechanism. I sold the set in response to the ad and as a result
of many emails I put together the attached series of images to help install the fresh air cones.”
Rick, I cannot thank you enough. Things like this need or be corrected
or, as Roy Lock likes to say, “fiction becomes fact”.

I

The other kind of notes I like to receive are like the one on the following page from Steve Harrison in Georgia. He is an eBay parts hawk if
there ever was one and he kindly sent along the heads-up and comments
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Operating mechanisms

ing for a pair. When I saw it up on eBay I called
him and he said they needed to turn cash to get
another deal, so up it went. Crazy money they're
asking, and it sold for something under the asking of $850. My friend offered $300, but no dice.
Three hundred is a fair price for one of these,
but the seller is sometimes a little over the top
in their expectations. He has listed several brake
drums at over $500 each. What?
about the next four items (opposite).
Speedster/Cab Deck Lid
Bids: 11 Sold for $676.66
Always a strong item, but this is about all
the money for one of these in this condition. It’s
cut up and messed up, and I guess this shows
how much the car it’s going on is worth and

what someone will go through to get it together.
Chromed Steel Bumper Guards
Bids: 2 Sold for $405
These are uber rare, even by Pre-A standards. Later ones are aluminum which dent, but
they're fairly easy to fix. These steelies usually
are rusted back to the earth and there are not
many around. A friend of mine won these, and
he confirmed their condition and authenticity

These are beautiful reproductions of the
impossible to find Porsche 16x 3.25" steel rim.
Painted silver. $485. EACH. Regards, Russ Rodriguez, Fibersteel.”
I think that these wheels will make some
people very happy and others not so much (for
various reasons) but you’ve got to hand it to
Russ for getting these done. By the way, his reproduction Speedster seats are one of the best
mods I have made to my coupe. Great guy, great
products.

One (sadly) going up and
one (finally) going down
356A
Wind Wing
Bids: 5
Sold for $500
This is
the sleeper of
the month.
Since it was
mislabeled as
a “Vent Window” with a low starting bid, I thought maybe it
was my chance to start getting a wind wing set
together. I saw it and knew exactly what it
was...obviously someone else, at least two others, saw it as well. When it started shooting up,
I didn't even bid. Vent windows go for a few
bucks, but wind wings? The last complete set of
those I saw went for over $2,000. This one is a
“steal” at $500, even if it’s missing its top mount,
probably the easiest part to make: fashion it out
of brass and have it chromed. I wish I could find
a set of these for my car, but that’s pie in the sky
at this rate.
Thanks Steve, I always appreciate your
candor.

T-6/C Steering Wheel, Horn Button
BIN $995
Ten years ago at the Stoddard swap meet I
was selling my near perfect original wheel from
my coupe and asking $100. After conferring with
Jim Schrager, we concluded that I would never
get that much and I reduced my asking price to
$75. A fellow finally bought it for that amount
after valiantly trying to get it for $50. Who could
have predicted that the proliferation of wood
wheel conversions would so drastically eat up
the supply of original plastic wheels that they
now sell for more than the conversions?
Vasek Polak License Plate Frame
Bids: 3 Sold for $162.50
If I see another one of these for sale not
claiming to be original but certainly not pointing
out that it is a fake, I may explode. Remember
when guys were gobbling these up for $500
plus? I do, and it wasn’t that long ago. Stop the
madness.

when I contacted him.
Turbo Ring for 16” Wheel
Buy It Now $850, Sold for “Best Offer”
One of the previously discussed escutcheons I bought was from this seller. He got
a huge load of early stuff out west and this ring
was in it. I asked about rings and he owned up
that he had this one but didn’t want to sell, wait-

Sixteen Inch Wheels
BIN $485 each
What? That’s an absolute steal. These things
have been selling for upwards of $1,000 a piece
for a while now. Read on, however. There is
more to the story. The seller describes the
wheels: “Finally, NEW reproduction 16” Porsche
rims for 356 and 550 Spyders.

Questions, comments and criticism are always welcomed and encouraged by email at
sbg356@sbcglobal.net
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Book Reviews
’ve only just cracked the cover and I love this
book already. The endpapers (that sheet that
binds the inside first page to the hard binding)
are printed in a houndstooth pattern. Clearly, the designers intended to make a statement, and nothing
says “early 911” like the ubiquitous upholstery
weave from those late 356 and early 911 cars. Following, there are several pages of nothing but
outlines of each 911 model on matte dark gray
background. In fact, the entire book is printed with
full bleed ink coverage, explaining why the 950+ page
book weighs almost eight pounds.
While there is no contents page, the book moves
along chronologically. Author Dieter Landenberger, head
of the Porsche Archives, gives an overview for the 911’s
place in automotive history in each of six languages: German, English, French, Spanish, Chinese and Russian.
The first section, “Birth of a Legend” contains some
240 pages of photos with captions. These include development photos, production, racing, posters and candid
shots from 1963-1973. It is refreshing to note that few of
these have been widely seen before. 200 more pages are
devoted to the 1974-89 models, entitled “The Next Generation”. Many of the images here are advertisements and

I

911 x 911
The Official Anniversary
Book Celebrating 50
Years of the Porsche 911
Dieter Landenberger
Porsche Museum
Hardcover, 9 ¾” by 9 ¾”,
962 pages
117 b/w, 749 color photos
ISBN: 978 1 935007 23 4
Price: $99.95

posters not commonly seen in the USA. Readers will even
appreciate the images of what didn’t go right: some awful
attempts to design a slant-nose Turbo.
“The Modern Classic” covers the 1988-1994 years
(964 series) in 78 pages, and “The Last Aircooled” of
course, covers the 993 through 1998. Many of the images
shown are from what this writer considers the golden age
of Porsche advertising, the Fallon years. How can you not
love the headline below a blurred motion shot of a Carrera
S that says, “An object in motion stays in motion, until it
needs gas or a taco or something.” The section ends with
several photos of Jeff Zwart taking on Pike’s Peak and the
last air-cooled 911 leaving the assembly line. That blue
coupe went into Jerry Seinfeld’s collection - fittingly, as a
bookend to his 901 prototype.
“The Waterworks” is almost a hundred pages on the
996 with interesting shots of its design and development.
Racing is prominent among these images including the GT1’s LeMans victory in 1998.
“Classic and Modern” sums up the 997 with, again,
about 100 pages of development and production shots
along with GT3 and racing images. As in each of the sections almost every color, style and configuration of a model
is shown, all in attractive settings. Even a concrete parking

Parts Obsolete
Used Parts for Porsches
We also carry new, repro, NOS
and hard-to-find parts
for Porsches.
503.835.2300
FAX 503.835.4000

356shop.com
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13851 SE Eola Village Road • McMinnville, OR 97128
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Registry Member
We accept all payment methods

garage looks good behind a 2010 911 Sport
Classic.
Finally, the 991 is covered in 75 pages, described as, “...the greatest technical leap forward in the evolution of the 911”. Several
cutaways, ghost-views and technical illustrations
prove the point and are quite interesting to study.
The last images are two-page spread cutaways of the 911 from the CIS G model through
the last aircooled 993.
While this is not a detailed history nor a
compilation of specs and hard info, it is an entertaining stroll through a half century of the 911
and its evolution during that time. Those of us
already “in the know” will especially appreciate
the photos and tidbits not previously seen or discussed in other publications. With complete access to the archives, Herr Landenberger has
given aficionados—even those with already
large libraries—many fresh visuals to enjoy. And
for the great unwashed, it is an entertaining and
classy way to learn more about the iconic car
that has become the symbol of Porsche. A worthy addition to any Porsche library.
Printed in Germany, publisher David Bull
has done us all a great service by making this
Museum book easily available. More info is at
the website www.bullpublishing.com. GM

PARTS
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BODY•ENGINE•TRANS
356•CARRERA•911
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GEARS•SPECIAL RACE PARTS

7191 E. Arapahoe Rd., Boulder, CO 80303
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he title sucked me in: Arsenal of
T
Democracy. Coupled with a shot of B24 bombers in formation, it hit a sweet spot of
interest I have had since childhood, the air war
in WWII. What was unexpected was the actual
subject, how the Ford Motor Company became
one of the largest producers of tanks, engines
and airplanes for the war effort. That fact is wellknown, but in reading this book I was surprised
to learn the extent of Henry Ford’s stubbornness,
ongoing senility, clear anti-semitism and sympathetic attitude toward the Nazi regime. All this as
his son Edsel struggled to modernize the company and fulfill a patriotic responsibility to gear
up for the building of tanks, radial engines, jeeps
and a colossal new endeavor, a plant to build
four-engine B-24 heavy bombers at the rate of
one per hour at Willow Run.
Author A.J. Baime paints a compelling picture of the desperation in Britain as their cities
were smashed from the skies by the Luftwaffe,
the most powerful air force the world had seen
or even imagined at that time. America was the
only hope for dozens of nations; our manufacturing capacity—which had gone fallow during
the depression—was all that stood between
Hitler and world domination. Roosevelt saw the
danger but had to deal with pacifists like Charles
Lindberg who travelled the country speaking out

against America getting involved. Add labor
movement strife, Henry Ford’s armed thug army
to keep them in check, racial baiting, political
maneuvering and the fact that what was proposed—the most costly enterprise ever undertaken—had never even been imagined before.
All this is backdrop to the struggle of individuals,
from Roosevelt trying to convince the heads of
industry to turn their factories from plowshares
to swords, to Edsel Ford who was dealing with a
recalcitrant father and undiagnosed stomach
cancer at the same time.
Like any good tale there are heroes and villains here, and the knight in shining armor turns
out to be Edsel Ford. We all know the story, and
how right eventually triumphed over might in the
second world war. What this book provides,
however, is a well-told, detailed, objective look
at the human side, the corporate culture, the
government’s mandate, and how they all intertwined to bring America and the Allies through
some of the darkest days in history. Any auto history buff will be pleased with Baime’s treatment
of a fascinating and pivotal point in time. GM
Arsenal of Democracy
FDR, Detroit, and an Epic Quest
to Arm an America at War
Hardcover, 384 pages with illustrations
Houghton, Mifflin, Harcourt.

Aluminum Drum Relining
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Tech-Nique

Let me attempt to steer
you straight on steering
boxes, Part II.
the need to make some tools and special devises
to test the tolerances. After some trial and error
on my own projects, I came to the decision that
this article will approach the subject in a manner
I think a proper rebuild would entail if all the
instructions in the Workshop Manual were followed. Therefore, this is not a do it yourself
guide for a total rebuild. However, this information might help those who have a nice smooth
steering box, but it is leaking through the old
seals. There isn’t any good way to replace the
seals without taking the entire box apart, so read
this and proceed with caution.

Paul Christensen
his article was originally written for
the 2011 Summer Issue of 356 Club
Magazine. Much has happened since
then. After Part I appeared in the last issue of
356 Registry, I attended the North Meets South
event in San Luis Obispo, California. I was honored to give a presentation on the steering
boxes. During the presentation I became aware
of “Don’t get too technical” and I tried to “Keep
it Simple”, and “Don’t put anyone to sleep”. So
with that in mind, I will try to provide a few more
pictures and make this article as user-friendly
as possible.

T

In previous articles, much information has
been written about all the front-end components
and how they affect the handling and feel of the
356 Porsche. This includes the wheel bearing
adjustment, king and link pin rebuilding, link
pin adjustment, tie rod end replacement and all
the way up to the steering box. To this date, I
have not found an in-depth article regarding the
later ZF steering box. Therefore, I jumped into
the subject in the last issue of the Registry. Just
to refresh your mind, in that issue the subject of
the “feel” of the 356 was one topic, along with
a brief overview of how to check out the wear of
some of the parts. The assortment of pictures included the use of P72, worn pegs and worms as
well as abused selector shafts. Additionally, I referenced the Porsche Workshop Manual and Elfrink’s Book on the steps and procedures for
adjusting the steering box pressure point as well
as a few points on disassembly.
Over time, I have gone through several of
these steering boxes and taken an interest in trying to make them right. It has taken time and
62
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But first, an important thing to check before removing the steering box is the condition
of the steering coupler. On close examination,
the steering box shaft and the steering wheel
shaft are often not in perfect alignment. Therefore the coupler serves as a universal joint, flexing in several different directions. Any
deterioration is obvious to see with the A and B
steering coupler.

The C steering coupler is a little more complex. They are NLA and when found are quite expensive. Some of our vendors have substitutions;

Below: The A, B coupling in the car. Above right: Two
examples of the A & B couplings that obviously need
to be replaced. These are a common VW part.
Right: The C steering coupler in the car.
Below right: Flexing and checking the coupler.

so if you need one, start checking around now.
As mentioned in the last article, the disassembly of the steering box is rather easy once
the box has been removed from the car and the
“Steering Drop Arm” which I referred to as the
Pittman arm has been removed with the P72

Sector shaft and spacers with the hub. Right: Bearings, races, worm, and box.

tool. With the steering box cleaned off, drained, and secured in a vise, you
can remove the top four bolts and the cover. You should be able to pull the
sector shaft (7, below) up and out, noting the position and sequence of
the springs and thrust washers. Only one washer (11) has a bevel that
mates to the sector shaft.
The sector shaft contains the peg and its bearings (9). If the steering
box was smooth when it was in the car, and the only problem was it was
leaking oil, inspect the parts closely. If the peg looks and feels good, with
no irregularities or flat spots, it would be best not to take it apart, but clean
the parts carefully. If the peg is bad, it needs to be replaced. The book says
to bend the lugs on the lock plate down and secure the peg shoulder in a
vise with jaw protectors. After removing the adjusting nut and lock plate
you can tap the peg out, but keep the 16 tapered rollers on the top and the
16 tapered rollers on the bottom separate.
The ball race end plate (30) is held on by four 6 mm cap screws.
When removed, the plate, and a series of thin adjusting shims, a spacer,
and the rear ball race will come out. The steering shaft and the whole worm
assembly comes out when tapped with a small soft-faced hammer. All parts
must be kept in sequence of disassembly. The seals are pried out and now
the steering box is ready for a thorough cleaning.
With everything washed and clean, you can start checking the condi-

tion of the parts. Note that the selector shaft has grooves where the seal
made contact. The same condition can occur on the worm shaft where it
contacts its seal. Just replacing the seals will not cure a leak. These areas
Right: Close up of seal
wear with sector shaft
and worm shaft in a
lathe being readied for
polishing.

on the shafts need to be dressed until they are
smooth.

Checking the worm gear
The worm is a complex piece of machine
work. The ZF Steering Gear Manual states, “The
cam groove is purposely cut shallower, therefore
narrower, in the mid position range of stud
travel to provide a closer adjustment. This close
adjustment is also possible after normal wear
occurs without causing a bind elsewhere. Therefore, adjust through the mid position (straight
ahead position). Backlash in the end positions
www.Porsche356Registry.org • July / August 2014
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fore, these parts are No Longer Available from
Porsche or ZF. Refer to the pictures in the last
issue, which illustrated the worn pegs, problems
with the worm or cam groove, and the abused
sector shafts.
There have been several different people
who have attempted—and some succeeded—
to make the pegs, which has helped to rescue
some of the steering boxes. Those sources seem
to be few and far between so keep checking the
different vendors.

Quality testing for hardness
I have a habit of performing my own quality control on any reproduction parts that are
made of special materials and have different
hardness specifications. Often, these parts are

These pictures illustrate the factory manual’s descriptions of the groove. Above: The dial indicator is
set to read .000” at the center point. As the grove is
machined out it toward the ends, it plunges deeper
making the grove a little wider. Below: This photo
shows the dial indicator reading .010” at end of the
cam (worm) groove where it has plunged about .010”
and the groove is a little wider.

These are the tapered rollers from the peg and the
selector shaft. The 16 rollers at the bottom race of
the peg tend to show some wear characteristics. The
top 16 rollers, as a rule, appear to be in much better
shape.
Below: This is an example of a check regarding the
assembly of the peg with the top and bottom good tapered roller bearings. The dial indicator is used as a
check for zero play and smooth rotation while setting
the lock nut and locking plate. This is also a tightenand-feel-for-play-or-binding type adjustment.

Example of Rockwell testing a steering peg, it should
read about 53 - 58 for hardness.

Worm Bearings
The factory workshop manual made the
following reference to repairs:
a) If the worm is renewed, both bearings
must also be replaced. These bearings are No
Longer Available. However if the outer race and
worm surface is good, the balls can be removed
and new ¼ inch (250.0”) diameter balls are
available.
b) If the peg is renewed, a new locking
plate must also be fitted. These may be available
from NLA soon.
The Porsche parts manual has a breakdown of all the individual parts, but as stated be64
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from offshore or unknown sources. Examples
would be king pins, cams, gears, rocker arm
shafts and steering box parts.
Another test would be to use a designated
file to check parts for hardness. If a file glides
over the part like the part is glass, that part is
pretty hard. It can also take the edge off of the
file. Check it out on an old gear, an old king pin
or old cam lobe to get the feel. If the file starts
to cut, the part is relatively soft. Steering pegs,
worms, and the above parts should never be
soft. This kind of stuff may lead to another article
if there is interest.

Reassembly: Sector shaft bearings
The original lock plate bent lugs are not to
be bent again, they become stressed and break
off easily. The lock plate must be flat and different lugs aligned and selected. The lock may have
to be flipped over for another try at alignment.
As noted before these may again be available
from NLA.

From left, a used locking plate with the lugs bent. A
used locking plate with the lugs removed. A new
locking plate, which only comes with the European
kits.

After painting, all flat mating surfaces on
the cover, main casting and end plate have been
surfaced with an abrasive sheet on a lapping
plate. With all parts again cleaned and inspected,
a pre-assembly is performed. The only lubricated parts are the peg rollers, a light coat on
the worm and peg and light oil or assembly
grease on the bearings.
The Shop Manual states the following “If a
new steering worm is fitted, place sufficient
shims between the steering gear and the end
plate to ensure that the worm turns freely but
has no play. Do not use any paper gaskets for
making this adjustment.” This is also applicable
if replacement bearing balls or other bearings
from different sources are used.
The sector shaft must fit properly with a
shaft-to-case bushing with 0,017 mm to 0,05
mm (.00078” to 0019”) fit, with the wear tolerance at 0,06 mm (.0023”). The replacement
of these bushings requires special reamers
and/or a hone. This is a machine shop procedure I will not cover here. The peg and worm is
set to a 3 to 6 inch/lb pressure point and the
alignment mark on the worm is checked.

The gauge (a tool simulating the rim of a stock steering wheel with the marks at the proper diameter) is
fastened to the worm shaft.

A final check is made for the pressure
point with the cover in place, a lead seal installed, and the pitman arm splines are slightly
lubricated and the castle nut torqued to 112 ft
lbs. Finally, the cotter key is installed, and the
mounting studs secured. Paint inspection marks
are made on the cover and the adjustment
screw. The ZF its now ready to be installed and
filled with the proper oil.

The assembly fixture and adjusting screw assembly
used to check the pressure point. This is to make
sure that all the things work together before final assembly.

With the steering box set at the pressure
point and the sector shaft secured, the worm
shaft is then rotated to the right then the left. The
movement or free play at the steering wheel
must fall within the admissible tolerance of
0.394 in.
If all goes well and all the tolerances met,
the major parts come apart. The seals are then
installed, the bearings are packed with grease
(as recommended in the manual) and all other
parts are lubricated with light grease or 90-wt
oil. The cover, shims and back plate will have a
thin coat of gasket sealer placed on the mating
surfaces and everything will be assembled for
the last time and the fasteners torqued.

The last variable in the front end of the car
that relates to evaluating the handling is the nut
behind the wheel. Lets hope that he/she is
screwed on tight and focused on safe driving.
The worm now turns smoother.
Paul C.
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356 Wiring
By Greg Bryan

ast issue, we looked at two pieces of
the 356 wiring system puzzle, the
power source diagram, or how power
is distributed to the various circuits, and the
horn circuit, one of the simpler electrical systems on the 356. This time, we’ll look at a
somewhat more complex circuit, the Turn Signals and Brake Lights. You may ask, why are
two circuits combined into one chart? The answer is, the Turn Signals and Brake Lights circuit
are very closely related in all 356 cars from the
1956 model year, with some exceptions. The
brake lights and turn signals even share the
same wires going to the back of the car, so we’ll
look at these related circuits and discover how
one wire can do two jobs.
￼The Turn Signal and Brake Light circuit
may seem to be a difficult system to troubleshoot, but it’s really not. To start analyzing

L







Turn Signals and Brake Lights

this circuit, let’s look where we should always
start, at the power source. At the top of the diagram below, you’ll see Fuse #1. Fuse #1 is energized only when the key is in the ON position
- key OFF, no power. Two black wires (1.5 mm2)
come from the fuse, with one going to the brake
light switch and the other going to Terminal 15
of the turn Signal Flasher unit (there’s a third
wire for the Back-up Light, but we’ll look at that
circuit in a future issue).
Let’s first look at the Brake Light circuit.
When the key is on, power is supplied to the
brake light switch – when the brake pedal is
pressed, the increased pressure in the brake system closes the contacts in the brake light switch
and power flows through the black/red wire to
turn signal switch Terminal 54f. When the Turn
Signal stalk is in the neutral or OFF position
power flows directly through the switch to Ter-







minals 54RR and 54LR lighting the right and left
brake lamps. Can’t get much simpler than that,
right?
OK, now let’s look at the Turn Signal circuit. Power is supplied by the same Fuse #1
through a black wire to Terminal 15 of the Turn
Signal Flasher. When the Turn Signal Switch is
in the neutral/OFF position, the Flasher just sits
there doing nothing, because there is no path to
ground to complete the circuit. But when the
driver selects either the right or left turn signal
stalk position, the circuit is now complete and
power can go to ground through the right or left
side turn signal lamps.
When the turn signal stalk is moved to, say,
the left turn position, two things happen in the
switch. The circuit is completed to the left side
turn signal lamps, and the left side brake light
circuit is opened (seebelow right).





Full-color vehicle
drawings are available from Greg. See
his ad in the Registry
website classifieds.

Turn Signal and Brake Light Circuits
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￼The Turn Signal Switch has a clever interlocking logic that does this, and this arrangement is what allows one wire (and one bulb) to
do double duty as both the rear turn signal and
brake light circuits. Also, this arrangement allows the brake light on the opposite side of the
selected turn signal to remain lit when the
brakes are applied.
Back to the Turn Signal Flasher – when the
right or left side turn signal is selected, a path
to ground is created. Power flows from Terminal 15 through the flasher to Terminal 54 on the
turn signal switch. So how does it flash, you say?
The section in the upper left area of the flasher
is a heater and a heat sensitive contact that intermittently makes contact and causes the lights
to flash. The heater caused the heat sensitive
switch to expand and make contact, current then
flows through the contacts bypassing the heater,
and causing the selected side turn signals to
light. As the bypassed current is flowing to the
lights, the heat sensitive switch cools enough and
bends back opening the contacts and the lights
go out. At the moment the contacts open, current again flows to the heater and starts to warm
the heat sensitive switch and the cycle repeats.
In this style of flasher, there is also a small relay
that energizes when power is flowing through
the contacts and causes the indicator light in the
tach to flash. Older flashers can be a problem
in that they may flash too slowly, too quickly or
not at all. A modern electronic flasher is available at a reasonable cost in both 6 and 12 volts
and works very well.
With the left turn signal selected, power
flows at about a 50% duty cycle from Terminal
54 to the front and rear left side lamps. And if
the brakes are applied, only the right side brake
light operates while the left side is blinking.
The bulbs for the turn signals and brakes
are 18 watt lamps, much brighter that the parking lights at 5 watts each.
How do we troubleshoot the turn signal
circuit when it’s not working? A quick and easy
starting place is to switch on the key, have the
turn signal switch in the Off or neutral position
and step on the brakes to see if both lamps light.
If they do, then Fuse #1 and the brake light circuit is good, and half of the turn signal circuit,
from Terminals 54LR and 54RR to the rear bulbs
is working too! In this condition, you’ve isolated
your turn signal problem to somewhere between
Fuse #1 and the output side of the turn signal
switch. Your faulty component can be the
flasher, the switch, the front bulbs or the related
wiring and connections.
The next quick check is to see if one side
flashes and not the other – if one side does
work, you know the circuit from fuse #1 to the
Turn signal switch and the flasher are working,
and at least half of the turn signal switch is func-

tional. When one side flashes, the suspects in the
non-working side are the bulbs, sockets and
connectors, wiring and, very importantly,
grounds. In some cases, the turn signal switch
may have high resistance from dirt accumulation
– a good quality spray contact cleaner may take
care of that problem, but you will have to disassemble the switch housing to get at it. Be careful
of painted surfaces and yourself when using any
spray cleaner, and lube the switch with dielectric
grease after cleaning.
If the brake lights don’t work but the turn
signals do, then there must be a problem in the
brake circuit somewhere between Fuse #1 and
terminal 54f. Check for voltage at the in-line

How to read the Switch Diagram:
Connect the dots!
Each horizontal grid shows the switch in one of its
states. In this example, the turn signal has three
states – Off, Left and Right.

In the Off or neutral position, the turn signal is off
and there are no connections (except the Brake
Lights circuit which passes through the switch in the
Turn Signals Off position—54f to 54LR and 54RR).

In the left turn position, the power comes into the
switch at Terminal 54 and flows to contacts 54LR and
54LF. If the brake is applied as well, only the right
side lights.

In the right turn position, the power comes into the
switch at Terminal 54 and flows to contacts 54RR and
54RF. If the brake is applied as well, only the left side
lights.

connector on the black/purple wire down by the
steering column (’60-’65 cars), with the brakes
applied. If there’s no voltage there, then start
going back upstream – check the voltage at the
black wire terminal on the brake light switch
and have your trusty assistant step on the brakes
to make sure there’s power through the switch
to the black/purple wire terminal. Brake light
switch contacts do go bad occasionally. Why did
I have you check for power at the in-line connector by the steering column first? Because,
it’s easier to get to than the brake master cylinder switch, and since I’m basically old and lazy,
I don’t want to jack up the car and crawl under
it to probe the brake switch if I don’t have to.
If you do have voltage at terminal 54f with
the brakes applied, but no brake lights, now it
gets a little trickier. A quick probing of the inline connectors by terminals 54LR and 54RR will
see if the contacts in the Turn Signal Switch are
good. If you have voltage at the connectors with
the brakes applied, but no brake lights, it’s time
to go to the back of the car, remove the lenses
to check the wires, connections, bulbs, sockets
and grounds.
I said at the beginning of the article that the
Brake Lights and Turn Signals are closely related
with some exceptions. That is, some markets
where the 356 was sent required separate turn
signals with amber lenses. In this case, these
circuits have their own discrete circuits and different bulbs. We will look at this arrangement
at another time.
With this detailed knowledge of the circuits, you’re now ready to grab your volt meter
and start troubleshooting.
A quick word on electrical system testing.
A test light is an effective tool for quick troubleshooting. The test light lead is attached to a
good ground, and any time you touch a connection with voltage present, the light comes on. A
volt meter, however, gives you more information,
such as how much voltage you have. Most of the
time, you are looking for battery voltage, or
close to it. For example, if you check the black
wire connection at Fuse #1 and get 6 volts, then
check at terminal 54f with the brakes applied,
and measure 4 volts, you are missing 2 volts,
right? Where did it go? The most likely culprit
is the Brake Light switch. If you hook the red
lead of the volt meter to the black wire side of
the switch and the meter’s black lead to the
black/red side of the switch and press on the
brake, you may find 2 volts indicated. To get
voltage across a switch (called voltage drop) you
must have resistance – in this example, unwanted resistance. A good switch should have
less than a 0.5V voltage drop across the contacts.
You can use the voltage drop test between any
two points in a circuit to check for high resistance at contacts and connections.
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Stroke, Spark and Springs
By Bruce Smith

he centrifugal spark-advance distributor has been used in the internal combustion engine for over 100 years. The familiar concept hasn’t changed much since the early days, using a timing
mechanism based on pivoted arms cast outward during rotation. By affixing the distributor drive shaft to one part of the pivot and a second driven
shaft to the other, spark can be advanced to cylinders through a conducting
rotor. The angular offset between the driving and driven shafts is increased
with rotational speed via centrifugal force, countered by one or more extension springs. Pivots, weights, and contact surfaces are important maintenance elements to ensure proper performance but since the springs can
be prone to distortion and failure, they need particular attention in a
decades-old distributor.
An early design for a centrifugal advance distributor is seen in the figure below from a 1912 Bosch patent. The advance mechanism uses a pair
of weighted arms and a single spring. Pivoted arms C are fixed separately
to a driving shaft plate and to an advance plate by pins b and e. Centrifugal
force casts the arms outward, increasing the angular separation between
the plates. The advance is balanced with a spring mounted between the
arms. The extension range can be reduced using a pair of springs (one
for each arm) or a more elaborate system with multiple springs, like the
one below from a 1916 Atwater Kent patent. This four spring design has a
driven top plate attached at points 21 and 22 and the distributor shaft affixed to points 19 and 20. Variations evolved over the years, including the
use of asymmetrical weights, unequal springs, and unique pivoting designs.

T

Shown below are photos of the advancing mechanisms for Bosch 0
231 178 009 (or 009) and Bosch 9 230 081 050 (or 050) centrifugal distributors. These distributors were designed for VWs but have been used
over the years in Porsche 1600 motors. Designs are similar, with the 009
using a single spring and the 050 using a pair of springs. The corresponding advance curves below show how neither is an ideal choice for normal
driving performance in a 356 or 912. Both exhibit a straight line increase
in advance angle from an onset until an end point. The 009 is linear from
about 800 to 1300 rpm before reaching a maximum at about 8.5° at the
distributor. Though this may be OK for high revving use with a large initial
advance, the performance at the low end is sacrificed. The 050 increases
RPM to about 1500 rpm with a limit of 13° at the distributor. The upper
limit is below the factory spec but OK for today's lower octane gas. These
plots are shown along with the factory range for the distributors used in
Porsche 1600 motors, specifically the VJ 4 BR18 (or BR18), the 0 231 129
022 (or 022), and the 0 231 129 031 (the 031). There are clear differences when these BR18-type distributors are compared to the 009 and
050, especially in the mid-ranges where adjustments in static timing cannot
make up for performance losses. The differences lie with the design of the
spring behavior.

The straight line advance of Bosch 009 (left) and 050 (right) distributors are a
result of spring tension countering centrifugal motion of weighted arms.

A single spring centrifugal advance mechanism from a 1912 Bosch distributor
patent (left) and a four spring example from a 1916 Atwater Kent patent (right).

In these examples, spark advance is controlled mechanically by a tension load applied to the extension springs. Distributors using spring tension to restrict outward motion exhibit near straight line advance from an
initial state to the end point. Variations to arm design, weights, mechanical
stops, and spring dimensions can adjust the onset, advancing rate, and
endpoint. But if matched arms and springs are used, trends will be linear
with rotational speed. The reason for this is based on simple mechanical
spring laws. Under tension, a spring constant is measured by the force exerted by the spring divided by its displacement, in units of N/m. Helical
extension springs, like those used in distributors, will have a linear spring
rate once an initial spring tension is overcome. Used to counter centrifugal
arms in a mechanical distributor, this will lead to a brief rise in advance
angle and then a straight line increase until a mechanical hard stop is
reached.
68
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Advance curves for Bosch BR18-type, 050, and 009 distributors showing differences
between linear response and factory specs for the Porsche 1600.

More than tension
Linear spark advance has its limits and is usually not the best choice
for top engine response. There is generally a compromise between the response at low and high revs, and the ability to offset this with static timing.
To achieve a non-linear response throughout the rev range, Bosch added
a secondary effect to the springs’ influence on the angular advance in some
distributors. The Bosch BR18 and 022 cast iron distributors and early 031
aluminum bodied units are among those unlike simple linear advance distributors. Their rise in response is more graceful, exhibiting initial aggression at the low revs and a slower sweep toward a maximum at the top end.
Their behavior is not a straight line, as would be predicted from a simple
spring calculation. It takes a second spring property to achieve such an
attribute.
So what is this added spring effect? Inspection of the motion of the
advance mechanism reveals the answer: flexure. A bending component is
employed to help counter outward arm motion from the mid-rev range to
endpoint. The rotor shaft is attached to a top plate with cam tongues that
transfer spring bending into to rotational resistance. As the springs roll
onto these tongues, the added resistance results in a smoother transition
toward the maximum advance. This is pictured below with a BR18-type
distributor mounted on a Sun 404 distributor tester, which is rotationally
ramped through its rev range. A series of ‘stop-motion’ flash-photographs
were taken at 100 rpm increments, including those shown here at 300,
900, and 1500 rpm. These points correlate to the earlier plot, where at
300 rpm the advance arms begin to move outward under tension. At 900
rpm, the springs have made contact with the edge of the tongues on the
top plate, adding a bending force. The gap between the arms and the distributor body is reduced while the angle of the advance plate is increased
by 10°. At 1500 rpm, the springs are strongly rolled onto the tongues,
slowing the advance toward its limit of 15°.

Flash photographs of a BR18 distributor at 300 (left), 900 (center), and 1500 (right)
RPM showing the behavior of the extension springs and advance angle.

corrosion over years of use, it’s best to consider distributor springs as consumable items.

DIY springs?
First thoughts may be that DIY springs belong nowhere near a
Porsche. This might be true if the only option were to coil music wire
around a mandrel to the correct dimensions, heat treat, and form the ends.
But stock extension springs are commercially available covering a variety
of composition, wire gauge, and overall diameter. The project then becomes one of matching spring dimensions, cutting to size, forming loop
ends, and testing. Since loop ends are just single bends of one or two
coils, the biggest challenge becomes an ocular one. This is a task probably
best suited for eyes under 30 years old but made possible with strong magnification.
Springs need high tensile strength and a high elastic limit to withstand
the stresses and repeated loadings in the dynamic conditions of a distributor. Several suppliers provide high-carbon springs with wire gauge and
overall diameters near those of Bosch BR18-type springs. In particular,
the W.B. Jones Spring Company stocks 11” lengths of extension springs
with wire/overall diameters of 0.018”/0.156” and 0.016”/0.156”, close to
the dimensions of the 0.017”/0.158” Bosch factory springs and costing
just 14¢ an inch. The number of coils in a spring will influence tension
and flexure performance as well. A series of DIY spring pairs were fashioned to cover a variety of dimensional combinations. For comparison,
replacement springs available through Stoddard were also acquired, as
were originals from a several BR18 and 022 distributors believed to contain
factory springs. Spring tension was measured using the pulling force setup
pictured below. The corresponding plot compares the force needed for
extension of original Bosch springs, 0.016”/0.156” DIY springs with 16 to
19 coils (labeled 680-16C through 680-19C), 0.018”/0.156” DIY springs

Commercially available stock springs (bottom) and the testing arrangement using a
pull force gauge to measure and compare spring tension force.

A closer look
Since these springs do double duty, their properties are generally
more critical than those used in simpler distributors. Bosch used 21 coils
of 0.017” high-carbon spring wire (aka music wire) with a coiled diameter
of 0.158” terminated with a single loop on one end and a double loop on
the other. The outer flexed ends of the springs get the most abuse and are
a common area for stress failure so the double loop is used. A common
goal for the service life of an ordinary extension spring is often one hundred
thousand to one million cycles. Spring failure can be influenced by cycling,
applied load, deflection, temperature extremes, and corrosion. So how
long should a spring last in the life of a BR18 or 022 type distributor? If a
single spring cycle is counted as revving within the 600-3000 rpm range
(300-1500 rpm at the distributor), how many cycles are common in a
1600 motor? If revved just once per mile (up or down), the lifetime of a
distributor spring may be 100K miles. Maybe the answer is a million miles,
but the occurrence of broken springs in many rebuilds suggests many
fewer. Added together with the stress at spring ends and the likelihood of

with 16 and 18 coils (labeled 681-16C and 681-18C), and Stoddard replacement springs with 19 coils.
Results show several springs behave similar to the original factory
springs, including several of the 680 DIY springs and the Stoddard replacement. Since this exercise only measures spring tension and not bending,
the real test is in the performance in a distributor. Pairs of each spring
type were installed into a working Bosch 022 distributor and advance
curves were measured on a Sun 404 tester. The results shown at right are
consistent with the pulling tests, where fewer coils and thicker wire resulted
in reduced advance performance. Here, the best spring choices to match
the original springs are 680-18C, 680-17C, 680-16C and the Stoddard
springs. It is interesting to note the latitude over a few spring coils as the
factory included tolerance to account for parts and performance variation.
This particular distributor runs on the high side but within spec limits.
Continued
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Plots of the pull force required for DIY springs compared to Stoddard and factory
originals.

Beyond factory specs
This exercise sought to cast some light onto the unique inner workings of the distributors we use in our cars. Since adequate replacement
springs are currently available, cost may be the only incentive to fashion
your own springs for factory-like performance. There are however opportunities for improvement, especially with stronger springs to reduce
advance and allow for higher static settings. Combined together with shim-

Advance curves for an 022 distributor using a variety of spring types showing several
to be adequate choices to meet the original spec.

ming at the limit stop, as discussed for example in Kit Sodergren’s 2013
Registry article (issue 37-3), better performance can be designed into the
entire rev range. Though a more involved and sacrificial process, modifying the shape and/or weighting of the advance arms can provide other
opportunities as well.
Bruce Smith is an engineering professor at Rochester Institute
of Technology. His website is www.sparkingplugs.com.
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Tom Sansone

356s were well represented at the 2014 PCA Parade
in Monterey, June 15-21. Winners included Tom and
Kathy Sansone of California with their 1955 coupe
(left) in the Preparation Class. Tom writes, “We
were instructed to be on the field for staging by 5
a.m. They directed us onto the 18th fairway with
flashlights; I have never before placed the car while
it was dark. After the cars in our class were set up,
the sprinklers popped up and started spraying. I
went inside to tell the desk clerk at the hotel, who
said, "I'll make a call". In short order, they were
turned off. Fortunately, none of the cars got wet
from the sprinklers but the mist was so heavy, you
could see it in the headlights... it seemed like raindrops were coming down. All of this, of course,
made the final preparation a bit exciting.

Photos by
Rich Tsai

356s at the
Monterey,
California

PCA Parade
Concours

Jerry Charlup scored a win in
the Street Limited Production
class with his Carrera Speedster. Bruce Ungari took first
in the 356 Restoration class
with his 1954 Speedster. Rose
and Herb Wysard took a
fourth in Full Factory Race
class, and won the People’s
Choice Award.
Other Registry members recognized in the Restoration
Group Achievement Awards
were Vince Bobba, Tom and
Debbie Drummond, Brad
Newell and Mel Shapiro.
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To: M & M Enterprises,
925 Walnut Street,
Pacific Grove, CA
93950-4717

C
Call
a l l or
o r Fax
Fax 8
831-375-4442
3 1 - 3 7 5 - 4 4 4 2 (PPacific
acific time
time)
Email or call to order today.
$65
$
65
Die cast metal chrome ‘60s look License Frame.

Driver’s Manual

C
California
alifornia
Reproduction
Black Plate Style 45 pages, softcover $40.
License Plate.

By MAIL: Include check or
money order in U.S. funds
payable to M & M Enterprises,
or charge your order to your
Visa, MC, Discover. Paypal, too!
List items desired with sizes
and a day phone number.

Email:
Email: 3356goodiestore@sbcglobal.net
56goodiestore@sbcglobal.net

“A” Driver’s manual,
originally printed
September, 1957.
“B” Driver’s manual,
early version (4/60).
“B” Driver’s manual,
originally printed 1/63.
“C” Driver’s manual,
originally printed
September, 1963.
Speedster
A real embossed aluminum plate, authentic
size, colors and style. For
your collector car,
garage, den or offffice.

18 x 18” vinyl banner
w/grommets $35.

Keep the Faith, Show the Faith on all your cars!

$
$20
20

$15
$
15

Commercial Vendors

WANTED: PORSCHE 356, A, B, C, SC, 911,
dead or alive, any condition, barn finds, abandoned
projects, anything considered, top dollar paid; serious buyer, will pick up from anywhere in the USA,
please call. Alex Manos, 877-912-0007, CA
email: continental5000@gmail.com

WOODEN STEERING WHEEL Restoration and
Repair. Complete & correct re-wooding, polishing,
machine turning (L.L.), and plating available. Many
exotic woods for custom orders. VDM, Nardi, Les
Leston, Derrington, Moto-Lita and others. Also B/C
type Carrera wheels. AUTOMOTIVE SCULPTURE
by Bruce Crawford. 805-528-6240. CA.
www.hardwoodclassicsltd.com

356 ORIGINAL LTERATURE, OWNERS / SHOP
MANUALS etc. Fine, in-depth collection also including early/mid-911 series cars. Posters: Factory commemorative, showroom, and event featuring 356,
Spyder, and 911/912’s…the finest selection anywhere. Also, a few very fine books: Liebe Zu Ihm,
Porsche Rennsport, Porsche Posters, etc.
www.VintageAutoPosters.com
or tony@singer356.com

LOCKSMITH SERVICES Offering a full line of factory, non-factory and high security keys as well as
location services for hard-to-find blanks; keys cut by
code; key chart available. Perform ten-point quality
restoration of locks and door handles. Electrical repair of ign. switches. Key accessories avail., bulbs
and batteries for light keys, fobs and pouches, etc.
Tony Euganeo 610-461-0519. 501 Folcroft Ave.
Sharon Hill, PA 19079.

STARTER, GENERATOR AND ALTERNATOR
Family-owned business with over 33 years of
Starter, Generator and Alternator sales and service
knowledge in the 356/912/911 Porsche /VW field.
Our Speciality is professional rebuilding. Whether
it's for a show car or just a solid replacement unit give us a call. We can keep it looking completely
original or offer you a quality remanufactured unit .
Working with us you will find we stay true to our
roots by always putting the customer first while delivering quality products at a reasonable price. Keep
your 356 / 912 / 911Porsche / VW running like it did
when it was new. ABC PARTSWERKS, Appleton,
WI. 920-378-5538 - ask for Doug. www.abcpartswerks.net. ABCPARTSWERKS@aol.com
WANTED PORSCHE 356 A, B, C & SC, 911,
Speedster, Any Condition, Top Price Paid, we will
Pickup from Anywhere in the US.
Please call Peter Kumar 1-800-452-9910
email: gullwingny@aol.com

OPTIMA batteries: Corrosion free/true zero mainte
$152-6v, $167-12v. $5 shipping east of Miss./$10
west. State of the art battery-maintainers 6 or 12v.
$45+$7 shipping. Cutoff switch $10.
Chatham Motorsports, 225 N. Maple, Vinton, VA
24179. 540-981-0356 chathamms@aol.co

SIERRA MADRE COLLECTION has an opening
for a full-time sales associate. This position offers
a base salary plus commission, paid holidays and
benefits. We are looking for a motivated candidate
with knowledge of Porsche automobiles. Strong
communication skills, good work ethic and the ability to multi-task in a busy store/office are a necessary. Please email your resume and cover letter to
Sales@SierraMadreCollection.com

TECH INFO: NEW! Little-Known Facts about
356s, 240 pages all color, spiral, $79. + postage.
Der White’s 356 Sales and Tech Literature, THE
BOOK! $129 + $4.50 postage (lower 48). Outside
USA, inquire. Exploded-View Part Diagrams setsshow all parts: Pre-A 51 pgs-$14, 356-A 74 pgs$17, 356-B T-5/T-6 118 pgs-$23, 356-B/C 114
pgs-$23. Factory Workshop manuals: Pre-A 250
pgs-$45, 356-A 500 pgs-$65, 356 B/C 900 pgs-$85.
Factory Parts Books: 53 Pre-A 160+ pgs-$35, 55
Pre-A 350 pgs-$45, 356-A COMING, 356-B 1,016
pgs-$75, 356-B T-6 Suppl.-400+ pages-$45, 356-C
Suppl 300+ pages-$40 (356-B + B T-6 or 356-B +
356-C together-$99) All are copies in 3-ring binders.
Charlie White 480-367-8097. 8639 E. Via de los
Libros, Scottsdale, AZ 85258 derwhite@aol.com.
NOTE OUR NEW WEB ADDRESS
http://derwhites356literature.com

SAM SIPKINS, MECHANIC
www.samsipkins.com Extensive knowledge of
Type 356. Custom engine overhaul. Mechanical /
electrical repairs and restoration. Pre-purchase inspection special at my shop - $240 incl. compression and oil pressure test. Travel possible. Dealer
for Pertronix Ignitor transistorized ignition system.
Replaces "points". All applications in stock - call for
best price. Protect your engine w/ASL Camguard
Anti-corrosion oil additive. Proven in aviation engines, preserves engines used infrequently. $25.95
covers two oil changes. Shop location: 3427 Magnolia St, Oakland CA 94608. 510-632-8232.
Sam.Sipkins@gmail.com
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hen I first sat with Doctor Ernie Nagamatsu in
front of his computer, gazing at photos of an
old and cracked red Porsche with big black
7s inside white circles, the wheels right away made me
think the car looked like an overinflated blimp in Bermuda
shorts with very skinny legs.
“Just make a bubble here, here, and here,
and a big one here,” he gestured, my own mouth
hanging open. We were, to note, looking at the famous General Kilpatrick Speedster he owns and
was commissioning me to make a model of. I’ve
previously made the good Doctor a model of his
celebrated “junk yard dog” the 1959 Old Yeller II
Buick Special. This was part of a series of one-ofa-kind constructions that mutated over time, and
with that model I was able to get away with sloppy contours
and substituting materials I salvaged from the trash; not
many would know the difference. But a 1958 Porsche
Speedster? I knew I was in trouble as this car’s characteristics are very distinctive, no way around it.
Doctor Nagamatsu’s unusual charisma and enthusiasm – and talent for telling just the right joke halfway
through a Novocain injection – made it impossible to decline the challenge, though I finally did remember to close
my mouth. I left Doctor Nagamatsu’s office dizzy with numb
thoughts: where do I start?
Luckily, I’m an experienced metalworker. Luckily,
too, I overdramatize much in my head so the first step appropriate to my personality is extensive procrastination
knowing well once I wasted too much time I would inevitably hit step two, panic. Panic is where I now know
what I need to do but don’t know how and blindly jump in
without thinking.
Enjoying procrastination over a period of two months,
I downloaded photos from a variety of sources including
the Registry’s website to help me visualize Speedster characteristics and reference points for components. Detailed
scaling was gleaned directly from the images without ever
knowing the dimensions of a real Speedster. At the track
Doctor Nagamatsu accompanies his real race cars with the
matching models, in particular for the kids who show up
who become captivated by the pint-sized
replicas that are too small to sit in, but big
enough to imagine they can (though from
the looks of the last model, quite a few
have tried anyway). This fact alone influenced the scaling decisions that resulted
in a 38½-inch long Porsche Speedster.
Totally by accident, it is exactly ¼ scale.
Moving only slightly from the procrastination stage I cut cardboard templates to guide centerline and symmetry –
and to control my mental frenzy – while
shaping the frame and body. After all this,
all I really had was a precise overhead
view of the body around which I wrapped
a steel perimeter strap, then filled in a
steel framework attached a ¼” thick aluminum pan. I purchased a set of 1½” x
6” diameter lawnmower wheels to try to keep the project
rolling.

W

Tail
Lights

Kerry E. West
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At this point all I had for the body was a small selection of .060 aluminum sheets and once again did not know
where to start. Nothing was obvious and high time to panic.
I seized my ball peen hammer, laid one of the sheets against
a 2-foot-long section of heavy gauge railroad track, closed
my eyes, and started slamming aluminum. The skill of
forming metal with a ball peen is quickly acquired (don’t
forget to open your eyes) by hammering where you guess
you should, right or wrong. Wrong exposes right. Cutting
strategically-placed narrow pie-shaped slits that can be
pulled closed again (and welded later) facilitate even more
radically pronounced compound curves. But strangely,
amidst my desperation, the long, narrow sheet I was mutilating against the piece of track was starting to look like
one whole side of a Speedster. I wondered if Erwin
Komenda did it this way.
I was soon able to draw door jamb lines and chop
that sheet into 3 sections. Second only to the steel perimeter strap, the shape, location, and stance of the Speedster
doors dictated everything from which the entire car grew.

In a nutshell, I installed the doors first, then worked the
body forward and rearward following the steel perimeter
strap as it curved tight around the front and rear corners,
and a very fresh round of panic created the center sections
last. All the hours of final welding, sanding, and detail work
(the stainless steel rear grills, the pachinko ball gear shifter,
etc.) provided much needed therapy.
The project took a year in my spare time. So many
things perplexed me with the pint-sized Speedster that
when I got stuck, my ultimate trick was to “sleep on it” and
I would wake up already knowing what to do. Thus, to really move forward with the project I took lots of naps. Seriously, this is a magically profound process that takes no
effort, and that I believe can affect everyone. Alternatively,
trial and error – the blindly jumping in – is great during
the waking hours and a valuable approach to figuring out
how not to do something. As customary, I learned a lot
from building this pint-sized Speedster and gained an aesthetical and historical appreciation of the 356 and the people it attracts. And for some reason, Bermuda shorts don’t
bug me anymore.

• EXCELLENT AND FRIENDLY SERVICE
• WE CARRY A FULL INVENTORY OF 356 PRE-A TO 997
• WE SHIP ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
• HUGE SELECTION OF NEW AND USED PARTS

YO U R S O U R C E FO R PA R T S A N D ACC E SS O R I E S FO R A L L P O R S C H E ® AU TO M O B I L E S !
STORE 888.986.4466 (PST) • OUTSIDE US +1.626.844.4616 • Sales@SMCparts.com • www.SMCparts.com
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Set , 1
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Kit,
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European Collectibles, Costa Mesa, CA

Authentic. Always.
The essence of Porsche is to deliver a driving experience like no other, as it has
as been with
the first Coupes from the little sawmill in Gmünd to the refined performance of the last Carrera Cabriolet.
The respect for the 356 series cars has not diminished, nor has our commitment to provide the most complete range
of exclusive sheet metal, glass, trim and mechanical components. This ensures that our customers can enjoy
and maintain the performance, authenticity and value of their cars.

Stoddard NL
NLA-LLC
A-LLC stoddard.com
Highland Heights, Ohio 44143 USA 800 342 1414

Accessor
Accessory
yT
Travel
ravel Kit
For 356B with 1600 and 1600S
engine, exceptional concours
quality, limited quantity
NLA-721-901-00

Reno, Nevada 89502 USA 800 438 8119

Blaupunkt Frankfurt Radio
Fits 356B and 356C
NOS, 6 and 12 volt (switchable)
fitted with MP3 interface,
limited supply
NLA-645 -112-11

Glass W
asher Bottle
Washer
Fits 356 Pre A
correct glass texture,
bakelite top, feed pipe
and mounting cage
NLA-628-500

Seat Back Bungee Cord
Fits 356, 356A
Concours correct woven
cover with authentic
stainless hooks
NLA-522-751-01

Floor Mat Sets
Fits 356A
Long unavailable tan floor
mat set, includes front,
rear and tunnel, as original
TAN
NLA-551-101-T
Others available

